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Thursday, 29 June 1995

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT - BY HON B.K. DONALDSON
Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation - Retail Trading Hours

Amendmnent Regulations

HON B.K. DONALDSON (Agricultural) [2.34 pm] - by leave: I thank members for
their indulgence. On 11I May 1995 the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation considered the Retail Trading Hours Amendment Regulations 1994, the
intention of which was to liberalise trading hours for small retail shops. This was one of
a large number of regulations which had to be considered by the committee after the
summer recess of Parliament. It is the committee's function to scrutinise all regulations
made in the State. The committee performs this function on behalf of the Parliament,
which does not have time to consider all regulations itself. The committee's function is a
vital check on the exercise of bureaucratic and administrative power in this State.
Similar committees operate in all the States and Territories of Australia, in the
Commonwealth Parliament and in other Parliaments such as that in the United Kingdom.
It is important to note that the committee is bipartisan, representing the whole of the
Parliament, and is proud of its record of independence.

Regulations are first published in the Government Gazette and are then tabled in
Parliament in accordance with the requirements of the Interpretation Act 1984. To assist
the committee in its difficult task of scrutinising regulations, the Premier directed, in
1993, that all government agencies were to provide the committee with a memorandum
explaining the operation of each regulation made. The memorandum is merely an aid to
understanding for the committee and is not a public document. The committee's terms of
reference provide -

5. It is the function of the Committee to consider and report on any
regulation that -

(a) appears not to be within power or not to be in accord with the
objects of the Act pursuant to which it purports to be made;

(b) unduly trespasses on established rights, freedoms or liberties;

(c) contains matter which ought properly to be dealt with by an Act of
Parliament; or

(d) unduly makes rights dependent upon administrative, and not
judicial, decisions.

7. If the Committee is of the opinion that any other matter relating to any
Regulation should be brought to the notice of the House, it may report that
opinion and matter to the House.

In the case of the Retail Trading Hours Amendment Regulations 1994, the committee
identified a concern that the regulations may have been made in excess of the power
conferred by the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987. However, that view was tentative and
the committee considered that it needed to seek further advice on the matter. Due to the
pressures on the committee at the time, these regulations were considered at the last
meeting of the committee - 11I May - before the last date on which the committee could
give a notice of motion of disallowance of the regulations in the House; that is, 16 May.
The committee's view on the regulations was only tentative. Additionally, it is not
within the committee's terms of reference to comment on government policy, nor would
this be consistent with the committee's belief in its role as an independent reviewer of
bureaucratic regulation-making. Furthermore, the committee still had power to report to
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the House should this prove necessary in the future. Consequently, the committee cameto the view that it would not at that time obstruct the clear policy of the Government
without obtaining further advice. If it subsequently became clear that the committee's
concerns were well-founded, the committee could take appropriate action at that time.The committee sought further advice on a confidential basis from Len Roberts-SmithQC. Mr Roberts-Smith has provided independent advice to the committee since about1989, under both Labor and Liberal chairmen. His advice has always been of a highstandard and of great assistance to the committee. Mr Roberts-Smith's opinion wasreceived on 23 June 1995. The committee regards his opinion as a confidential andprivileged document. The committee is gravely concerned at the breach of bothparliamentary security and parliamentary privilege that has resulted in the opinion beingleaked to the Press. The committee is uncertain of the origin of the leak. At its meeting
this morning the committee learnt that some members of it had not yet received a copy ofthe opinion which had been sent to them through the parliamentary mail system onTuesday. As a result of the leak, the committee has resolved to review its security
procedures. Some measures have already been taken in that respect.'
As for the Retail Trading Hours Amendment Regulations 1994, the committee will befollowing its usual scrutiny procedures. In the first instance this will involve seekingfurther evidence and opinion on the matters before it. If the committee's concernis are notaddressed, it may formally report the matter to Parliament. The committee is well awarethat there are inadequacies in the system of scrutiny of regulations and other subordinatelegislation in this State. The committee's role is still poorly understood in many quarters,
despite the fact that it has been operating since December 1987. The committee has beenworking for some time now on proposals for reform of the system. It anticipates tablinga report containing recommendations for reform before the end of the year.

PETITION - DAWESVILLE CHANNEL PROJECT, DEWATERING
COMPENSATION

Hon J.A. Cowdell presented the following petition bearing the signatures of 15 persons -
We the undersigned having been assured on numerous occasions by various
authoritive persons, that no inconvenience to householders would be occasionedby the dewatering of the Dawesville Channel project, now consider there is an on-going obligation to compensate those householders who still cannot extractpotable water from their water bores. Such compensation to. continue until such
time as potable water is obtainable, and then to recompense the householders forany expense necessary to re-commission pumping equipment affected by
inactivity and/or salt water.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 458.]
PETITION.- WARDS OF THE STATE, PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan presented the following petition bearing the signatures of
15 persons -

We, the undersigned residents of Western Australia request that a Parliamentary
Inquiry be established to examine claims made by citizens of WA who were
wards of the State between 1930 and 1970.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Legislative Council will examine
whether the State adequately discharged its obligations to those Wards of the
State who were placed in various residential institutions between 1930 and 1970
and who have alleged that they were subjected to physical, psychological and
sexual abuse by those persons involved in the management of those institutions.
And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 459.1
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LEGAL PRACTITIONERS DISCIPLINARY TRIBUNAL - ANNUAL
REPORT, LEAVE GRANTED TO WITHDRAW; REVISED REPORT

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [2.43 pm]: I
seek leave to withdraw the Legal Practitioners Disciplinary Tribunal annual report
1993-94, paper No 333 of 1995, tabled in this House on 10 May 1995. This is due to an
error in the report which identifies the names of all legal practitioners who have appeared
before the tribunal or who have matters that are pending a hearing by the tribunal.
Identification of such persons is contrary to section 6 in part D of the second schedule of
the Act. A revised report will be supplied as soon as'possible. The revision will consist
only of the deletion of the names of legal practitioners who have been involved or are
currently involved in tribunal proceedings.
[Leave granted.]

MOTION - URGENCY
Retail Trading Hours Amendment Regulations, Regulation 3

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following letter dated
29 June -

Dear Mr President
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under 50 72 that the House at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 am on December 25 1995 for the purpose of discussing:

(a) whether Regulation 3 of the Retail Trading Hours Amendment
Regulations 1994 is within power,

(b) the adequacy of the Minister for Fair Trading's reported response to the
issue; and

(c) to provide an opportunity for the House to be informed as to what the
Government proposes to do to address the matter in the event that
Regulation 3 is not within power.

Yours sincerely
Nick Griffiths MLC
Member for East Metropolitan Region

In order for this matter to be discussed it will be necessary for at least four members to
indicate their support by rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [2.44 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December.

I thank members for their support. I note that it is rare, pursuant to standing orders, that
we have members on both sides rising in support. Although I must say that may
colleague, Hon Derrick Tomlinson, received similar support when he moved such a
motion. Regulation 3 is one of the Retail Trading Hours Amendment Regulations 1994
published in the Government Gazette on 23 December 1994. There may be some
significance in that date; it was the last weekday before Christmas 1994, and it was a
Friday. Regulation 3 states that regulations 5 and 6 of the principal regulations are
repealed and the following regulations are substituted. Then, under the heading "Goods
and Services for Sale at Small Retail Shops" it reads -

(5) Under section 10(3)(a) of the Act, goods and services of all descriptions
are prescribed for the purposes of sale at- a small retail shop.

The regulation goes on to deal with the application for small retail shop certificates. That
part of the regulation is not relevant to the discussion. Regulation 5, however, refers
directly to section 10(3)(a) of the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987. Section 10(3)(a)
states -
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Subject to this Act a retail shop shall be regarded as a small retail shop if -
(a) only goods and services that are prescribed for the purpose of sale at a

small retail shop are sold or provided at the retail shop;
The words of the paragraph are arguably words of limitation. They commence with the
word "only". The words of regulation 3, which I wish the House to discuss, are rather
more embracing; in fact they are all-embracing. The key phrase, in my view, is "goods
and services of all descriptions". Section 10(3)(a) arguably requires a categorisation or
listing; it is a prescription. The all-embracing words of regulation 3, to which I have
referred, are arguably a cop-out from the process. The section requires regulation yet the
regulation means deregulation or purports to so do. The Act says "only" but the
regulation says "all".
In considering whether the regulation is within power it is not just necessary to look at
the wording of section 10(3)(a). It is necessary to look at section 10(3)(a) and the
regulation in the context of the scheme of the Retail Trading Hours Act. Section 10 iscontained in part 3 of that Act. Section 10 categorises retail shops into four; namely,
general retail shops, small retail shops, special retail shops and filling stations.
Section 10(4) refers to special retail shops and paragraph (b) states that only the goods
and services or both that are prescribed in relation to a special retail shop of that category
are to be sold or provided at the retail shop. Subsection (5) refers to filling stations. Thepertinent words to be considered are that a retail shop shall be regarded as a filling station
if the whole or part of the business of the retail shop constitutes the sale of fuel.Members should note section 10(2) which says that subject to this Act any retail shop
that is not a small retail shop, a special retail shop or a filling station shall be regarded asa general retail shop. In that regard I refer to section 4 of the Retail Trading Hours Act
which relates the trading hours of general retail shops.
The scheme of the Act is to the effect that categories of shops are regulated with respectto the retailing they undertake in relation to specific goods and services. The difficulty
seems to lie in the regulation using the phrase "goods and services of all descriptions".
The phrase seems contrary to the scheme of the Act. In any event that is strongly
arguably so. In providing words of generality, the regulation fails to provide the required
particulars. It is anything-goes language. It stands uneasy against the wording of other
sections of the Act which reinforce the observations that I have made about the scheme
of the Act.
I refer briefly to section 11(4) which, among other things, says that the permanent head
may cancel a certificate certifying a retail shop to be a small retail shop or a special retail
shop if the permanent head is satisfied with respect to a number of matters, but including
in relation to a small retail shop, that any goods or services other than goods or a service
prescribed under section 10(3)(a) is sold or provided at that retail shop. Similarly
paragraph (b) says that in relation to a special retail shop any goods or service, other than
goods or service prescribed as goods or a service in relation to a special retail shop of that
category, are sold or provided at that retail shop.
I note a reported observation. I do not know whether it is accurate or otherwise. I trust
the Minister will advise the House about that in due course because that advice should
come straight from the horse's mouth, although I stress that I am not referring to the
Minister as a horse.
Hon Graham Edwards: I thought you might have called him something else.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I hope Hon Graham Edwards will not suggest something
unparliamentary. The reported proposition was that the matter was somehow or other
remedied by the amendment which took place in April. Here I refer to the Retail Trading
Hours Amendment Regulations, tabled paper No 293, published in the Government
Gazette on 13 April 1995. That explanation, if it has been offered, is incorrect for two
reasons: First, by a reference to the wording of that amendment, the pertinent part of that
being that regulation 5 of the retail trading regulations 1988 is amended to insert after the
description the words "other than motor vehicles". When applied to regulation 5 that
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would have read that under section 1003)(a) of the Act, goods and services of all
descriptions, other than motor vehicles, are prescribed for the purposes of sale at a small
retail shop. I suggest that it does not logically cure the ailment, insofar as there is one.
The wording in the Act just does not jell. What is the position in respect of what has
transpired between the regulation published in December and that amendment published
in April? I suggest that it does not remedy the matter. To say it does is a nonsense. I do
not accept that the Minister has said that. Even if he did, the difficulty is that the
supposed remedy was not in place for several months. Something needs to be done in
that regard.
In conclusion, good government requires, amongst other things, a climate of stability. It
involves Governments being subject to the law and when a perceived error is pointed out,
it requires a considered response to address the cause of the disquiet. The reported
response does not meet that standard. The response which I trust we will shortly hear
must be more considered than the initial government action. It seems to me that in
attempting to deal with the politics of the retail trading hours issue, the Government has
been somewhat careless with the law. Looking at the primary issue under discussion, the
people of Western Australia should be very wary of the Minister for Fair Trading
presenting Christmas gifts.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [2.58 pm]: Before I sought the call, I looked over
to the Minister to see whether he wanted to respond at this stage. I prefer that he did
that -

Hon Peter Foss: I am sure you would.
Hon KIM CHANCE: - because the whole argument is predicated on the second part of
the motion by Hon Nick Griffiths and deals with the extent and quality of the reported
response to the issue by the Minister for Fair Trading. Nonetheless without having all of
the Minister's response now, I will simply stick to the second point of the motion. The
information we have on this matter is at this stage limited to what is contained on the first
and second pages of today's edition of The West Australian. It refers to advice from a
Queen's Counsel who supplied an opinion to the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation, which opinion, if correct, points to the most appalling blunder this
Government has made since the Buckeridge affair. It is reported that the regulations,
which had been the subject of months of controversy in debate about retail trading hours,
were in conflict with the Act - the law itself.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You have had advice on that?

Hon KIM CHANCE: If Hon Ross Lightfoot reads Hansard, he will see exactly what I
said. I said that it is reported that the Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation
received advice from a Queen's Counsel, Mr Len Roberts-Smith. That is exactly what I
said. That is the only advice I have.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: We know where Mr Foss is wrong; he got the advice from
Mr Lightfoot.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not think even Mr Foss would do that.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot interjected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: He may well do, and in many cases he could go to no better
person. How a Government, if this report is accurate, could make such a fundamental
error beggars description. It is a further pointer, following the Stateships debacle and
what has become the flawed wage offer made by the Minister for Health to hospital
nurses - which also seems to be in conflict with law - that this Government is
increasingly incompetent The Minister for Education may well laugh.

Hon N.F. Moore: I laugh uproariously at the sorts of comments you make.

Hon KIM CHANCE: Increasingly every time the Government involves itself in some
kind of major action we find something fundamentally flawed in the process. The
Government makes a wage offer and gives advice on that offer to employers and
employees in the health industry which we then find to be in conflict with federal law -
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not marginally, but inoperatively in conflict. The Government's involvement at the
Fremantle wharf in inviting a person onto the waterfront all but caused a national
stoppage on the waterfront. That is not the issue and I probably should not have
responded to the interjection, but increasingly whatever this Government touches is
affected by its Midas touch in reverse - it falls to bits.
I am not necessarily saying that on this occasion - because I do not have the advice - what
the Government has done is disastrously bad, however, on the face of it, on what has
been reported, it appears that an awful blunder has been made. Regulations have been
prescribed which are ultra vires the Act and nothing has been done about it. The position
that that has possibly put people in is to be deplored. We are not talking about something
that has a peripheral effect on a handful of people, but about something which not only
affects a large part of the retail wrading sector, but was also debated as a matter of
controversy for months. The Minister's reported response is that he had not seen the
QC's opinion. I can understand that, even though it was also reported that he was
informed of the broad terms of the problem as early as Tuesday.
Hon Peter Foss: That is incorrect; I was told on Wednesday afternoon.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Even so, the Minister said that he had not seen the opinion, but he
has confirmed today that he became aware of the broad terms of the problem on
Wed4nesday. Even though he said that he had not seen the QC's opinion, he said that he
did not agree with it anyway.
Hqh Peter Foss: What I have been told of it. I do not have to agree with everything.
H~n KIMv CHANCE: However, because of later amendments to the Act in April the
Minister says that the QC's opinion, even if it were correct, would no longer apply; so, he
has not seen it but it is wrong, but if it is right, it does not apply!
Hon Peter Foss: That is perfectly logical.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I disagree with the Minister on that. As I understand it, the April
amendments in any case dealt with matters more allied to the motor vehicle industry anddid not relate to the small shops which are apparently affected by this blunder. How an

" amendment relating to motor vehicles has, any impact on the operation of small retail
stores is a little beyond me.
I am also deeply disappointed that the Minister for Fair Trading was so quick to point to
the question of privilege of the QC's opinion. It seemed almost as though he was
igniting a smokebomb so that the sharp edges of the issue would be obscured somewhat.
There may well be a question of privilege - I do not know - although from what the
chairman of the committee, Hon Bruce Donaldson, said today, the fact that some of the
mall to the committee has gone astray may answer that. I do not know whether that mail
was to opposition or government members, but it seems to provide a possible explanation
for how the media were able to access those documents. Rather than concentrating on
the issue, Mr Foss has sought to introduce this smokescreen of a possible breach of
privilege.
This issue could have far-reaching consequences for retail traders and small business
generally as a result of what I claim, given the position I held on the question of trading
hours, is the reckless arrogance of the Government in introducing these regulations in the
way it did apparently without even checking to see whether they were consistent with the
Act. In all of this, the Minister talks about the question of privilege as though it is a
matter of some importance. It may be of some importance in its own right, but in the
context of the seriousness of the issue, privilege is not a matter which is central to this
issue. If the reported opinion is correct, shp~el CLutly upVedLtfl under Me
prescribed but possibly ultra vires regulations may be open to prosecution. This is an
intolerable situation which the Government has created by its mismanagement of the
issue and one to which we must find a resolution.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Fair Trading) [3.08 pm]: I am
pleased to have this opportunity to speak on this subject. As I said, I first learnt of this
yesterday afternoon while I was on my sick bed - I think I was suffering from
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MacTiernanitis - when I was given a general outline of the basis for the opinion. The
Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation is an important one, and the fact that
there has been a breach of privilege also is important.
Hon Kim Chance: If there has been.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not see how the publishing of a confidential document of the
committee before it has been reported to the House can be seen as anything else. This
committee has functioned well since 1987 and has worked in a bipartisan way. No
matter who is the Government of the day, the committee has fiercely come forward and
moved for the disallowance of regulations. That is an important role. When it moves for
disallowance it first consults with the Minister involved because it is often not an easy
question as to whether something is within or outside the law. The only way in which
that can be finally determined is to take it to court and have it struck down by a court.
People may form an opinion, but it is never finally decided until a court says it is outside
the law.
Hon Graham Edwards: Like the High Court.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will get to the High Court. What normally happens is that, rather
than people being put to that trouble, the committee raises its point and allows the
Minister to put his point. In 99 cases out of 100 either the person is satisfied or a small
adjustment is made to the regulations. Without the matter finally being tested or
becoming a matter of contention it is resolved by the committee's either accepting the
explanation or accepting an amendment to the regulations. Ministers do not always agree
with the committee, but usually some form of reconciliation and consensus opinion is
arrived at. I can remember some quite interesting regulations back in the time of the
Labor Government. Some lovely regulations were brought down by the Supreme Court,
the District Court, the Local Court and the Crown Law Department.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: You have just under eight minutes.
Hon PETER FOSS: Shut up then. The regulations were put down and were held by the
committee to be a tax. The bureaucrats were making a future provision for some
computers. Quite plainly it was a tax and they had no authority whatsoever to do it. The
terrible embarrassment was that it was done by the Supreme Court, the District Court, the
Local Court and the Crown Law Department. In that instance we allowed the regulations
to go through; no-one raised the point about their being a tax and the department was told
not to do it again. Frequently some of the issues raised by the committee are on that
point. Normal issues relate to Henry VIII clauses, taxes and a minor exceeding of the
area. It is not uncommon for people to say that a particular regulation exceeds the Act, it
is a tax or whatever. It is normally worked out between the committee and it is done
without causing public panic. That is why the breach of privilege is very important.
However, the normal very effective process was aborted. All we have is one person
saying that it is illegal and other people saying that it is not. We have alarm in the
community and I do not believe that that alarm is justified.
From the point of view of a parliamentarian, the privilege is the most important thing.
We have good processes here and they have been subverted. Granted, that was because
of the way in which the mail was first delivered. However, someone has now gone to the
Press and, instead of the proper process being followed and the matter being resolved in a
way where Parliament was the watchdog, this has happened. Both Houses of Parliament
were satisfied with the regulation. It is a good start to saying that that regulation is
satisfactory if the legislators on both sides are satisfied that the necessary controls have
been put in place. The important thing is that that process did not happen in this case.
There is also the question of whether it is beyond power. One might say that it is
incompetent, but the decision to be relied upon in this case is a May 1995 decision of the
High Court. I am prescient to some degree, but I am not too good at predicting - nor is
Parliamentary Counsel who drafted the regulations -.whether the High Court will come
down in May with a decision relating to retail trading hours.
Hon Kim Chance: Can you explain that further?
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Hon PETER FOSS: The High Court brought down a decision in May this year. As I
understand it, it is the founding case under which it is stated by Mr Len Roberts-Smith
that these regulations are invalid. That is probably the strongest argument against these
regulations that one can find. It is a High Court decision on trading hours on a very
similar point.
Hon Kim Chance: You have obviously had the advantage of seeing the opinion, which
we have not.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have not; I am told that that is what it is based on.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Who told you that?
Hon PETER FOSS: The Fair Trading Ministry.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: They have seen it?
Hon PETER FOSS: I think they have, but I certainly have not. How they gain their
knowledge, I do not know. However, I have been told.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Are you concerned that they have seen this opinion?
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know that they have. The important point is that I
understand that it is the underlying case - the decision of the High Court in May this year.
I may be wrong about that. I certainly cannot anticipate that that is what the High Court
will do. The amendment we made in April, before the High Court case, excludes one set
of goods; that is, motor vehicles. It is directly relevant to this. I think the Hon Nick
Griffiths gave a very good summary of the legal issues involved.
The question is that, under section 10(3)(a), only goods and services that are prescribed
are to be sold in a shop. We have said that all goods other than motor vehicles can be
sold. We do not necessarily accept that these are words of limitation. There does not
seem to be any limitation on the goods we can include. We could write down every good
and service and that would be appropriate. That is what Hon Nick Griffiths is suggesting
- if we had done it by inclusion as opposed to exclusion it would be valid. I do not know
that I agree with that. Even if we accept that at least one thing must be left out then that
is now done with that change.
Alternatively, it may be that somewhere along that spectrum there is a place where
enough has been excluded and included for it to be valid. There are no limitations on our
including goods; we must be able to add goods. The question is where that is line to be
drawn. That is not an easy question to determine. Somewhere along the line one might
argue that it should be drawn. Since the High Court case people can argue that a line
should be drawn somewhere. We are saying that where we have drawn it is appropriate,
but I am quite happy to discuss that with the committee.
That is the important thing about dealing with the committee: We work this out in such a
way that ultimately we get a result that the committee sees as satisfactory. I am quite
certain that a regulation can be drawn up that carries out what is intended by the
Government's policy. In any event, I have the capacity under the Act to grant
exemptions. If necessary I will grant exemptions to anyone who has any concern to
ensure that they can trade. On an individual basis, instead of giving them a certificate
saying they conform to the regulations, I can give an exemption that has the same effect.
There is no concern whatsoever that it cannot be achieved. Unfortunately, the process
has been subverted; it normally would have been done in a way that would not have
caused concern. I assure members that the policy can be carried out and will be carried
out.
I certainly do not intend to prosecute anyone, because I believe the regulation is valid.
Nor do I believe it would be appropriate to prosecute any person for following a
regulation that subsequently turned out to be invalid. There is no concern that people
will be prosecuted for what they are currently doing. As for the future, I believe the
regulation is valid. However, even if it is not, the degree we are talking about is merely a
question of words to achieve it. I am quite happy to discuss that with the committee.
However, it must be capable of being done because it provides that we can prescribe
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these goods. In fact, it provides that I shall prescribe these goods, and unless I prescribe
some goods they cannot sell anything.
The important thing is that it must be capable of solution if this is not the solution - but I
believe it is. Having read the plain words of the Act, I believe it does not contain thenecessary words of exclusion. If it does contain a word of exclusion, there is now one
exclusion and that is sufficient. If there needs to be more and the committee wants them
or it wants them by way of inclusion as opposed to exclusion, I am sure I can provide any
of that. This is not an invalid regulation until a court decides that it is.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [3.19 pm]: I would like to pick up the pointthe Minister made and re-emphasise some of the concerns of the committee. I thank the
Minister for his observation about the bipartisanship of the committee. He hashighlighted a problem which the committee has had since its inception and one which the
committee has had problems coming to terms with. It has probably asked the Parliament
for some assistance in this matter. As the Minister points out, probably iii plainer terms
than we have used, if we pass legislation that contains the ability to correct a mistake, we
as parliamentarians have passed legislation that contains the ability for a Minister and in
some cases chief executive officers to do virtually what they like.
The committee has not yet debated the matter and, therefore, I will not make any
comment about the validity of the regulations or the Queen's Counsel's opinion.However, I will emphasis the words of the Minister. He thinks he is able - again this is
soehng the committee will have to discuss down the track - to do virtually as he

cossin regard to this matter. It does not really matter if the section of the Act that he
thinks gives him the power to pass regulations in the way that he has is worded
incorrectly or is ultra vires because he has the ability to make those exclusions.
Therefore, if the Parliament's intentions were not followed by the Minister, he is able to
correct those mistakes by the power vested in him through the Act.
Hon George Cash and I have had long debates on many occasions about Henry VIII
clauses and regulations. I am of the opinion - I do not have any statistics to back up myopinion - that the last Administration and this one, basically because the same
bureaucrats are involved to some extent, give more and more power to people who
should not have power to do as they want. Statements are included in legislation such as"Whereby these regulatory powers are not adequate to fulfil some of the purposes of this
Act" while another clause will be all encompassing suggesting that if the power provided
is not enough power, the Minister will refer to other powers to allow him to do as he
likes. We must be very careful about the legislation we pass.
I am glad the Minister raised the matter. I am not suggesting he is right or wrong.
However, I will be raising this point when the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation meets.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [3.22 pm]: In closing the debate, I wish
to make a few observations on what the Minister said. First, the genesis of this matter is
a subversion of the process. The subversion of the process was the Minister's need to get
some form of deregulation package out before Christmas. The policies of the coalition
Government seem to have hobbled the Minister's duty under the Act. Secondly, Iwelcome the Minister's assurance to people who may otherwise suffer that there will be
no prosecutions. Thirdly, I also welcome his proposal to grant exemptions if the need
should arise - I emphasis the words "if the need should arise". However, in welcoming
that process, I would not like that to be seen as a precedent applied at large because the
non-prosecution and the process of wholesale exemption would be interpreted by some tobe a subversion of the Minister's primary duty, namely, to carry out the wishes of aParliament as set out clearly, hopefully, in an Act of Parliament. Finally, I think I should
voice my concern about the Minister's words to the effect, as I understood them, that an
officer of his department had Mr Roberts-Smith's opinion.
Hon Peter Foss: I don't know. They have some knowledge of what it said.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: In any event, I trust the Minister will make appropriate inquiries
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and convey the results of those inquiries to Hon Bruce Donaldson and Hon Bruce
Donaldson's committee in due course.
[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.].

MOTION - HOUSING CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, PROBLEMS
Debate resumed from 10 May.
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [3.26 pm]: Since I last addressed the
House some months ago on this topic, nothing has occurred that in any way allays my
fears or concerns about the depth of the problems that exist in Western Australia's
building industry. Indeed, to the contrary, we now have in our possession further
evidence that the problems are quite arguably reaching crisis point and they require
prompt action and real intervention by the Government to rectify the problems that are
profoundly affecting the lives of many Western Australians. I do not think this is an
issue that we can allow to be run by the building industry lobby groups that we know are
very influential with the Government. From time to time, when I have raised these
problems in the House, the response has been that the problems represent only a small
percentage of home buyers and that the vast proportion of homes are well constructed
and home buyers generally are very happy. That is not the case.
Last weekend, a home buyers' survey was conducted. The Opposition, in conjunction
with the Housing Subcontractors Union and concerned home buyers, set up a home
buyers' hotline. We had six lines and, without any formal advertising - our budget did
not extent to that; we publicised it by way of stories in the local Press and by way of
radio coverage - we had an absolutely massive response. The hotline was set to
commence at 9.00 am on Saturday.
When we arrived at the centre at 8.30 am the phones were already running hot and
continued to do so throughout the nine hours that the hotline operated. The phones were
silenced only when they were disconnected at 6.15 pmn. During that entire period, all six
lines were engaged, and the people who contacted us said it had taken them two to three
hours to get through. Therefore, we believe, I think quite properly, that the response that
we received was a massive underestimation of the number of people who wanted to get
through to us to register their complaints and concerns.
[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR FAIR TRADING
ANREPS Inquiry; No Prosecution

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Fair Trading) [3.30 pm] - by
leave: Members will recall that on 8 December 1994, I made a statement to the House
regarding an investigation being conducted by the Ministry of Fair Trading into the
activities of Australian National Real Estate Private Sales Pty Ltd, otherwise known as
ANREPS. I am now in a position to provide members with an update with respect to this
matter. The ministry's investigation into ANREPS has now concluded. That
investigation did not disclose any evidence that would justify a prosecution of ANREPS
under the Real Estate and Business Agents Act. Accordingly, based on the information
known to it at this time, the ministry has decided that no such prosecution action should
be taken against ANREPS.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR FAIR TRADING
Proposed Introduction of Compulsory Builders' Indemnity Insurance

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Fair Trading) [3.31 pm]: - For
some months the Ministry of Fair Trading has been working on proposals for the
introduction of mandatory home indemnity insurance for all builders and I am pleased to
advise this House that the Government has agreed in principle to the development of
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legislation that will make it compulsory for builders who are constructing or renovating
homes to have indemnity insurance cover. The proposal that such insurance should be
made compulsory in Western Australia is not new. Members may recall that this was one
of the key measures recommended by the review into the home building industry
established by the previous Government in 1988. In fact, the major industry bodies have
always stated that without such a measure the protection offered to consumers by the
Home Building Contracts Act is seriously limited. I am aware that those bodies have
been campaigning for a compulsory indemnity scheme since that Act was introduced in
1992.
The previous Government did not give this matter the priority that both industry and
consumers considered it deserved. Furthermore, the type of arrangement that was
suggested at that time would have involved the scheme being underwritten by
government or the Builders Registration Board, whereas experience in other States has
shown that the private sector can operate such schemes effectively and at less cost.
Therefore, when the proposal to make home indemnity insurance compulsory was put to
me, I asked that the issues be researched thoroughly to determine whether a compulsory
scheme was in fact required or whether the existing voluntary scheme could be better
promoted by industry, and its uptake increased through education of home owners and
builders. In my view, legislation in such matters should be the preferred option only
where, on balance, the benefits to consumers and industry outweigh the costs imposed
upon them.
Late last year, I received advice from the ministry which showed that there were clearly
severe difficulties in extending coverage while indemnity insurance remained voluntary.
I was advised that the existing schemes cover only about 44 per cent of all new dwellings
and substantial renovations. Disappointingly only 37 per cent of new home building
approvals in the Perth metropolitan area are issued to builders who automatically arrange
insurance for all projects. Furthermore, I was advised that because of the small size of
the current market, voluntary scheme operators were finding it increasingly difficult to
obtain underwriters. On the basis of this advice, I asked the ministry to develop a
proposal for consideration by government, outlining measures that would increase the
uptake of home indemnity insurance. This proposal will involve amendments to
legislation regulating the home building industry. The main features of the arrangements
approved by Cabinet on 10 April 1995 are that -

Builders will not be able to construct new homes or undertake major renovations
unless they can obtain indemnity insurance coverage.
Insurance will be provided by the private sector. There will be no government
management or financial involvement in any scheme.
Existing industry associations promoting such schemes will be able to continue to
operate and to compete for business in an expanded market.
Introduction of this legislation will be preceded by an information and education
program which will allow builders to arrange their business affairs to maximise
the likelihood of their being able to meet the requirements for coverage imposed
by private insurers.

I have instructed the ministry to work out the details in consultation with industry. A
working group has already met, and during the spring session of Parliament I expect to
introduce a Bill which will give effect to mandatory home indemnity insurance.
Consumer groups will also be consulted prior to the introduction of this Bill. In passing,
I ask members to note that the developments that I have outlined have been progressed
against a background of continued assertions and allegations about the building industry
that cannot be substantiated by fact. Such allegations serve only to raise concerns among
consumers about possible exposure to risk, and among industry that public confidence
will be affected. Such statements and actions have done the industry a grave disservice
by engendering unnecessary panic. The measure that I announce today is part of the
Government's program to support and encourage fair and competitive trading in the
Western Australian marketplace and has been under consideration by government for
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some time. I look forward to bringing before the House later this year a measure that will
provide more certainly to both industry and consumers by introducing a requirement for
mandatory borne indemnity insurance.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 28 June.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [3.36 pm]: I will mention a number of things
which are happening in my electorate and also some of my reservations about the State
Government's contracting out policies. I indicate, firstly, that it was a particularly sad
week in Collie two weeks ago when Win Jones passed away. Win was the wife of the
former member for Collie, Tom Jones, and Win was as popular as Tom. Win and Tom
marred when Tom was fairly advanced in years, but they were one of the happiest
couples in Collie. Win was well known for her piano playing, and hundreds, if not
thousands, of seniors enjoyed Win's recitals at the senior citizens' Christmas parties in
Collie every year. Unfortunately, due to ill health, Win was not able to attend the last
two functions, where she was sadly missed, and passed away a few weeks ago. Win's
funeral was one of the largest funerals ever held in Collie, and, as Hon Doug Wenn said,
everyone went away with tears in their eyes. My wife and I had a very soft spot for Win.
She was in public life when we were young people growing up in Collie. Everyone knew
Win, and we were all very sad when she passed away.
I believe that the State Government has missed an opportunity in this year's state Budget
to do something about the problems at Yakamia Primary School. I have mentioned in
this House on numerous occasions that the facilities at Yakamia Primary School are
totally inadequate. That school is now one of the 10 largest primary schools in Western
Australia and is certainly the largest primary school in country Western Australia.
Hon N.F. Moore: What makes you think we missed an opportunity?
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Government should have spent some money on that school.
Hon N.F. Moore: You need to understand that the actual location of new primary schools
has not been decided, and the funds -

Hon BOB THOMAS: Is the Minister indicating that one of the options is to build a new
primary school at Little Grove?
Hon N.F. Moore: That option has been considered.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Many members of the school community will be pleased to know
that the Minister is considering that option, because many of us do not think that a new
primary school at Little Grove will do anything for the facilities at Yakamia.
Hon N.F. Moore: It will take significant pressure off the school population, and that will
enable funds to be spent on improving that school.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Yes, but the Minister will take away the five demountables at
Yakaniia. Primary School, which means that the Minister will not address the problems
that exist there at the moment.
Hon N.F. Moore: That is not true. I have looked at that school. I did not build it and I
did not create the problems, but I will fix them.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I can tell the Minister that the majority of the people believe that
building a new school at Little G rove will not solve the problems that they have.
Hon N.F. Moore: No-one is suggesting that it will solve all of the problems. It will solve
some of the problems.
Hon BOB THOMAS: About 200 children travel from Little Grove on the south coast to
various schools in Albany each day. I do not think that many of the 40 per cent or 80
children who go to private schools would opt to go to a government primary school in
Little Grove, if one were constructed.
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Hon N.F. Moore: Are you saying that we should not build one?
Hon BOB THOMAS: I am not saying that. The Minister cannot say that building a new
primary school in Little Grove will solve the problems at Yakamia.
Hon N.F. Moore: It will solve some of the problems. I will not take the blame for their
problems.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Hon Norman Moore is the Minister who cannot be blamed for
anything.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Derrick Tomlinson): I am interested in what Hon Bob
Thomas says about Yakamia Primary School, and I am also interested in the Minister's
answers, but I would prefer to listen to them separately. Since Hon Bob Thomas has the
floor, I ask him to address the Chair, and the Minister to address the Chair at a later stage.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I am grateful for your interest, Mr Deputy President. The State
Government should have done something at Yakamia in this year's Budget because of
the serious problems with overcrowding and inadequate facilities. For example, a whole
year is rostered off at assembly time. A courtyard has been enclosed and is used as a
work station for one of the staff as well as a storeroom. Electrical equipment such as
computers is being used in that area. It has a concrete floor with a drain running through
it. At various times there is water on the floor. The staffroom facilities are too small to
accommodate all of the staff at Yakamia primary. I have seen visiting officers and
specialists use the staffroom as a work station. Those specialists must pack up and
terminate interviews at morning and afternoon tea and lunchtime so that teachers can use
the staffroomn facilities.
Notwithstanding the interesting point that the Minister has made that some serious
consideration has been given to the Little Grove school, something should have been
done at Yakamia Primary School for the library, the covered assembly area, and the wet
areas in the cluster rooms which are being used as dedicated teaching areas. A number of
petitions have been presented in this place by parents. They have run an effective letter
writing campaign to members of Parliament. A small number of petitions have been
presented, because the P & C association wanted to wait for the State Budget to see
whether Yakamia would be funded for an upgrade before it moved into the second phase
of its campaign to have something done at the school. The new information I was given
today by the Minister means the P & C association must go back to the drawing board to
see how that will impact on the school and their campaign.
Hon N.F. Moore: Hon Bob Thomas should make sure that he tells them that I said it was
an option that is being considered, but there is no timetable attached to it.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Minister is not considering that for the new schools to be built
in the next financial year?
Hon N.F. Moore: It is an option being considered along with a range of other things. It
may well be that it is done sooner rather than later.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will give the Minister some advice: He should not think that he
will appease the school community by suggesting that he is considering the option at
Little Grove, because it will not be treated seriously. The majority of parents and
teachers at Yakarnia Primary School do not believe the Minister will solve their problems
by building a Little Grove school.
Hon N.F. Moore: I will tell the people at Little Grove that you do'not want a new school.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I have not said that.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: In one minute I must interrupt this dialogue to leave the
Chair. I suggest Hon Bob Thomas take that opportunity to address the Chair.
Hon BOB THOMAS: In addressing the Chair I should give the Minister some advice.
He misinterpreted what I said. He is not listening to what I am saying. The Minister will
have a lot more pain in the next two years from this issue of the Yakaniia Primary
School.
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Hon N.F. Moore: Hon Bob Thomas should be ashamed of the situation at Yakamnia; he
was in government for 10 years.
[Continued below.]

Sitting suspended from 3.45 go 4 .00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

CONSUMER CREDIT (WESTERN AUSTRALIA) BILL
Referral go Standing Committee on Legislation

On motion without notice by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for the Environment), resolved -

That the Consumer Credit (Western Australia) Bill 1995 be referred to the
Legislation Committee for consideration and report including consideration as to
whether the Hire Purchase Act 1959 should be repealed.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO USE OF EXECUTIVE POWER
Counsel Assisting - Letter Requesting Access to Transcript of Evidence, Easton Petition

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have a letter which was delivered by hand
to me this afternoon. It reads -

Dear Mr President
In investigation of the matters the subject of the Royal Commission, it would be
of assistance to me to read the transcript of evidence given before the Select
Committee of Privilege concerning the Petition of Brian Easton ("the Foss
Committee").
I understand that transcript is a confidential document. I would be grateful if you
would convey to the Council my request that it be released to me.
Yours sincerely
Ann M Vanstone QC
COUNSEL ASSISTING
29 June 1995

'SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [4.34 pm]: Contrary to the Minister for
Education's assertion, I support the construction of a primary school at Little Grove - as
long as the number of children attending the school are sufficient to ensure its viability,
and that all options, facilities and educational experience for the children will be
equivalent to any other primary school in the Albany area. Currently, 200 children each
day come up from Little Grove and the south coast to attend a primary school in Albany.
About 40 per cent of those children go to private schools, mainly religious schools, and it
is highly unlikely that those children will attend a school in the Little Grove area. That
means that 120 to 150 children would be the maximum catchment for a primary school at
Little Grove. Further, it would mean that the five transportable classrooms currently at
the Yakamia site would be taken away because most of the children coming up from the
south to go to public schools attend Yakamia. Yakamia would be no better off. I was
trying to counsel the Minister and indicate that the parents and the community will not
accept the construction of a school at Little Grove as an option for meeting the problems
at Yakania.
I have heard that the State Government is contemplating a change in the payment of
public servants' salaries from fortnightly to monthly. From the conversations I have had
with public servants I know that this will not be a popular move. I certainly will not be
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supporting it, basically because many people on low incomes will find it difficult to
stretch their pay for a month rather than a fortnight. This move will result in a windfall
for the State Government, because around $3b a year is paid in salaries by the State
Government. If the Government were to pay those salaries on a monthly basis - that is,
one week in advance and three in arrears - it would be holding public servants' salaries
for one week longer a month than currently. The State Government will be accruing
interest one week a month on public servants' salaries. If the State Government's salary
bill is around $3b a year, at 6 per cent interest it will receive $45m a year by changing
salary payments from fortnightly to monthly. Were the State Government to say that it
would pay a reasonable salary increase to public servants and distribute the interest
earned by deferring payments to public servants in addition to those pay rises, perhaps I
would be inclined to give the proposition some tepid support. I have been told by public
servants that one advantage from being paid fortnightly is that they can pay their
mortgages fortnightly, and by doing so they derive an interest benefit. One person said
that by paying his mortgage fortnightly rather than monthly he is saving enough to pay
off his mortgage five years earlier than if he were paid monthly. That is another cost for
public servants if they have an arrangement with a financial institution to pay their
mortgages fortnightly.
I turn now to the patient assisted travel scheme. I was outraged when I heard the
Minister for Health announce that he would reduce the available assistance to country
residents from PATS. Around $6m a year is paid under the scheme and the Minister is
trying to save $1l.5m a year. From 1 July the Minister intends to reduce the mileage
component under the PAT scheme from 150 to l0g! a kilometre, and to require all
patients travelling for medical treatment to pay the first $50. Healthcare card holders
would be required to pay only the first $25. My understanding is that at present a patient
travelling from Albany to Perth for specialist treatment would be paid 150 a kilometre for
the 800 lan round trip. That equates to $120. As well, that person would be paid $10 per
night if he or she stayed at a friend's place or $35 per night if he or she stayed in
commercial accommodation. Someone who came to Perth for treatment in such a way
would receive $120 plus $35, a total of $155. The new State Government proposal, with
the cutback of the rate per kilometre from 150 to 100, means that this person would
receive $80 for travel and $35 for accommodation; that is, a total of $115. Once the $50
is taken off, that person will receive total of $65 compared with $155 under the old
system. Most people who require specialist treatment, either because a member of their
family is disabled or because they have a serious medical problem that requires them to
have significant treatment in Perth, are usually battling to make ends meet. For them to
have the allowance under the PAT scheme cut by almost half by the State Government
proposal is wrong.
Because I was so angry, I circulated a petition around the southern part of my electorate.
I have been swamped by people coming into my office to sign it. Many people are
sending copies back and telephoning my office to ask for more copies so that they can
obtain more signatures on them. The Government needs to think more about this change
of policy. People are angry because the State Government says that it will reduce the
benefits available to patients under this program so that more specialists can be provided
in country areas. However, the specialists about whom I have heard who are provided
under this scheme, go to Mandurah and Bunbury, areas which are within a day trip of
Perth anyway. They are in a very specialised field and do not cover the broad spectrum
of health issues for which people require the PAT scheme. Not only that, but the
Minister has insulted country people by suggesting some capital will be provided to the
various hospitals to purchase new equipment. He has indicated to the people in Albany
that we will get $100 000 in the 1995-96 financial year for more equipment. That
amount is hardly enough to put a down payment on most of the highly technical, very
expensive equipment that is required. We are getting the rough end of the stick. We are
getting inadequate money back through the scheme to ensure the purchase of reasonable
equipment. More importantly, the areas nearest Perth are getting the additional
specialists. The Minister has made a huge mistake in introducing this change. It will be
a major election issue if the scheme does not revert to its original conditions.
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I now touch on the Good Start program. The Minister for Education has indicated that
this is a very good program. I have had a large number of telephone calls to my office or
here from people who are very upset about this change. Contrary to the Minister's
assertion, these people are not concerned about the added cost of child care; they are
concerned about the later finishing age for children who enter this school system when
they are older, the money being taken out of the general school system to fund this
program; and a whole range other things.
I wanted to address other issues today, and I am trying to expedite my comments because
Hon Alannah MacTiernan wants to speak straight away.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Derrick Tomlinson): The member should not feel
constrained within the time available to him.
Hon BOB THOMAS: We on this side have a cooperative approach to things. We do not
have the fierce independence that those opposite have. I refer to changes to the public
sector in Western Australia, in particular contracting out. The State Government says
that it is contracting out a whole range of functions to the private sector because it
believes it will result in increased efficiencies and savings. The Public Sector
Management Office has addressed this issue and indicated that it is not possible
completely to overlay public sector practice with private sector practice in a whole range
of activities in which the State is involved. It recommended that 13 criteria be followed
to ensure that the State does derive some benefit from this practice.
In a circular to Ministers - I think it was towards the end of last year - the Premier
indicated the 13 criteria. The first was that the contracting out of a service have a
potential to improve the value for money either through reduced current or capital costs
or by achieving better quality at the same cost for the existing services. The first, and
most important, criterion is that the contracting out of a service have the potential to
produce a saving to the Government and improve quality of the service. I can give three
examples where that has not occurred.
Members are aware that recently I raised an issue relating to narrow gauge rail
locomotives. Previously this work was done by the Midland Workshops. In this case
locomotives were needed on the standard gauge network. A. Goninan & Co Limited
obtained some scrap bogies from the Robe River organisation, reconditioned them and
placed them underneath narrow gauge, NA class locomotives. Once they were regauged
they became NB class locomotives. I 'spoke to Darryl McAskil who indicated to me that
to buy scrap bogies, recondition them and fix them to narrow gauge locomotives would
cost about $50 000, with a maximum of $70 000.
[Quorum formed.]
Hon BOB THOMAS: I indicated to the House that after the Midland Workshops were
closed down the two narrow gauge locomotives were contracted to Goninan to be
regauged to narrow gauge at a cost to the Government of $238 000. If the work had been
done at the Midland Workshops, it would have cost between $50 000 and $70 000 per
locomotive. The Government contracted this work out into a monopoly market and paid
$238 000, about four times as much as it should be paying. Another sting in this is that
the bogies purchased as scrap and reconditioned have been fixed to these locomotives but
have been found to be too wide. There is only one line on the network on which they are
used, because they are so wide and will bump into platformns and signalling gear. The
controllers cannot be expected to know on which lines these locomotives can be used.
They are used just on the line from Koolyanobbing to Forrestfield. We have paid four
times as much for an inferior, unsafe product, which, if used on the wrong line, could
lead to a serious and costly accident, which could cause loss of life.
I have also raised the issue of the contracting out of lawn mowing in the Manjimup
education district area. A number of schools have had some of the functions of their
school gardeners privatised. The school gardeners previously worked five days a week.
Somebody from head office came down and measured up the lawns in all the schools
around Manjimup, Pemberton and Northcliffe and decided to contract out lawn mowing
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on the basis that the department could save money by calling in a private contractor. The
head office people indicated to the staff that from 1 September they were required to
work four days a week and that the lawn mowing would be done by a private contractor.
I think Turf Management Services from Perth won it. I cannot believe that a Perth
company would go to Manjimup to do lawn mowing. The school gardeners have been
told they cannot have their wages reduced, so they will work four days a week and be
paid for five days a week, and the Perth company will be contracted to mow the lawns.
We are paying twice because of this Government's ideological bent towards contracting
out services.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It is an economic bent rather than an ideological one.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: He has just demonstrated that it is not economic.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon BOB THOMAS: The specifications of the contract are also wrong. They are asking
for the lawns to be mown more frequently than necessary in the winter. It rains a lot in
Manjimup and lawns do not grow much in winter, but because of the amount of rain and
heat in spring they grow profusely at that time. The contract stipulates that the lawns
should be mown once every three weeks when it should be every two weeks in spring,
and once every three weeks in winter when it should be every six weeks or so. The
contract is wrong and we are paying twice.
Another example of where we are not getting value for money or savings involves
schools in Kalgoorlie. A couple of schools have had their school gardening combined
and privatised. The Kalgoorlie school in Dugan Street and the Hannans school have had
contracts given to one gardener, who will look after the schools. The two former
gardening positions have been abolished. The gardener who lived nearby the Dugan
Street school used to keep an eye on the school and stopped any vandalism taking place.
That is not happening any more now there is a private contractor, and vandalism is rife.
The State Government's solution is to build a fence at a cost of $50 000 for something
which was previously automatically done by the gardener, who takes an interest in the
bona fides of people who came onto the site. Other conditions relate to an activity that is
consuming large resources in running costs. It makes a lot of sense to contract out in
those cases. The third criterion is that a competitive alternative supplier base exist. The
rationale for closing the Midland Workshops was that a competitive supplier base existed
in the country. Who can forget Mr Charlton sweeping through the country trying to
encourage businesses in the country to take up work which was to be freed up by the
closure of Midland Workshops? Mr Charlton has written to the Merredin branch of the
Australian Labor Party and indicated that less than 4 per cent of the work went to country
contractors. He is also hoping to create more work by closing various Westrail facilities
under his Fast Track proposal. At the workshops in Albany 28 jobs will go and no
contractors will take up that work. No competitive base is available. This is just an
ideological move by the Government which will backfire.
Some of the other criteria are that the activity is part of an ever changing market where it
is possible to recruit, train and retain staff. I understand that. It is reasonably
straightforward. One specifies the services required in terms of quality and quantity, and
that it is not important to specify how the service is delivered. I disagree with that. It
should be highly described when we are dealing with a lot of the outcomes that we in
government expect from services. There are a range of other issues here.
The overseas experience shows that many of these public sector changes takting place
through contracting out and privatisation have not delivered what they are supposed to
have delivered. The cost of government services in England in 1989, 10 years after
Margaret Thatcher came to power, was higher than the cost of delivering those services
under the previous Labour Government. The same is the case in the United States. After
all the downsizing and the rhetoric we heard from Ronald Reagan, it cost more to deliver
government services in the United States than before he implemented those changes. It is
easy to quantify this. In New Zealand public sector reforms have been quite radical,
partly because they were forced on the country in the early 1980s when Britain joined the
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Common Market. Previously 80 per cent of New Zealand's exports went to Britain. It
lost that market and it was almost bankrupt. It had massive problems with its overseas
debt and its public sector debt and it had a large deficit. New Zealand implemented a
whole range of public sector changes. The cost of delivering public services in New
Zealand after that change is $7 100 per person as opposed to $6 360 in 1984 before it
started embarking on the public sector changes. I have discounted that figure for all
those areas of government services which have been privatised. The State Government
must go back to the drawing board and have a very close look at the reasons for its
contacting out and proposals for privatising a lot of the agencies to ascertain whether it
will derive any tangible benefits. I commend the Bill to the House.
[Continued below.]

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [5.00 pm]: I
move -

That the House continue to sit beyond 6.00 pm.
The reason for moving this motion is that the standing orders provide that on a Thursday
evening the House will cease its business at 6.00 pm before moving into the adjournment
debate. Without this motion we would have to come back next Tuesday. It is my
understanding that members would prefer to finish the business of the House sometime
tonight or tomorrow. Therefore, I invite support for the motion.
Question put and passed.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [5.01 pmn]: I wish to continue the
comments that I started today in when speaking to a motion. I had set out the fact that
over the two years that I have been looking at the building industry in some detail
nothing has happened that has caused me to believe that my initial concerns were in any
way overstated; indeed, there is substantial evidence to the contrary. Before I get onto
the principal matter in relation to the building industry that I would like to discuss -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon W.N. Stretch): Order! I draw the member's attention
to the fact that the matter she referred to is motion No 1, which is before the House, and
has not been concluded. In fact, the member was speaking to it when the hour lapsed and
she said then that she wished to continue. Because that motion remains before the House
the member is not allowed to discuss it while debating this Bill. It is a matter to be dealt
with as a motion and since the motion is the member's it will be dealt with as her motion.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I will then speak on a ministerial statement made today by
Hon Peter Foss in relation to compulsory housing indemnity insurance. The Opposition
strongly supports the proposal of the Minister for Fair Trading to introduce compulsory
housing indemnity insurance. This is a matter that we have been arguing for some time
within this place. We are glad to see that the Minister has now changed his mind, despite
his initial resistance to these proposals -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! There is far too much audible conversation,
particularly from members standing behind the benches. The member to whom I refer is
the member whose anatomy protrudes into the corridor.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We are very pleased that the Minister for Fair Trading has
seen the strength of the arguments that we have been putting in this place for some
18 months about the need for this insurance. We are very glad that he has finally come
around to our way of thinking despite his initial expressions of scepticism about the need
for such insurance. I note that the Minister's conversion is unfortunately only partial and
that the line that he originally used to dismiss our calls still pervades his thinking.
Indeed, it is contained in this document; that is, that anyone who raises the concerns that
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we have about the housing industry is basically acting in bad faith and is undermining the
industry.
It is about time that the Minister for Fair Trading and the Government in general ceased
to be the puppet of the Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders
Association. They should be prepared to represent a broad spectrum of Western
Australians and look beyond the press releases of the Housing Industry Association and
its statements to see what is going on in this industry. Indeed, rather than members of the
Opposition being culpable in any way in raising these issues, it is a complete disgrace
that a Minister for Fair Trading can continue to deny the seriousness of the problems in
this regard. I seek leave to table a report that I prepared about a survey that we
conducted last weekend.
Leave granted. [See paper No 460.]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I will run through some of the background and findings of
that phone survey and the report and recommendations that we make as a result. Last
Saturday, 24 June the State Opposition, assisted by the housing subcontractors' union and
a group of concerned home buyers who have contacted us over the years, conducted a
consumer hotline for home buyers. The purpose of this was to gain better information on
the extent and nature of the construction problems being experienced by WA home
buyers. We were also interested in gauging the effectiveness of the dispute resolution
procedures that have been put in place.
We were mindful that every time we went public on problems in the housing industry the
Minister and the Housing Industry Association would jump up and call us panic
merchants, troublemakers and so on. Notwithstanding that, after every such episode our
offices were inundated with calls from people telling us of, in many instances, the quite
horrific and profound problems that they were experiencing in the construction of their
home and with trying to resolve those problems.
There was no paid advertising for this hotline. The publicity was obtained simply
through stories in local newspapers and through radio coverage. We also did some
letterboxing of some of the new suburbs. We set up six lines to take calls and advertised
the hotline to start at nine o'clock. Notwithstanding that, when we arrived at 8.30 am the
telephones were already running hot and they continued to do so - all six lines were fully
engaged for the entire time. It was not until we disconnected the telephones at 6.15 pm
that we were able in any way to draw the matter to a halt. Even then, since that time, my
office has been inundated by people from all over the metropolitan area and, indeed, from
throughout country districts. People told us that they had attempted to make contat with
the hotline for two or three hours. Quite clearly, even though we found the response
extraordinary, there was a far greater demand than we, with only six lines, were able to
handle.
I will give a summary of the findings of the survey. Some 233 home buyers registered
complaints and, of those, 230 were related to construction standards and problems of
obtaining rectification of defective work. That means that in one day an unofficial
hotline without any paid advertising or promotion whatsoever took one-third of the
number of complaints that the Builders Registration Board records each year. The
evidence is that had we had more lines the number of calls would have been even greater.
That demonstrates the point we have been making that the number of complaints that
have been recorded by the Builders Registration Board are the tip of the iceberg, and,
notwithstanding the fact that over the last year there has been a massive increase in the
number of complaints recorded by the board, that in no way represents the extent of the
problem. It will be to the peril of the Minister for Fair Trading if he continues to
pontificate that we are making up these problems.
It also became very clear that many home buyers were unaware of the Builders
Registration Board and the Building Disputes Committee. Over half the participants in
the phone-in had had no dealings with or had no knowledge of the Builders. Registration
Board. One of the reasons for the board's figures not representing the full extent of the
picture is that, on the basis of the survey, the majority of people are unaware of the role
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played by the Builders Registration Board and the Building Disputes Committee in
resolving consumer complaints. Over half the people who had a sufficient interest to ring
a hotline had no idea about the Builders Registration Board.
Even more disturbing were the results of the survey relating to the level of satisfaction of
those who had come in contact with the Builders Registration Board. Over 75 per cent of
home buyers who had had dealings with the board expressed dissatisfaction with the
service and treatment they received at the hands of the board. Bad enough as that figure
is, it becomes even more alarming when over half of the 75 per cent who were
dissatisfied said they were highly dissatisfied and made a lot of uncomplimentary and
unflattering remarks about the Builders Registration Board. The themes that came
through were that people felt that the board was biased in favour of the builders, that it
had very little interest in the problems of home buyers, and that there were systematic
attempts to palm off the home buyers and have them not proceed with their claims.
People were also concerned about the inordinate delays in having their claims looked at
and the builders were able to subvert the system by using a number of delaying
techniques, many of which cost home buyers substantial sums of money. One woman -
this is not necessarily an atypical case - told us she had presented herself at four hearings
of the Builders Registration Board before the case was heard. Each time she had to pay
her solicitor. She would turn up at a hearing at the appointed time and either the builder
would say that he was not ready to proceed or he did not have a representative or the
board would say that the case was more complex than it first realised and would take
more time. Each time she was sent away but had to pay her legal fees. The
extraordinary result was that, although she won her case and was awarded $800 for her
legal fees, the actual cost of her legal fees was in the order of $15 000. A typical
complaint was that, after the Builders Registration Board finally, after a long process, got
around to making an order, the builder then made a perfunctory attempt to comply with
the order, and the whole process started again to have the matter looked at properly.
The complaints made spread across a broad spectrum of builders. Complaints were made
about 78 builders. The leading project builders, not surprisingly given their market share,
were the most prominent. The two Buckeridge companies, Homestyle Pty Ltd and
J-Corp, stood out. They were the subject of 33 per cent of the complaints. The other
builders, the subject of significantly fewer complaints, were Collier Homes Pty Ltd,
about which 5 per cent of claims were made, and Summit Homes, about which 3.5 per
cent of complaints were made. The complaints crossed the full range of construction
work with the most prominent being plastering, about which 70 per cent of home buyers
complained. Some of the complaints were about the poor plastering. Many people
complained that the plaster was unbelievably thin and was roughly applied. Many of the
other plastering problems related to the quality of the wall structure onto which the
plaster was applied. One of the alarming statistics was that about 25 per cent of home
buyers who rang the hotline reported problems associated with the use of thermalite
bricks; that is, the lightweight, aerated, autoclaved, concrete blocks that are used as a
substitute for clay bricks. There was a high level of complaints - 37 per cent - about
brickwork generally and included the thermalite and the ordinary bricks. Many of those
complaints were about fretting mortar and others related to other problems with mortar
and with the quality of bricks and the way in which they had been laid and cut. Between
15 and 25 per cent of home buyers complained about slabs and foundations, painting,
roofing, plumbing, ceiling fixing and carpentry work.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What about people carrying out renovations?
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Most of the complaints were from people who were having
extensions constructed. Indeed, some of the most alarmning cases involved extensions.
As Mr Piantadosi would know from his own lavish Sicilian lifestyle, the cost of
extensions often exceeds the cost of a home.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I do not know about lavish lifestyles. However, I have a problem
with a builder.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Derrick Tomlinson): Order!
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Mr Deputy President, if you had been switched on to the
debate -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have been switched on; I was switched off by geographic
excursions.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I was about to embark upon another geographic excursion
and point out that one of the areas which had the highest number of complaints was the
Stratton area, which, as the Deputy President knows, is in the region we represent. This
is something that all members from the North and East Metropolitan Regions -

Hon N.D. Griffiths: Will you confirm whether you are the Hon P.H. Lockyer of the
Labor Party?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Shall we return to the debate?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I think all that Hon Phil Lockyer and I have in common is
that we have had a drink in the front bar of most of the pubs in Carnarvon. There the
similarity ends.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: I don't recall going into the front bar with you. However!
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No, it was the conduct, not the time that we shared.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the House to refrain from frivolous
interjections and allow Hon Alannab MacTiernan to proceed with her serious debate.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I want to make it
absolutely clear, in case any one thinks I am casting aspersions on the character of
Hon Phil Lockyer, that I have never been in the same bar as Hon Phil Lockyer at the
same time.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: I confirm that!
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: There are some things in life for which one can be truly
grateful; from my point of view, that is certainly one.
Home buyers had two major areas of concern. The first area was the complete lack of
supervision in many instances during the construction phase. Many home buyers
believed that they were feted like kings and queens - or, in our case, presidents and other
elected persons - during the pre-contract phase, but once they had signed on the dotted
line, suddenly the interest that the building companies, and in particular the project
builders, had in them evaporated. They found that when they went to express their
concerns during the construction phase about things that they could see were going
wrong, such as the building not proceeding according to the agreed plan, poor quality
workmanship or the use of substandard materials, and attempted to contact the
supervisor, almost invariably the supervisor was hard to come by. They reported that in
some instances, there were frequent changes of people who were nominally the
supervisors. One home buyer said that in the course of the construction of his relatively
modest home, there were six different supervisors; and it was not uncommon for people
to report that there were three or four different supervisors. Another complaint was that
often the supervisors were not available, and, when they were found, were rude and
dismissive.
The problems seemed to increase in the post-handover period when the money had been
paid. Many people reported that when they made complaints to the builder, the builder
or the builder's agent would be exceptionally arrogant and, in many instances, most
aggressive towards the home buyer. Home buyers were treated as morons who had no
understanding of what they were talking about, and they were put under a lot of pressure
to stop making complaints. Under those circumstances, many people simply get
demnoralised and give up, but other people are galvanised by such an experience and will
fight against that conduct. However, unfortunately those experiences create a great deal
of difficulty for many home buyers. It was a common theme that this was not simply a
technical or financial problem for people. Many people spoke about the intrusion made
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into their personal lives and about the degree of stress generated within their family by
these ongoing problems, in many instances for year after year.
I turn now to our recommendations for change. The culture and the composition of the
Builders Registration Board must be changed if the public is to regain confidence in its
impartiality. Something must be done to reduce the dominance of builders on the board.
One quite prominent lawyer in this area who telephoned the hotline said that he now
refuses to take cases before the Building Disputes Committee because it is a waste of his
clients' time and money. The procedures and powers of the Building Disputes
Committee must be strengthened so that complaints are dealt with more promptly and
builders are given more direction in regard to what remedial work is required. One of the
themes that came through was that finally, after many, many moons of prompting and
prodding the Builders Registration Board, a person would get an order, and the builder
would, some months later, mosey around apropos the order and make some perfunctory
attempt to comply with the order, and would then leave, not having dealt satisfactorily
with the problem at all. A great deal more supervision and direction must be given by the
board in regard to the remedial work that is undertaken by builders. Obviously, that will
involve an increase in the resources allocated to the Builders Registration Board.
Building supervisors should be registered and limits placed on the number of projects
which they can supervise at any one time. In the discussions which I have had with some
of the large project builders, they concede that many of their supervisors have a portfolio
of 30 to 40 projects at any one time. It is quite evident that it is not possible for one
single person to properly supervise that amount of construction at any one time. It is
important that supervisors be registered. We were given examples of real estate agents
with little technical knowledge of building who were employed by project builders as
building supervisors. There is a problem with the quality of the supervisors and with the
number of projects which they supervise.
There should be a comprehensive inquiry into the standards of materials, workmanship
and skills training in the Western Australian housing industry to determine the reasons
that such widespread problems are occurring. Plastering is a classic example, because
about 75 per cent of the people who telephoned the hotline had experienced a major
problem with their plastering. We need to look at what is happening in this area and at
the problem with materials. I understand from the manager of H.B. Brady Co Pty Ltd
plasterglass that the average subcontractor is now using 30 per cent less plasterglass than
was used a few years ago, so obviously, there has been a lot of skimping on materials. I
understand also that up to 90 per cent of plasterers within the industry are not formally
trained, and that a pattern is now emerging where people who have basically just picked
up the job are the ones who are training others, so a regime of bad habits is becoming
deeply entrenched in that sector of the industry. That relates to the problem of the rates
of return that are offered to subcontractors. There is not enough money in the job to
attract and maintain skilled people, or to allow skilled people to take on apprentices and
train them in the way that they used to be trained. There is not the financial fat in the job
to undertake proper on the job training.
A consumer advice program should be provided to each home buyer at the time that an
application is made for a building licence. An important principle to bear in mind is that
most people who contract to construct a home do so only once in their lives. It is the sort
of process where people do not have the opportunity to develop a great deal of expertise.
It is important that we take an active and interventionist approach and advise people of
their rights at the earliest possible stage. The most likely stage at which we can get an
independent person providing advice is when a building licence application is lodged. It
should be a requirement that the name and address of the prospective purchaser is
included with that building application, and that can then be used as an opportunity to
provide information to those home buyers about the types of problems that they might
face and possible solutions including access to the Builders Registration Board that they
can invoke in order to address these problems.
We need to review the role of local government in supervising construction, and to
consider whether each home should require an independent inspection before handover.
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There is very limited statutory obligation on the part of local authorities to ensure
standards of construction. Many local authorities effectively take it upon themselves to
undertake this role, and the mechanism they use is the imposition of conditions on
building licences. Increasingly, we find that local authorities are advised by their lawyers
that they should minimise their involvement in supervision, because the greater the
degree of their involvement the greater their potential exposure. In many cases local
authorities have found themselves dragged into actions by disappointed and disenchanted
home buyers who believe that the local authorities should have been more active.
Simply, the local authorities do not have the resources to undertake proper supervision of
those projects. We should be looking at a system of requiring independent inspection of
these homes before the handover. Like everything this will involve a cost. I do not think
the cost would be extreme, and compared with the sorts of costs that are incurred in
rectifying these problems, they would be minimal.
The Opposition will not be deterred from its course by the prognostications of the
Minister for Fair Trading, the Housing Industry Association or any other body. We
know, as do the home buyers, the independent consultants that are involved in the
housing industry and those subcontractors who have worked in the industry for 20 or
30 years, that there is something rotten in the state of Denmark, that it is time that we
faced up to the problems that are occurring, that we prepare to tackle those difficult
questions and do not allow ourselves to be the lap dog of powerful interests - even if
those powerful interests are major donors to a political party.
I was heartened to note during the survey that over 80 per cent of those who telephoned
indicated a great interest in joining a home buyers advocacy group. I can assure
members that such a group will be formed and will be a powerful voice for those who are
the victims of these problems in the housing industry, and a voice that will eventually at
least match that of the Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders
Association. I support the Bill.
HON VAL FERGUSON (East Metropolitan) [5.34 pm]: I welcome the opportunity in
this Supply debate to talk about the Government's recent policy in funding changes that
affect many families in my electorate and across the State. Firstly, in the area of
education, parents entrust the Government with the task of preparing their children for
the challenges that lie ahead. This Government's response has been to engage the
teachers' union in a bitter and prolonged dispute that has disrupted the school year. By
far the more serious and cynical move is the transfer of the cost of education to Western
Australian parents and the Commonwealth Government by changing the entry age at
which children commence school. Over the past few days I have been approached by
concerned parents, parents groups from family centres and members of parents and
citizens' associations regarding the proposed Good Start program which often is referred
to as "bad start". Without fail these concerned parents have raised the same issues. They
are concerned about the lack of flexibility to cater for the needs of individual children.
Children nowadays are learning at an earlier age and a later school commencement date
is not appropriate. They are concerned about the availability of adequate facilities, and
provision for preschool children; that some children will fail to complete even year 9 as
the leaving age is 15, and they will subsequently spend one year less in full time
education. It is inappropriate for children who are nearly 14 years of age to share a
playground with children as young as four and five years old.
By far the most important point raised by these parents has been their anger at the.
complete lack of consultation. One would think the Minister would learn a lesson firom
the schools closure list fiasco and parents' anger at that time over the lack of
consultation. Apparently, the Minister still places no value on the opinions and needs of
people he claims to represent.
Hon B.M. Scott: He did consult.
Hon VAL FERGUSON: How widely?
Parents and groups from all over my electorate are organising public meetings,
telephoning their local member and generally expressing their anger at this decision and
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how it was made. I suggest that the Minister's Good Start program is fast on the way to
being labelled the bad idea program.
It is not just the children and parents who will suffer. Last week I had a visit from an
aide currently working at a four year old centre in my electorate. She is a supporting
mnother and under the new guidelines will lose her job in approximately 18 months. She
is extremely upset and concerned not only for her own financial circumstances, but also
because she cares for the children and believes they will suffer in long term. This woman
showed incredible initiative three years ago when she almost single-handedly got the
centre up and running in three months. The need was urgent, because parents in this
suburb were told that their children would be deprived of four year old education as there
were no facilities in the area.
Hon B.M. Scott: That was when the Labor Party was in government.
Hon VAL FERGUSON: In three months she established a register of 40 children which
secured the funding necessary to start a centre. Each year the centre has grown in
strength and because of a dedicated committee and staff members it has managed to raise
enough money to cover its ongoing expenses as well as to put aside approximately
$3 000 for equipment, etc for a new centre which it is due to move into in July. This
building was constructed by the local council and will be used by the four year old group
for only 18 months because of this ridiculous change.
Hon B.M. Scott: It will continue to be used for young children.
Hon VAL FERGUSON: This group will be disbanded because 36 to 40 children will be
absorbed into the five primary schools in the area that students will attend at age five.
Hon B.M. Scott: We are making way for more facilities for younger children.
Hon VAL. FERGUSON: The Government's track record on education is a disgrace. The
introduction of Good Start along with its earlier attempts to close schools, and actual
closures of schools, shows how little this Government cares for the opinions and feelings
of parents, or for the skill and expertise of teachers. The Government makes decisions
from one viewpoint only, an economic one, with no thought of the pain and financial
hardship it inflicts on the people of this State. I will read some of the letters that have
been in The West Australian in recent times. On Monday, 26 June the following letter
appeared -

It boils my blood to think that the Good Start program has been dictated to us
with such finality and with so little notice. There was no hint of such a scheme
and yet we are now expected to accept it, without our input and without adequate
notice.
Why has the State Government introduced it so suddenly and so
undemocratically? Well done Mr Moore, you have put the final nail in the
Liberal coffin.
Ruth Fuentes, Maddington.

All these parents cannot be wrong. Another states -

Mr Moore is a dictator. We have no grounds to object to or reverse this Good
Start program. Parents, citizens, school councils and teachers have not been
consulted.
If children start school, some aged 6 and some aged 7, in the same year, then
when they finish school, with the same educational standards, qualifications and
experience, who will the employer favour?
This is the biggest disadvantage children born after April 30 will face. Is this
fair? Can Mr Moore guarantee the older students employment?

This letter appeared in The West Australian of 28 June -

Hon B.M. Scott: What about an unbiased quote, such as Good Start is good news?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Cheryl Davenport): Order!
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Hon VAL FERGUSON: In The West Australian on Tuesday, 27 June, the following
appeared -

Money is the motive.
So Education Minister Norman Moore has offered teachers a $200-million deal of
up to 25 per cent extra in their pay packets. This offer is supposedly funded by
trade-offs and efficiencies throughout the Education budget.

Do teachers realise that due to the Good Start program there will be 16.5 per cent
fewer children entering the education system -each year for the next four years?
While most teachers are offered pay increases, many will be unemployed. The
State Government will be saving millions of dollars a year in teachers' salaries
alone.

There are more and more letters in the newspaper every days One reads -

Why not consult the parents?I
I have two children who have attended the four-year-old program and one who
will now miss it. Would Education Minister Norman Moore explain how the
"developmentally appropriate" programs will be conducted and delivered?

They go on and on. There are more letters every day.

Every morning when we open The West Australian we are treated to a regular
smorgasbord of upheaval and conflict in the workplace. Some of this conflict is created
through the bad management that has become a hallmark of this Government's
administration. Much, however, is the result of the deliberate strategy of funding cuts by
sacking workers who were given a guarantee at the last State election that their jobs
would be safe. Members should be under no illusions that the funding cuts that this
Government now seeks will be achieved through further job losses in the public sector.
These losses will mean not just the loss of security that a job offers, such as many people
in my electorate have found, but it will also mean the loss of spending in the local
economy by those people who before ploughed much of their salaries back into the
pockets of small businesses in the local community. Only last week a group of Westrail
workers met with me to discuss their situation. After meeting with them I am concerned
about the difficulties they have in not being able to make any long term plans, because
they do not know for how long they will have jobs. They are also worried about the lack
of suitable alternative employment in the private sector, as many of them carry out very
specialised jobs. The Government talks about redeployment and no job losses, but if
these job cuts are being made right across the public sector, where are these employees to
be redeployed? The Government's policies are tearing out the heart of the community,
and it is not just the employees and their families who are suffering as a result of the huge
job cuts, but also the local shopping mall and the small businesses in the district that
depend on their custom. State government services that provide jobs and assistance in
the community are no longer there, and the effects of this will be felt throughout Western
Australia. What happens to these people who are thrown out of work? Once again, they
are forced to turn to the Commonwealth Government, which through the social security
net must clean up after the State Government, which has wrecked further Western
Australian lives.
Many cuts have been made to social services and welfare agencies in the East
Metropolitan Region and elsewhere. The Government can talk about a balanced Budget
but this has been achieved by raising taxes and charges, slashing funding to education
and health, pushing costs onto the Commonwealth Government and refusing to honour its
promises and obligations to disability services. As a new member in this place, I recently
attended my first rally outside Parliament House. It was a rally attended by many
disabled people and their parents and carers. They were seeking to have increased
funding to provide accommodation for disabled people. Mr Minson addressed the rally,
and acknowledged the plight faced by many concerned people. The Premier also
attended the rally and gave a personal promise of millions of dollars. Neither the Premier
nor the Minister has honoured that commitment. Total funding for Disability Services
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has increased by less than 1 per cent, even though the number of people in need of this
service has increased by 6 per cent. Money allocated will provide funding for only
85 people with low to moderate needs, or funding for 41 people with moderate to high
needs. This is a disgrace, and it is just one more example of the Government turning its
back on its responsibilities to the people of Western Australia.
This Government has begun a systematic and concerted program of defunding social
services and welfare groups. In my area alone there are many examples of this. I was
recently contacted by a women's refuge in my electorate concerned by the funding cuts
to the women's refuge groups of Western Australia. It is inappropriate that the
Government has reduced the funding of this important body at a time when the State and
Federal Governments are reviewing the supported accommodation assistance program
funding guidelines. It is important that the women's refuge group continue to fulfil itsrole of attending to the unique needs of women and children escaping domestic violence.
Youth program have also felt the sting of funding cuts. The State Government has not
refnded the Mdland region program Road Train. Road Train was an outreach program
that operated under the umbrella of the North East Region Youth Council. This program
went out into the community to isolated young people living in the semirural areas
around Midland, such as Bullsbrook and Gidgegannup. Road Train provided a vital
service to these young people and has been axed by this Government. It would be
interesting to know why the Government has made this decision and what provision has
been made to cover the gap now left by the destruction of Road Train.
Another important service that has been axed is the Youth Legal Service. This was
designed to assist young offenders who, for a variety of reasons, would not use
mainstream legal services. It is vital that homeless youth and youth with little or no
parental support have access to a legal service specifically designed to meet their needs.
Without the help of the Youth Legal Service many will possibly slip through the cracks,
and we will be left with many more young people inappropriately incarcerated. Thie list
continues. Other areas to suffer from funding cuts are the Youth Affairs Council of WA,
the Western Australian Council of Social Service, and financial counselling services. All
these groups provide a vital service to the community, not only in my electorate but right
across the State.
The Government's strategy for providing services appears to be to cut or withdraw the
necessary funding to operate these organisations so vital to- the wellbeing of the people of
Western Australia. This Government has depleted our education system and welfare
services to an unacceptable level. It has failed to keep its promises regarding public
sector jobs. It has embroiled the State in expensive and wasteful legal battles, and the
ordinary people of Western Australia are now expected to pay up for its folly. It makes
not only me but also the many constituents who have contacted my office wonder what is
in the mind of this Government. The public are becoming rapidly aware that it is
certainly not the needs and wellbeing of all Western Australians. One wonders where it
will end.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [5.50 pm]: Madam Deputy President -
Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: I want to start with a bit of Christmas goodwill in June, but Hon
Derrick Tomlinson is interjecting before I open my mouth. If he wants to speak for me
he will get his chance later in the evening. I hope it is about midnight, because I would
like to see the new day in with him and listen to his words of solemn wisdom at that time.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Cheryl Davenport): Hon Nick Griffiths will direct his
comments to me and not to Hon Derrick Tomlinson and we will get on a lot better.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: We have spent several hours in this Chamber discussing
occupational health and safety. As a result of that I am suffering. It is a pity we did not
have some occupational health and safety in this place because my ears continually hurt,
but I will not blame Hon Derrick Tomlinson for that.
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Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Ringing in your ears -

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: They have to ring the bells occasionally for Hon Derrick
Tomlinson, and the sooner they do so the better. One of the great delights of speaking in
this Chamber is to be able to get up shortly before the dinner break and raise important
matters of state. I am sure we have all had that wonderful experience from time to time,
and I am favoured to experience it, and no doubt will on many occasions in the future.
This evening I will deal with three areas of policy, subject to my whip, who is looking at
me in a severe fashion at the moment, determining how long I will speak for.

Hon Tom Helm: This is a Chamber of free speech.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! If the member wants to speak, he can get back into
his own seat.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am pleased that this is a Chamber of fr-ee speech because today
is pay day, and although I think we are paid a pittance, some members think it is fire
speech.
I will delve into three areas of policy in my commentary on the Supply Bill. The frst is
the Westrail Right Track program and the effect that is having on some of my
constituents. The second relates to an aspect of the operation of the Adoption Act 1994.
The third relates to some aspects of the misuse of drugs, with particular reference to the
use of cannabis. On that first aspect, the question of Right Track, I recently received a
letter from a constituent. I will refer to that letter, although I have caused the document
to be altered so that no reference is made to the particular individual because I do not
wish that individual to suffer harm from a callous, uncaring Government which seems to
dislike its public servants very much. The letter says, among other things -

I feel that the Right Track Program is a backwoods step, contractors will not keep
the tracks up to the High Standard that Westrail employees have in the past.
It all seems another example of the hidden agenda of this State Government to kill
the Union movement in this State.
The Severance package offered by Westrail is an insult to people who have spent
most of their lives working for Westrail.
Most of the information given to us on Right Track has only succeeded in
creating uncertainty amongst the work force and not answering the real questions
being asked by the employees.

I would like the Government for once to take notice of the plight of that employee and
his point of view. I received a letter in similar terms from another constituent. Again, I
have altered the document so that if I am asked to table it the person concerned cannot be
identified and subsequently victimised by this nasty, but typical Liberal-National Party
Government. The constituent among other things makes the following observation -

I am writing regarding the Right Track Program -

Hon Max Evans: It is obviously written otherwise he would not be writing.

Hon N.D. GREFFITHS: That interjection from Hon Max Evans when I am trying to put
before the House a concern of one of my constituents is typical of the uncaring attitude of
this nasty conservative Government. I am not having a go at Hon Max Evans for being
nasty; I regret that he is merely the spokesperson for some nasty people. His interjection
wvas that obviously the constituent was writing, but this is a letter from a constituent who
is concerned about his future and about the injustice Hon Max Evans' mates are inflicting
on him. I do not think Hon Max Evans is inflicting it upon him; I think he happens to be
a very nice man.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRITITHS: It is only six months to Christmas. Leaving that aside, I will
commence the letter again because I want Hon Max Evans to understand this; I will say it
slowly for. him -
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I am writing regarding the Right Track Program in which Westrail plan tooutsource Caretaker Maintenance and Mobile Gangs.
I wish to express my outrage at the State Government's decision to axe 400 to 500jobs from Westrail's operations in the metropolitan area.

What a disgraceful decision that is! It continues -
I've been employed by Westrail for _ yrs as a Trackman, Track Maintenance isof a very high standard in Westrail.
To replace Westrail Track Gangs with Private Contractors will be a Danger to he

Westrail has a very high Standard of Safety to its employees and the public. I amquite sure private contractors will not put the Public first as they are more
interested in profits first.

It states further -
Westrail won a private tender in Oct 1994 at Fremantle Port Authority, the workwas completed ahead of time and below budget. The District Engineer Midlandwas more than satisfied and praised the work, there are many more examples withWestrail workers being better & more efficient than contractors.

I trust that the Government in general and the Minister for Transport in particular willtake notice of those concerns. One of the great things about a Supply debate is that wecan raise matters which can otherwise be dealt with in an adjournment debate. However,sometimes it is not appropriate to deal with matters in adjournment debates. I do notknow about some members opposite, but when we rise at 2.30 in the morning I am tiredand dying to get home. I have not spoken at 2.30 in the morning for some time, but I amnot looking forward to those mornings ahead in 1995 when I take it fr-om, the Ministerthat I will be invited to. I am pleased that the Minister is interested to hear me talk at2.30 in the morning. He nods his head in agreement. I suppose he wants to send me a
few copious notes.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Hon Max Evans is a very upstanding Minister, but notoutstanding because he is trying to introduce some very bad policies indeed.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
Hon N.D. GRIFUTHS: Before the suspension I told members who were in attendancethat I was delighted to be able to speak before dinner; I am now delighted to be able tospeak after dinner. It is one of the great moments one has in this House!
I now consider an aspect of the Adoption Act 1994. Members will no doubt recall thatthis legislation was discussed at considerable length in the second reading debate in theautumn session last year. The matter to which I refer - I trust the Minister forCommunity Development will in due course take note of my comments - arises fromdivision 5 of the Adoption Act 1994 which deals with private contact and mediation
agencies. Section 105(l) states -

A person other than the Director-General, is not to act on behalf of another
person -

(a) for the purpose of contacting a party to an adoption in relation to
the adoption; or

(b) in negotiations as to contact between any parties to an adoption,
except under and in accordance with a licence under this Division to do so.

Section 106 under the heading "Licences to conduct contact and mediation services"
states -

The Minister may grant a licence to a person to conduct the activities mentioned
in section 105(l) on behalf of another person.
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The Act then refers to regulations concerning contact and mediation agencies, and
section 107 commences as follows -

The following matters in relation to applications under, and licences provided for
by, this Division are to be prescribed by regulations -

Section 107(c) states -

the duration, renewal, revocation and suspension of licences, including provision
for the contravention of or failure to comply with a provision of a code of practice
published by order of the Minister in the Government Gazette in relation to the
conduct of a contact and mediation agency to be a ground for the suspension,
revocation or refusal of the renewal of a licence under this Division.

The code of practice foreshadowed by this subsection was published in the Government
Gazette on Friday, 30 December 1994, and I query the adequacy of that code of practice
to deal with the relevant policy of the Act. I am not saying the code of practice is
inadequate - I have not formed a definite view on the matter - but I query, and I invite the
Minister to consider, its adequacy. The fact that the Adoption Act 1994 is an
improvement in the law, compared with the Adoption Act 1896 as amended, is due
substantially to the strong advocacy of people associated with the Jigsaw organisation. I
am concerned that the code of practice does not properly deal with the expertise gained
through the processes undertaken successfully for so many years by the Jigsaw
organisation. I am concerned that the code of practice is based on the proposition that the
professionals in that area are necessarily psychologists and social workers. My
comments in that regard should not be interpreted in any way shape or form as being
critical of psychologists and social workers as such, but merely as an indication of a
concern that to be a psychologist or a social worker is not necessarily sufficient to have
the appropriate degree of expertise in this area of activity. My concern in that respect is
conveyed by reference to section 4(4) of the code of practice, which states -

This code is intended to be in addition to code ethics made or adopted by relevant
professional bodies, such as the Australian Association of Social Workers Ltd or
the Australian Psychological Society Ltd.

And also by reference to section 6(5), which states -

Licensees who charge fees for service must not charge fees that exceed the
current comparable rates for social workers and psychologists in private practice.

The wording of the code, overall, is rather woolly; it lacks the cutting edge that one
expects in statements of enactment of public policy. I could go through the sections and
subsections of the code at length and demonstrate where I think it is woolly and lacking
in meaning to the extent necessary, lacking in the appropriate precision or merely
engaging in - and I am not being sexist in this comment; I was thinking of saying
"motherhood utterances" but I suppose I should say "parenthood utterances" -

Hon Kim Chance interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I was going to say that anyway, but we will call it a tie. I Will
list those sections and subsections that I think are open to criticism and, in so doing, I
trust that the Minister for Finance will speedily convey my concerns to his colleague in
the other place. If he prefers that I read them out and comment in each case, I will do so.
I am sure he will pick it up, as he always does, with appropriate aplomb and that will
facilitate this debate and the passing of the Supply Bill. Hon Sam Piantadosi prefers me
to say it at great length but I will not do so because it is not necessary for those who are
concerned with the debate - and I know that he is also concerned with it. The particular
areas of concern are: Section 5(2), (3), (4), (5); section 6(l), (3), (12), (13), (15), (16),
(17) and (18). My criticisms are not confined to those areas, but they are the more
graphic examples of where the code of practice is misplaced.
I now propose to address some aspects of drug policy with particular reference to the use
of cannabis. The aim of public policy in this area should be to minimise the harmful
consequences associated with the use of cannabis. Such consequences relate to the harm
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directy associated with drug use; that is, its effect on mental and physical health and the
harm associated with some aspects of law enforcement. I propose to refer briefly to the
latter aspect first.
Some aspects of the operation of the Misuse of Drugs Act unnecessarily criminalise
young people and unnecessarily damage their relationship with the police. The current
law with respect to cannabis possession for personal use is heavy handed. An
infringement notice regime is a workable option; it should be considered and acted upon
promptly. There is no reason for that not to take place; it takes place in other
jurisdictions in Australia.
Hon Graham Edwards: There are many police officers who share your view.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am pleased that that is the case and I am obliged for that
comment I am aware that they share my view and I believe that view is shared at the
highest level. However, more urgent than the question of getting rid of this unnecessary
criminalisation is the need for an effective education program. We have in this State
effective health education programs - all members are familiar with the very effective
Quit program. I cannot comment on the body language of Hon Sam Piantadosi. I know
he is not seeking to interject because he is not in his seat. I understand that he is not
necessarily aware of the Quit program. However, according to the surveys that have
been conducted it is very effective. We also have health education programs such as
Drinksafe and there is a program that deals with amphetamine use. We need to deal with
cannabis use in a similar way. There is ample authoritative evidence to the effect that
cannabis is harmful.
In dealing with evidence I suggest the starting point is personal observation. All of us
have come across cannabis users of varying degrees from time to time. If our personal
observations do not tell us it is harmful I suggest we move on to the scientific evidence.
It is such that we are failing in our duty if we do not urge on those who control the public
health education purse strings the need for an education program to enlighten those who
may otherwise indulge in its use, of its evil effects. If we fail to do so we will be leaving
the field to those who unfortunately tend to glamorise its use. If we do not engage, at the
very least, in an exchange of ideas we will lose the debate by default. I very much regret
that those who share my view on the use of the drug, to date have left the debate to
people with a contrary point of view. When I make those observations, I am not having a
go at the personalities of the policy makers on the other side in any way shape or form by
suggesting that they suffer from any of the dire effects to which I am about to refer!
I refer to a document which I trust has some authority. It is an article from volume 156
of the Medtical Journal of Australia dated 6 April, 1992 headed "The Human Toxicity of
Marijuana". One of my colleagues opposite is back on the back bench.
Hon Graham Edwards: I notice he is hiding behind a white sheet. I think he is up to
tricks.
Hon N.D. GREFFITHS: Is it a sheet or his face? The article makes a number of
observations. I propose to quote from the document and refer to it to a reasonable
degree. I hope by making these comments tonight I will either convince, or go some way
towards convincing, the Government to at last do something about a practice which I
think can be minimised by an effective education program. I know some people do not
think this is a serious matter and to the degree they do not, I think they stand condemned.
The article commences at page 95 and among other things says -

Clinical manifestations of pathophysiology due to marijuana smoking are now
being reported. These include: long-term impairment of memory in adolescents;
prolonged impairment of psychomnotor performance -

If Hon Sam Piantadosi is by interjection suggesting I am describing members of the
Liberal Party I can assure him I am being serious. To continue -

- a sixfold increase in the incidence of schizophrenia; cancer of the mouth, jaw,
tongue and lung in 19-30 year olds -
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I think I must be referring to members of the Liberal Party! To continue -

- fetotoxicity; and non-lymphoblastic leukaemia in children of marijuana-smoking
mothers.

I am glad I got through that paragraph. It makes reference to the recreational smoking of
the products and the fact that it has become trivialised in western industrialised countries
since 1960. It makes some interesting observations about the drug. I mention this
because I trust that some people in this place, like me, only know this from reading or
observing the actions of others!
Hon Max Evans: I believe you.
Hon N.D. GRIFTiTHS: I am beginning to get worried about some of them. Hon Max
Evans is suggesting it should become tax free.
Hon Max Evans: It is tax fr-ee.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: We have a high taxing Government; It will tax the air we
breathe, but in some respects it is polluting it so much the air is not worth breathing. The
article continues -

The immediate effect of this drug is the creation of a pleasant, dreamy state with
impairment of attention, cognitive and psychomnotor performance.

Hon Cheryl Davenport is convinced I am talking about the Liberal party. To continue -

- which appears to the subject to be reversible. Because of its lack of acute life-
threatening effects, cannabis has been called a "soft drug", no more damaging
than coffee or tobacco. However, this designation should be revised in view of
the drug's prolonged impairing effects on memory and learning and its long-term
toxic effects on the lung and on immune defences, brain and reproductive
function, which have only recently been reported and which confirm experimental
observations.

I know that members opposite are very familiar with this, but I thought I would point out
what I am advised; namely, that the flowering tops of cannabis contain the intoxicating
material, tetrahydrocannabinol, otherwise known as THC.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: Hansard will have this document in a moment. I hope the
Minister will join me in urging those responsible for this area of policy in government to
do something about the problem. That would be a very pleasant start and a great
improvement to the public well being of the people of Western Australia.
Hon Max Evans: Are you trying to say we should legalise it?
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: No; I am suggesting that this Government get off its backside
for once and spend some real money on education programs to point out to the people of
Western Australia, who might otherwise contemplate the use of this drug, that it has very
bad effects indeed. However, the Minister's attitude and that of his colleagues - as
Hansard will record - is to say it does not matter. All it is interested in doing is taxin g
the ordinary people of Australia or, because it does not care, unnecessarily criminalising
juveniles. Hon Kim Chance knows that what I am saying is that we need a proper,
balanced, two-prong approach. He has heard my observations vis-a-vis the misuse of law
enforcement resources and the Misuse of Drugs Act.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFUTHS: The Minister should read Hansard and see what are my views.
Hon Max Evans: Hon Alannah MacTiernan's views compared with yours would be
interesting.
Hon N.D. GRUITHS: I think Hon Max Evans misrepresented what Hon Alannah
MacTiernan said. He. should be treating what I am saying seriously. However, his
interjections indicate that he is not. I know he speaks on behalf of the Government and if
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the Government is opposed to what I am saying, so be it. It will stand condemned at theballot boxes and, more than that, every time a young person picks up this evil weed, so tospeak, and joins this evil lifestyle. I want to make a few points about the evils of thisdrug and hopefully educate Hon Max Evans, who seems to be treating it lightly. I do not
want to take -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Will the member get on with talking to the Chair.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I know you are attentive, Mr President. That is one of the great
things about having you in the Chair. I am not having a go at the Deputy President when
I say that.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask members to come to order. I missed that comment.
However, I presume it was complimentary.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Yes, Mr President, and accurate.
Hon L.D. MacLean interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Hon lain MacLean suggested I get on my hands and knees afterthat comment. I am familiar with the standing orders to that extent and I am not about toget on my hands and knees, because I do not feel particularly well at the moment. Likemany here, I am suffering from a virus. I knew after listening to Hon Peter Foss on theoccupational health and safety legislation that it would have a bad effect on me. It did. Ithink I have caught what he has.
Hon W.N. Stretch: The best advice for you is to rest your voice.
Hon N.D. GRIFF-ITHS: I wish Mr Foss would follow his own example and rest his
voice.
The article points out that -

THC and its metabolites cross the placental barrier and are transferred to maternal
milk.
Cannabis extracts are mutagenic in standard in-vitro and in-vivo tests. THC and
other cannabinoids also impair DNA and RNA synthesis in cell cultures andinhibit the primary immune response and resistance to herpes simplex virus inrodents. Such properties account for the toxicity which has now been reported in
man.

The article then refers to pulmonary toxicity and carcinogenicity of the aerodigestive
tract. The matters referred to are important. In the limited time available to me, Ipropose to mention these briefly. The article states that the finding of carcinogens inmarijuana smoke discloses "abnormalities known to be precursors of lung cancer intobacco smokers" and suggests that "chronic marijuana smokers would develop cancer ofthe upper aerodigestive tract". A researcher is referred to as having reported "12 cases ofadvanced head and neck cancer in young patients with an average age of 26 years"
ranging from 19 to 38 years. He reported also that -

All had been daily marijuana or hashish smokers since high school, but did not
smoke tobacco or use much alcohol. Their cancers were mostly ... cell tumours
of the tongue or jaw with local lymph node involvement ...

The researcher had seen it before "only among subjects 60 years of age or older who had
been heavy drinkers and tobacco smokers for decades". I am not referring to matters
raised in a document from some strange counterculture group or a document written for
people who have no scientific training. I am quoting from a document of some authority
and I trust that those who glamorise the use of cannabis or belittle its use - we have heardfrom some of those opposite tonight - will take note of these matters and will themselves,
before they continue to not fund a proper public education program, take the trouble of
reading this article and other articles that are available from the Parliamentary Library to
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ascertain for themselves the evils involved in the use of this substance. Many here have
said that its use is unfortunately widespread. The article refers to other researchers who
reported "similar observations in 20 young marijuana smokers who had developed
tumnours of the mouth, larynx and upper jaw" and another researcher reported that "of
10 patients under 40 years of age with cancer of the respiratory tract, seven had a history
of daily marijuana use". That researcher concluded -

.. that regular marijuana use appeared to be an additional significant risk factor
for the development of cancer of the upper airways ... cancer of the tongue has
also been reported in marijuana smokers.

The article then refers to a connection between marijuana and leukaernia and states -

The study showed there was a tenfold increased risk of leukaemia in the offspring
of mothers who had smoked marijuana just before or during pregnancy. No other
drug use during pregnancy (including tobacco, alcohol, and pain-killers) could be
associated with such a risk. Children exposed to marijuana in utero developed the
disease at a younger age compared with the controls ...

The article then refers to the damaging effects of marijuana on foetal development and
states -

The cries of infants born to marijuana-smoking mothers in Jamaica showed a
much higher frequency of voice anomalies than did cries of infants from non-
smokers, suggesting possible impairment of fetal brain development.

The article stated that "infants born to these marijuana-smoking mothers", the subject of
further research, "were shorter, weighed less and had smaller head circumferences at
birth". It stated also that "long term developmental and behavioural effects which could
result from intrauterine cannabis exposure remain to be assessed". The article makes an
observation about the use of the drug on the brain and points out that the acute
impairment of mental performance by marijuana in man - to be non-sexist, also in
woman - is well recognised. It stated that such impairment is present well beyond the
period of acute intoxication and that studies have shown that the specific lasting property
of marijuana to impair memory storage is present. The study also found that its use
impairs the learning process and adversely affects psycho-motor performance. The
article reads -

The disruption of selective aspects of short-term memory by THC is similar to
that found in patients with brain damage presenting with memory disorders....
Studies ... showed that THC significantly alters glucose metabolism in the
frontal and parietal lobes and cerebellum for several hours. Such metabolic
changes in areas of the brain which control memory and information processing
are associated with impairment in the performance of complex tasks.
The most striking evidence of the lingering effects of marijuana on memory and
coordination ... It is not known exactly for how long beyond 24 hours a single
marijuana cigarette will disrupt the fine brain mechanisms controlling memory...
It is known that traces of THC are still present in the brain 24-hours after
administration.

The association of marijuana with road accidents has been well documented and that is a
very powerful argument for engaging in an education program to minimise its use. The
article refers to the connection between marijuana and schizophrenia. It points out that
the smoking of marijuana can trigger an acute psychotic episode in schizophrenics. The
ability of cannabis to induce long lasting mental disturbances in Western man is
documented in a scientific manner and this also applies to other civilisations which have
had the misfortune of being affected by its widespread use. These sorts of things have
been documented for aeons.
I trust the Government will take this issue seriously. It is an issue that is properly
addressed in the Supply debate. It is an issue which should not be partisan by nature; it is
an issue which should be acted upon by those who control the purse strings.
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Unfortunately that is not being done by the coalition Government, which appears to lack
any reasonable sensitivity in any area of social policy.
Debate adjourned until a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon George Cash
(Leader of the House).
[Continued below.)

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO USE OF EXECUTIVE POWER
Counsel Assisting Letter Requesting Access to Transcript of Evidence, Easton Petition

On motion without notice by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for the Environment), resolved -
This House notes the request contained in a letter dated 29 June 1995 addressed tothe President from Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission into Use ofExecutive Power seeking access to the transcript of evidence taken by the SelectCommittee of Privilege regarding the petition of Brian Easton and, in declining
that request, observes that -
(1) the proceedings of the committee were proceedings in Parliament to which

the privileges and immunities held, possessed and exercisable by thisHouse whether by reason of article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1689 or
otherwise apply;

(2) it has consistently accepted and applied the opinion of the superior courts
in Australia and other Commonwealth countries that those privileges and
immunities cannot be set aside by its own resolution;

(3) the 1899 opinion of the Full Court of the State in Wainscot upheld theright of witnesses in a parliamentary inquiry not to have their evidence
before such an inquiry used as a ground for commencing, or supporting,
later legal proceedings involving the same matter,

(4) matters inquired into by the select committee are not open to further
inquiry by the Royal Commission. Neither are the select committee's
findings capable of being questioned by the Royal Commission;

(5) consideration of matters by the Royal Commission that were the subject ofthe select committee's inquiry are destructive of the principles on which
parliamentary privilege is based;

(6) in accordance with the usages of the House, the entirety of the transcript
was not brought up with the select committee's report but was cited to the
extent that it was relevant to the findings and recommendations of the
committee;

(7) the public interest is not served by the disclosure to an instrument of the
executive government of material that has not been published by order of
this House and to which access is denied to other persons.

On motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House), resolved -
That Mr President transmit the resolution of the House answering the request ofCounsel Assisting the Royal Commission Into Use of Executive Power to
Hon Kenneth Marks QC, Royal Commissioner.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON IM CHANCE (Agricultural) [8.20 pm]: In speaking in favour of the SupplyBill, I note that it has become a convention in this place that members use this debate asan opportunity to address matters which are particularly relevant to their electorates,although there are clearly occasions when members introduce other subjects, as HonNick Griffiths has just done. I will, if I have time, raise some matters which are relevant
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to my electorate of the Agricultural Region, but before I do that I will raise a matter
which has only just been brought to my attention and is of considerable concern to me.

Members will recall acutely the issue involving milk vendors when the Dairy Industry
Amendment Bill went through this House last year. It related to a difference of opinion
between the Government and milk vendors, who believed that the property right inherent
within their licence to distribute milk was being taken away from them as a result of the
Government's decision to deregulate the dairy industry. I bring to the attention of the
House an article which appeared in The West Australian of Tuesday, 27 June, at page 34,
concerning egg delivery contractors to Golden Egg Farms. Golden Egg Farms is the
marketing arm of the Egg Marketing Board, an organisation established by a Statute of
the Western Australian Parliament.
There are distinct parallels between this matter and the matter relating to milk vendors,
although there are also distinct differences. In the case of milk vendors, the prime
suppliers were private enterprise corporations; namely, Peters and Brownes Group and
Masters Dairy Limited. The private enterprise contractors who were providing the
delivery service were operating under a Statute of this Parliament. In the case of Golden
Egg Farms and its delivery contractors, the principal provider of the produce is a
statutory corporation, and the contractors who are providing the delivery service are
private enterprise operators. No statutory controls exist over the industry. There are no
franchise areas as we understood there to be in the milk industry debate. However, that is
where the differences end.
I will read some of the comments made in that article, and I think members will realise
how accurate the parallels are -

Eight owner-drivers say the Government is inviting trucking companies to poach
their jobs by calling tenders in breach of a goodwill agreement. They want
compensation for loss of their rounds.
Philip Steel, general manager of Golden Egg Farms - the trading name of WA's
egg marketing board - denied a goodwill agreement was in force when drivers
paid up to $105,000 for ageing delivery trucks and the rounds.

"If anyone has paid more than the value of the truck to the outgoing driver, they
went against good advice," he said.
Mr Steel said the board had made it clear that contracts were fixed-term and not
jobs for life.
Driver Bill Leuzzi said the board knew incoming drivers bought goodwill from
outgoing drivers when trucks changed hands for inflated prices.

"I paid $105,000 for an egg delivery truck - the payment included $35,000 for the
truck and the remaining $70,000 was goodwill paid to the outgoing driver," he
said.
"I expected Golden Egg Farms to honour the agreement as they had done in the
past but they have not done so. In effect I have lost $70,000.'

The article states that only eight drivers make deliveries, that Golden Egg Farms vets the
incoming drivers by asking them a great number of questions in order to be satisfied that
it is getting the right type of person, and that a fixed term egg delivery contract is worth
about $65 000 a year. It states also -

Mr Steel said Golden Egg Farms was exerci',ng its right to tender for the
contracts. He denied the move was linked to a recent dairy industry change
which scrapped milk vendor licences and allowed companies to decide who
delivered their products.

The parallels are disturbingly clear. We have the same situation where, for one reason or
another, people who entered the industry as either milk vendors or egg delivery
contractors to Golden Egg Farms bought what they call goodwill, and which I will
establish the company itself recognised as goodwill, which was based on nothing more
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than the unwritten understanding that the contract would be ongoing. It was very much
an unwritten contract, but nonetheless it was tacitly acknowledged by all parties. This is
not a matter where we are debating the implied value of property rights, because there are
no property rights. The difference is that we are talking about an implied contract.
The Golden Egg Farms' transport contract takes two forms: The pick up contract, or the
transport task from the egg farms to Golden Egg Farms' central depot; and the larger part
of the contract, which is the delivery of those eggs from the depot to retailers. The
overview of the submission that was made to Golden Egg Farms by the contract drivers
in January of this year contains some information that will be valuable in enabling the
House to understand the history of these arrangements. Prior to 1982, Golden Egg Farms
owned the trucks which carried out the distribution process and employed drivers to
undertake that task. However, for a number of reasons, the Egg Marketing Board found
that mode of delivery to be unsatisfactory, and in 1982 employee drivers were given the
opportunity of leasing the trucks from Golden Egg Farms on a contractual basis. In 1986,
the board gave the original drivers the opportunity to sell their business to other
contractors, and that was the first time that the contracts became transferable. I think we
all understand that once a contract or licence becomes transferable, it begins the
inexorable process of capitalising a value in its own right. At that time, the goodwill
component of the business was effectively created by the board. The present drivers
became involved from that time on. In 1986, nine contractors covered the metropolitan
area. Approximately six months later, the ninth contractor sold his business to the other
eight contractors, and that is the number which remains in the industry at present.
Exchanges were made for relatively modest sums in that first year, but since then
businesses have been bought and sold at will and the value of the businesses has
increased as the continuation and renewal of the contracts became a mere formality by
the board. In the overview section of the statement is a list which I do not propose to go
through. However, it gives an indication of the value at which the contracts are being
traded. The first, which was an eight and a half year contract obviously negotiated some
time ago, was purchased at $30 000 and its current value is $120 000. The most recent
two-year contract had a purchase price of just under $105 000, and its current value is
also at $120 000. I turn to page 2 of the document which reads -

During this time there was also a threat of deregulation in this State which also
contributed to strained relations between all parties.
However, because of the independent nature of the business operated by the
contractors and because of the inherent interest of the contractors in their
businesses this instability did not extend to the contractors. Therefore the Golden
Egg Farms was able to guarantee supply at all times and to maintain control over
the costs of its products, to the benefit of the growers and the consumers.
While the egg industry was under review in Western Australia, management of
Golden Egg Farms constantly stressed to its employees and contractors the need
for economic restraint, good public relations, overall harmony and good will for
the benefit of a favourable report from the review committee. The employment of
independent contract drivers has contributed in no small way to the positive
results that have been achieved.

A number of advantages are listed in the submission. It is probably not appropriate that I
go through them all. However, a number of advantages accrued to Golden Egg Farms as
a result of the beneficial arrangements which had been thrashed out in 1982, and again in
1986, by the contractors, the former drivers for the company, and Golden Egg Farms
itself.
I turn to the nature of the contract. Originally contracts were for only a two-year period
but they were reviewed each 12 months. In 1991-92 management decided it wanted to
shorten the contracts to 12 months. Subsequently, and following further negotiations, the
contracts were extended to 18 months, and all of the contracts expired on 31 December
1994. Golden Egg Farms has, through its manager, engaged in a series of negotiations
with the contractors on the premise that contracts would be renewed from I January this
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year. In other words, there would be no gap in the contact period. Negotiations went on
for some time, and culminated at a meeting on 27 October last year when, after a further
extended period of negotiations with Golden Egg Farms, the general manager, Mr Steel,
offered a contract on the basis that the contractors who replaced their existing vehicles
would obtain a two and a half year contract, earning $79 000 a year, plus fuel; and that
those drivers who were not intending to purchase new trucks would have contracts
renewed for 18 months at the current rate, in the order of $60 000.
Schedule HRB of the present contract relates to the purchase and depreciation of a new
vehicle and other assets. Agreement was reached onf 27 October 1994 between Golden
Egg Farms and the contractors for the purchase of new vehicles by the contractors to be
depreciated over seven years. The cost of each vehicle was in the region of $120 000.
Golden Egg Farms agreed on that date to pay the contractors an increased rate to help
cover the cost and depreciation of the vehicles purchased.
The next paragraph of the report is very important -

This offer was accepted by all the drivers on 27 October 1994. The acceptance
was communicated by the drivers to Mr Steel at the conclusion of the meeting.
Mr Steel told the contractors at the meeting on 27 October 1994 that he had been
in touch with some members of the Board, thereby indicating to the contractors
that he was authorised to conclude the contract with them on the terms agreed
between the parties.

At appendix I of the statement are copies of correspondence from Golden Egg Farmis
relating to the negotiations between the contractors and Golden Egg Farms in October
about the renewal of the contracts. It is not insignificant that the letter dated 26 October
1994 from Golden Egg Farms' general manager contains the words -

An offer for future contracts taking into account the varying needs of the
owner/drivers.

Not only was it a tacit understanding and agreement that at least what could be called a
heads of agreement of the contract had been finalised, but also we have a note in writing
which makes it very clear that such an agreement had been reached. Next, the drivers
were advised by Golden Egg Farms that the company no longer wanted to proceed along
the lines which had been agreed. The most recent letter received by Golden Egg Farms'
contractors reads -

Dear Sir,
As you are aware, since your delivery contract with The Australian Egg
Marketing Board ("the Board") expired on 31 December 1994, there have been
protracted negotiations with a view to reaching agreement with you in regard to
the delivery by you of some of the Board's products to its customers and outlets
in Western Australia.
These negotiations have been ongoing for some months but have proved to be
fruitless.

I draw particular attention to the last sentence. There is clear evidence in the statement
and in the letter from Golden Egg Farms' general manager that an agreement in principle
for a new set of contracts had been reached. Now we have a letter which appears to have
been written more by a solicitor than by a general manager, suggesting that ongoing
negotiations have not formed any basis of settlement. The letter continues -

In particular, there has been no response to the last offer conveyed to your
solicitors on our behalf by our solicitors in their letter dated 27 March 1995. As a
result, no agreement could be reached.
In terms of the agreement referred to above, which expired on 31 December, upon
expiration the Board had absolute discretion in establishing a new agreement and
the appointment of a new contractor in any manner of its choosing, including the
calling of tenders. The Board now intends to exercise those rights and, to that
end, is obliged to bring the present temporary arrangements with you to an end.
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Accordingly, the Board hereby gives you a period of more than three months'
notice, concluding on 31 August 1995, of termination of the present arrangement,
in terms of which you have been rendering services to the Board.
It is the intention of the Board to call tenders from all interested parties for the
delivery of its products and you are at liberty to submit a tender in that regard.
Furthermore, should your tender be unsuccessful, we will attempt to prevail upon
the successful tenderer to offer you a position as a driver for the purposes of
delivering the Board's products to its customers.

In colloquial terms the board shut the gate, after having concluded what seemed to be an
amicable arrangement. There were exchanges of letters between solicitors. I am not
privy to what was contained in those letters, but at a certain point the board said it would
not continue with either negotiations for a new contract or the present temporary
arrangement. The board shut the gate.
I am not taking issue with the point at law that Golden Egg Farms has made in that
letter - that is, it has not disputed that the arrangements expired on 31 December 1994,
that there were no contractual obligations existing in respect of those earlier contracts,
and that Golden Egg Farms has a right to call tenders for interested parties to provide the
service. What is in dispute is that the board has in the past provided tacit support and
agreement for the basis of the sale of goodwill in contracts entered into with the
company, and it has left those people out in the cold - I refer members to article in The
West Australian on 27 June - in some cases for as much as $70 000.
The Opposition sees some other uncomfortable parallels with the milk vendors' question.
It was said during that long debate over the propriety of the milk vendors' deal that some
people had been approached by the dairy companies and were effectively given the nod
on contracts if they did certain things. It is true that some milk vendors made substantial
capital investments buying trucks and equipment which put them in the position where
they had to support the ongoing process of deregulation, because without that process the
investment they had made would have bankrupted them. We already have the situation
in the pick-up part of Golden Egg Farms' contracts that one driver has said that he has
been given the nod - even though The West Australian of 21 June carries an
advertisement inserted by Golden Egg Farms calling for tenders for egg collection and
transport to close on 30 June. The tenders have not even closed yet, and one driver
believes he has got the nod for the contract, to the extent that he has already negotiated
the purchase of a truck valued at over $210 000. Is this a fair dinkumn process? Has that
driver simply been deluded, or has that driver genuinely been given the nod? Has
someone from Golden Egg Farms said to that driver, "You support us. There is no doubt
you will get the contract and you can organise your truck now, and we will not worry
about the tender process."? If that is the case, it is something in which we should take a
close interest.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What if it is not true?
Hon Graham Edwards: What if it is?
Hon KIMv CHANCE: It is a sad thing that that person has been deluded in that way.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Have you checked on this?
Hon KIM CHANCE: No; I have only just been made aware of this. Some
uncomfortable parallels can be drawn with the milk vendors issue in that established
practices with in-principle agreements have been thrown out the window. Independent
small businessmen who have paid for goodwill transfer arrangements which had the tacit
recognition of Golden Egg Farms are seeing their investment destroyed by what is the
authoritarian hand of a government agency, not directly by the Government itself.
What brought about this mystifying turnaround in Golden Egg Farms' policy? In
October 1994 it seemed keen to get on and rewrite the contracts, which, it has been
established, have served Golden Egg Farms well over the years. By December 1994 the
first signs that Golden Egg Farms would walk away -from that arrangement started to
appear. A clue to that turnaround appears in the Golden Egg Farms' newsletter, volume
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49, which covered the period January to May 1995. Among other things it introduced the
new Chairman of the WA Egg Marketing Board. In a profile on the second page of that
newsletter we learn that Brent Stewart has been elected Chairman of Golden Egg Farms,
and took up his duties in December 1994. It then runs through Mr Stewart's formidable
formal qualifications, including Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Psychology degrees
from the University of Western Australia, where he is currently completing his Master of
Business Administration studies. He is a regular guest lecturer at the university on the
subjects of marketing, marketing research and new product development. He is the
Chairman of the Market Research Society of Australia in Western Australia and is on its
national board of directors. He is also an associate of the Australian Marketing Institute;
a foundation fellow of the Institute of Company Directors and a professional member of
the American Marketing Association. The new chairman's curriculum vitae is very
impressive. It does not mention Mr Brent Stewart's activities in his commercial business
operations. I have gone most of the way to establishing - including a call to that
company - that Mr Brent Stewart is also the part owner of a market consultancy company
we know as Market Equity. Market Equity recently completed a major consultancy task
for none other than Golden Egg Farms.
We have had a few concerns about tenders being handed out to people, where we have
had some doubts about the legitimacy, openness and accountability of the process by
which those contracts have been negotiated. I do not know what arrangements took place
in respect of Golden Egg Farms and Market Equity Pty Ltd. However, I am extremely
interested to find out, and I will be speaking to the State Supply Commissioner about that
at the earliest possible opportunity. I would very much like to know the connection
between Mr Brent Stewart's arrival at Golden Egg Farms and this change in policy, and
whether there is any link between the two. It was a surprising turnaround. Golden Egg
Farms seemed committed to a certain process until 27 October. By the end of 1994 it had
done a complete turnaround. I need to know the cause of that turnaround. Whether it is
connected with the arrival of Mr Brent Stewart, the Chairman of Golden Egg Farms, I do
not know. However, it will be interesting to check it out.
I remind members of the pain and various other effects caused by the deregulation of the
milk vending industry. This issue at Golden Egg Farms involves only eight people, just
as we were told that the milk vending industry involved only a limited number of people.
Nonetheless they are independent, hard working, small business people who have taken a
great deal of pride in delivering a transport task at the lowest possible price and at no cost
to anyone. The Government should be extremely sensitive to what is happening at
Golden Egg Farms and make absolutely sure that whatever happens out there is so
completely above board and so clean that when we rub it, it will squeak. I can assure
members that we will be rubbing this issue extremely hard. If one thing shows up to be a
little out of order, the Opposition will concentrate on it extremely keenly.
Hon Tom Helm: Do you think the Government might make a mistake? It would be
unusual for it to make a mistake!
Hon KIM CHANCE: I am not laying any blame at the feet of this Government on this
issue.
Hon Tom Helm: It is mostly blameless anyway.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I simply take this opportunity to remind the Government that it has
responsibility for what its statutory marketing authorities do, and other arms of
government need to take a very good look at what is happening at the Western Australian
Egg Marketing Board.
I want to raise a couple of other matters in this Supply debate. It gives me a great deal of
pleasure to report on the quality of the season in the Agricultural Region. The vast bulk
of it - there are some exceptions - is enjoying a magnificent season, all the more so
because all the major commodities which are grown in the region are also benefiting
from relatively buoyant prices. The conjunction of those factors happens so rarely that it
is worth a mention in Parliament. The downside is that in the international markets for
grain, the United States of America still is not learning the lesson with respect to its use
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of the export enhancement program. The United States has made it quite clear that it
intends to step up the export enhancement program and it sees that as a trade-off for the
concessions it made at the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade conference in
Uruguay. That is extremely disappointing for me and everybody associated with farming
industry in Australia. The amount of damage that the United States' EEP scheme has
done to Australia amounts to millions of dollars. I know our trade negotiators have
worked extremely hard on this issue with the United States authorities, but we do not
seem to have made a dent in its attitude. It is quite proper for us to criticise the
Government of France for its decision to resume nuclear testing in the South Pacific; that
is not much different from what the United States is doing in trade in the Pacific region.
I will refer briefly, while talking about the good season, to the drought. It is so easy to
forget that we have droughts when we are having a good season. Perhaps the contrast
between the two is a good reason to mention it. It is always said that the only time we
plan for drought is when we are in drought. We should be planning for it when we are
enjoying a good season. A number of items are missing from our current drought
strategy. We can almost say that we do not have one. My trip last year to the east
Gascoyne and Murchison districts during the drought remains burnt on my memory. We
must establish some basic positions which stand as assistance measures in case of
drought. I do not mean measures which we will promise to introduce if it happens, but
measures which are established and will be triggered immediately a drought is declared;
measures on which people can rely. We can put forward measures which are modest -
everything must come within a budgetary limitation - but nonetheless ones upon which
people can rely. Irrespective of the comments about how Governments could be
expected to help in these circumstances, when the time comes people are unable to access
any support whatsoever from the Department of Social Security simply because they are
not near work; not able to get work; and not able to leave their property because they
must perform certain functions on the station, irrespective of whether the station is
making any money.
The very least a state Government might provide for families who are literally unable to
put food on the table is some sort of guarantee for a minimum basic living payment. We
can also do a number of other things. Over the next, hopefully, few good years I will be
extremely disappointed if we are not able to put that component of a long term drought
strategy in place. I mention that in the Supply debate because it is appropriate at Budget
tinme to look to measures such as that and try to cost them, even if we do not have an
immediate commitment to introducing them. While we are considering the Budget, we
should also be considering very closely other needs to which the Budget should be
applied and perhaps weigh them up as possibilities for future Budgets.
I also report the degree to which public sector workers in my electorate are deeply
concerned about their future. It has been said by members opposite and government
members elsewhere that the high level of concern is due in part to the union movement
and members of the Opposition going out and, to use their words, stirring up discontent
with respect to privatisation and other moves associated with the competitive tendering
and contracting out program. I can assure you, Mr President, that what we are saying out
there when we have the opportunity, and I have had about half a dozen opportunities at
meetings in the past couple of months, is as factual as we can make it, but you will
appreciate the difficulty we have in accurately informing workers in the bush about their
future. I moved an urgency motion only a couple of weeks ago about a letter written by a
Westrail. manager to a Westrail employee who had spoken out in very mild terms in a
critical sense about his employer and government policy. The letter from the Westrail
manager reminded him of the rule and the fact that he was liable to dismissal as a result
of his tranisgression. The purpose of the letter was to impinge on the worker's right of
free speech. It invited a great deal of criticism.
I think I was very mild when inviting the Government to state its position and, if it felt
bad, to separate itself from the use of that kind of intimidation to free speech. The
Government remained silent, so silent that I felt it necessary to ask a question without
notice today of the Leader of the House representing the Premier and Minister for Public
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Sector Management, this being my last opportunity to do so for some weeks. Tle answer
I received from the Leader of the House is on public record for all to see. It was simply abland policy statement that can give no workers for the government sector who feelaggrieved by government decisions any confidence at all that they have retained any right
to free speech. I asked that question for another specific reason. Tomorrow I will begoing to Katanning to speak to a number of country workers. I will be taking thatquestion and answer with me. I desperately wanted to take the question and an answer
that gave workers some guarantees that they have rights to free speech. That is why Iissued the invitation in the first place and asked the question today. I am deeply
disappointed I cannot take that message back. When we impinge on the rights of others
we impinge on our own rights. I do not believe any of us is uplifted by the letter that
manager wrote and the fact that the Government has not taken the opportunities we have
provided on two occasions now to dissociate itself from that kind of conduct, which I
regard as brutal and intimidatory. It is one thing for the Minister for Transport to set up a
Dorothy Dix question.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I did not set it up. For your information, the member received a letter
as a member of Parliament seeking her involvement to try to find out who those people
were. She then asked me the question. I could have made a lot out of the intimidation
placed on those families.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have the Minister's point.
Hon E.J. Charlton: If Hon Kim Chance received a phone call threatening him and his
family, I would look forward to the day when he did something about it.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon KIM CHANCE: I withdraw the implication that the Minister set up the question
with Hon Muriel Patterson and any reflection on the Minister and the Government that
flows from that. It seemed to be that way to me. I certainly accept the Minister's
explanation. I understand his anger and his concern for those people. I would be
similarly angry and concerned in those circumstances. It was unfortunate that this
answer left the implication that the people who had been the intimidators had a
connection with the Maritime Union of Australia.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They had every connection.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Perhaps the Minister knows that. I would prefer to use other
means of drawing this to the attention of people.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What are you doing now?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I wanted to make it clear.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You have spent the last half hour insinuating there is corruption in
the Western Australian Egg Marketing Board.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is not true at all.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Everybody stop interjecting and let the honourable member
use his last 13 minutes and 40 seconds.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I think it is a fair question from the Minister. I want to finish my
comments on his actions. It is unfortunate that the implication was made in this place in
the way it was, because it reflects badly on the MUA. I know the people in the MUAwell, and f am certain that the union would not have given its blessing to intirnidatory
action of that nature. If an individual member or members -
Hon E.J. Charlton: Do you know who assaulted the guy in the terminal?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Perhaps it is best not to say that here. I understand that in complex
industrial relations violence unfortunately does sometimes erupt. In respect of the
Minister's criticisms of insinuations that I may have made, I have simply suggested on
the basis of the facts I have that there is a duality in the involvement of the Chairman of
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the Western Australian Egg Marketing Board and the marketing consultancy company
which has done work for the board.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Did you ask the Minister?
Hon KIM CHANCE: No, I only had that information confirmed at about 7 o'clock
tonight. It was confirmed by an employee of Market Equity, who confirmed who its
chairman was and that it did work for Golden Egg Farms. Given that information, it is
entirely reasonable that this matter should be raised in this House. I did not necessarily
imply anything underhand. I simply said that I will be asking the State Supply
Commission to determine whether anything underhand has occurred. The potential
which exists for conflicts of interest with a dual role of that nature is high. All of us
should be very aware it is high. The work done by the standing committee of this House
has led us to understand the potential for that kind of duality of purpose and overlay of
responsibility when contracting out public services. I hope it will be continuing this
fascinating work over the next few months. I support the Bill.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [9.09 pm]: I support the Bill and
also strongly support the tenor of the speech made by Hon Kim Chance. The recent
interjection by the Minister for Transport was most unfortunate. It indicates to me that he
has not been listening to the genuine concerns raised by Hon Kim Chance on behalf of a
number of small businessmen who collectively stand to lose $1.mn based on the change of
direction the Western Australian Egg Marketing Board seems to want to go in. Hon Kim
Chance was cautious and balanced. His was a speech that was not making allegations,
but simply putting the Government on notice and saying that we the Opposition will be
looking over its shoulder to scrutinise the tender process and the dealings of the Egg
Marketing Board with the small business people. I want the Minister and government
members to know that the Opposition will look closely at the collection of eggs under the
tender process which was called for on 21 June this year and under the tender process
which I think was advertised yesterday for the delivery side of the Egg Marketing
Board's activities.
I said that collectively some small business people - husbands and wives in the main -
stand to lose in the order of $lm. Figures provided to me indicate that since the letting of
these contracts, the longest serving person has been there for about eight and a half years.
The most recent person to come in bought into the business two years ago, outlaying in
the order of $104 000. The rounds on which these people operate have a market value of
approximately $120 000 each. That -might not be much to a lot of people or to the
Minister opposite, but it represents the life savings and accumulation of a lot of work of
these small business people. Is it any wonder that Hon Kim Chance and I are concerned
about this matter?
It is perhaps unfortunate that the issues which were brought to my attention on Sunday
and the issues we have had the chance to discuss with Hon Kim Chance today will not be
able to be pursued in this Parliament for the next few weeks because we are going into
recess. It is unfortunate that staff from the Minister's office have not handled this matter
a little better themselves. When the small business people sought advice from the
Minister's office and asked whether they could meet the Minister to discuss their
concerns, they were told that the office would get back to them shortly. The adviser in
the Minister's office did get back to them and explained that the Minister had no
responsibilities for or jurisdiction in these matters and he referred them to the Minister
for Fair Trading, Hon Peter Foss. Why that has occurred I cannot for the life of me
fathom. The fact that a major change is on the horizon for these small business people
led me to go to the Western Australian Egg Marketing Board's annual report for 1993-94
to see how the board was travelling. On page 5 of the report under the heading
"ighlights" the following appears -

Better than budgeted financial result.
Excellent local shell egg and product sales.
Continued growth in free range sales, and ongoing demand for brown eggs and
vegetarian eggs.
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Considerable success achieved in the Singapore market and the export potential
for egg products has been further evaluated.

On page 22 is a section which contains a number of points dealing with comparisons of
estimates and actual results as follows -

&10s
Pulp sales were significantly above estimates in both local and Eastern States
markets.
Sundly Income
Higher due to income received through quota contracts which are given to
producers to promote material for local pulp products.

Income from investments is higher due to increased investments arising from
improved liquidity resulting from pulp sales.
Paments forEggs
Payments increased in line with increased deliveries to restore stock levels
following reduction in holdings due to strong Eastern States demand in the prior
year.
OpgratingyCo~s
Grading, packing and pulping cost savings resulted from improved machine
utilisation which reduced cost levels in both payroll and maintenance.

I could go on, but I think I have made the point that the Egg Marketing Board seems to
be travelling well; however, I have not looked at the 1992-93 report to get the
comparison. One of the reasons the board is travelling well is that it has had a stable last
eight and a half years - almost a decade - in its work force and particularly in its delivery
area. It was just beyond that, about nine years ago, that it had a fair degree of disruption
with its deliveries. It was because of that disruption that it moved to this system. Some
of the advantages it has seen under this system are as follows -

In the 8 years of involvement by current contractors there has been no down time.
If vehicles break down, a replacement vehicle is supplied at contractor's expense.
The establishment and maintenance of a positive relationship with customers
which only the contractors can achieve by continuity of service and courteous and
effective service.
Length of service of each contractor. The contractors know all their customers'
requirements. If mistakes are made by the orders clerks the contractors
automatically change orders to correct requirements.
Contractors have loaned vehicles to the Board on several occasions for the Board
to use for their own deliveries at no cost to the Board.
The contractors' honesty and integrity is beyond reproach. Each driver is
responsible for collecting payment from the customers and for accounting to
Golden Egg Farms on a daily basis.
Contractors frequently take the next order or changes to orders from customers.
Knowing that their customers sometimes overlook ordering contractors take out
extra eggs to cater for this.
When egg supplies were deficient the contractors fulfilled their obligations
totally.
Drivers often do two or three loads a day.
The drivers are responsible for their own bookkeeping and paperwork.

Hon Kim Chance posed the question: What went wrong? I went to the report to see
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what changes and recent appointments had been made to the board. I see from page 6 of
the report that under section 7(3)(b) of the Act only two changes were made recently:
A. Gilmour camne in on 4 February 1994 and B. Stewart came in on 8 June 1993. In the
face of years of a stable work force why has there been this change? These are questions
which the Opposition is fairly asking, and the Government should be concerned enough
to respond to them. We are not making allegations; we are simply asking questions. We
are simply endeavouring to get information that we can pass back to our constituents -
those small business people who are worried and concerned about their own future and
the future of their businesses.
I was recently made aware of a brochure published under the title of "What to expect
from Golden Egg Farms - The Customer Service Charter". I understand the drivers were
all questioned at length, their input was sought and it was reflected in this brochure. I
understand it is a very small part of the consultancy and market research work carried
out. The Egg Marketing Board paid a significant amount for that market research to be
conducted. Hon Kim Chance has asked whether the chair-man had in any way been
involved in providing that information on the basis of his consultancy expertise and, if so,
had he been paid for it. I do not think that is an insinuation of corruption. They are fair,
reasonable and responsible questions for a member of Parliament to ask. I join Hon Kim
Chance in asking those questions. I do not want to spend much time on the issue because
Hon Kim Chance has canvassed it very well. He has raised the pertinent points and
asked the pertinent questions. I simply reinforce that which he has said.
I am concerned about one other matter. On 26 October last year, just before the change
in the chairmanship of the Egg Marketing Board, it was confirmed in writing that an offer
had been made and agreement had been reached on the ongoing contracts and the
conditions under which those small business people would continue to work. All of a
sudden it changed. Hon Kim Chance posed the question: What went wrong? I am
concerned that the Golden Egg Farms Board may have decided it would be better off if it
moved to some form of prime contractor to look after the delivery of its eggs. I hope the
board did not first arrive at that decision and then set out to put in place a range of
strategies which would achieve that objective. I quote the final paragraph from the letter
referred to by Hon Kim Chance.-

Furthermore, should your tender be unsuccessful, we will attempt to prevail upon
the successful tenderer to offer you a position as a driver for the purposes of
delivering the Board's products to its customers.

How could the board be in a position to make that statement about the successful tenderer
offering drivers a position, unless it were intended to give that contract to a prime
contractor who would have a number of positions and a number of vacancies available?
This statement is of great concern to the Opposition, particularly bearing in mind the
beginning of the letter from Philip Steel, the General Manager of Golden Egg Farms,
which states -

... there have been protracted negotiations with a view to reaching agreement
with you in regard to the delivery by you of some of the Board's products to its
customers ad outlets in Western Australia.

That letter also states that -

These negotiations have been ongoing for some months but have proved fruitless.
How could that be said when an offer had been made and agreement had been reached a
few months earlier? It leads me to the conclusion that a decision had been made by the
board to move to a prime contractor. That poses the question: Who could that prime
contractor be? I do not want to go into that at this stage but, again, I assure the
Government that the Opposition will be looking over its shoulder in all aspects of the
tender process involving Golden Egg Farms, the Minister and the Government.
My final comment is to ask those members of the Government in the Chamber,
particularly Ministers, to please take on board the concerns raised by the Opposition
tonight. Eight families are involved in supplying this contract currently; collectively the
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amount of money involved is $lm, but taken individually the amounts are equivalent to
the wealth of those families. That seems to me a fair measure of the reason for the
Opposition putting forward these arguments tonight. I support the Bill.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [9.27 pm]: I turn my attention to afew matters mentioned by the Minister for Finance when he tabled the Budget papers and
some of the practices this Government adopts. When tabling the Budget papers he
stated -

Efficiencies are being achieved through the Government's public sector
management program which involves ongoing review of the method and cost of
delivering services and exposing public service delivery to competition.

That is fine. However, members may recall that during my contribution to the Address-
in-Reply debate I raised a couple of matters. One was the sewerage infill program, and Ivoiced my concern about some of the practices and the service being delivered. I assure
Hon Max Evans that despite his comment that efficiencies are being achieved, that
clearly is not the case with the infill sewerage program. It may be happening in other
sectors, but it is certainly not happening with the infill sewerage program, bearing inmind some of the stuff-ups occurring. The Minister mentioned the sewerage infillprogram and all the money planned to be spent in that area. He referred to efficiencies
and wastage, and I am concerned about the inability of these people to deliver the service
the Government has said will be delivered more cheaply by contractors. By the time we
reach the spring session, I will have many more examples of this inefficiency than I have
at the moment. The member may be able to clarify this for me. It is unfortunate that theMinister for Water Resources is not here because three or four months ago he set up a
committee to look at complaints and bad workmanship when the member forScarborough raised his concerns about what was happening in that area with the
sewerage contractors. I can assure the House that as late as this week that committee hasnot met; it has not interviewed anyone about the bad or faulty workmanship that has
occurred - and there is a long list of complaints. The Minister for Water Resources, in
response to some prompting on my part two and a half months ago, said that there had
been perhaps one or two complaints.
This document was tabled in the House by the Minister yesterday. It shows that them are
89 complaints about damage due to the activities of infill sewerage contractors. There
are 89 instances - not one or two. I think Hon Bruce Donaldson was present when the
Minister stated that there may have been one or two instances. This is not damage done
to private property: This is damage that has occurred to WAWA property. There have
been some 89 broken service mains due to the activities of private contractors.
We were told by the Minister for Water Resources and the Premier that the contractors
would come in and do the work more cheaply. Obviously, they are under instructions todig up everything and not to worry about the costs of repairing it afterwards, and that iswhat they have done. I will give an example of why Mr Strickland had cause for
concern. In Alice Street, Doubleview on three separate days mains were broken. Given
that they had a broken main once in that street, surely the contractors would not have
broken one the next day or the week later. Surely they would know where the main was
running and would not have broken it again. Mains were broken on 24 April, 7 May and
12 May. That is not bad. That was done by a private contractor with experience.
In Beatrice Street, Doubleview on 10 February a service main was broken and in Beatrice
Street, Innaloo on 1 January another main was broken. In Flamborough Street,
Doubleview, services were broken on five separate occasions. In Herbert Street,
Doubleview, again on two separate occasions, the services were broken. In Hertha Place,Innaloo on 19 and 20 December services were broken. The same mob, the same
contractor, going pretty well. There have been broken mains in Joyce Street, Manning
Street, Ravenscar Street and Scalby Street - on two occasions - in Scarborough, inScarborough Beach Road, Doubleview - on two occasions in a fortnight - and in Odin
Street and Sykes Avenue, Innaloo and so on. If members think that Flamborough Street
was bad, there is the case of Woodside Street, Doubleview, which had six breaks. I can
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well understand why Mr Strickland's electorate - which he shares with me and the
Minister for Finance - was unamused. Within that area over the five months that the
contractors have been working there there have been quite a few occasions when the
residents did not have any services. Those instances occurred, in the main, in the
northern metropolitan area. However, they are working other areas as well.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is these contractors.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: It is contractors. The expertise is there. Hon Eric Charlton
may want to challenge the fact that the expertise is there in the construction branch. I
have referred in the past to instances where the construction branch tendered and on
31 contracts the figure put in by that branch - covering contracts amounting to some
$32m - was $164 000 cheaper than those of the private contractors. These people had the
experience and expertise. These people read the plans and they know the location of
these connections and services. I have referred only to service mains from the Water
Authority. When we start talking about Western Power, Telecom and some of the other
services and start looking at the cost, the Minister will see that it is not related only to the
Water Authority. As a result of the expertise that has been built up over a period of time,
these workers know where the mains go. I cite the case of the foreman in charge of the
Guildford depot. Because of the way that Perth developed early this century there were
areas for which unfortunately the authority did not have any plans. I believe the foreman
died in the 1970s - just before I started with the union - and the knowledge of the area, as
to the location of some of these reticulation services, died with him. At that stage that
information had not been collated and stored. That was one of the problems that existed
and it was a considerable job to rectify it. The instances I mentioned involved only one
area and dealt with the one contractor.
Another contractor - Triad - is operating in Bayswater and that area is also experiencing
many breaks. I had a call yesterday from a person who is not a constituent but whom I
have known for some 30 years. He approached the Triad contracting company about
fixing his driveway. Everyone else in his street had had their driveway fixed but the
contractor had omitted his. When he approached the contractor he was told he needed to
see the Water Authority. Thbe Water Authority told him it had nothing to do with it and
that he should approach the contractor. As the contractor lives only one kilometre away
from me I called in there first thing this morning. I must admit I told a lie - I am not
offended at calling myself a liar - I told him I was Mr Strano and I wanted some action
concerning my property. I wanted to find out what he would tell me and he told me to
see the Water Authority. I rang the Water Authority with the same purpose and it told
me to go back to the contractor. I requested the name of the person to whom I was
speaking and said I was thinking of seeing Hon Sam Piantadosi, the member for North
Metropolitan Region, who had worked for the union, because I wanted some action.
Suddenly he said he would get the supervisor to see me. That happened in the space of a
couple of minutes. Why was Mr Strano told by each party to go to the other? I had to lie
in order to expose the truth.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is that the first time you have done that?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr Charlton may laugh, but this is the scenario he and his
colleagues have created.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is the sort of response that comes from the public service.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is as bad as the porky pies the Minister has told in this
place. He has misled people. If he wants us to canvass that, we will. Over a number of
months when he was asked many questions, he lost his memory in reply to one question
and gave about four or five different answers.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Never.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Of course he did; it is recorded in Hansard. Is he denying it
now?
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Hon E.J. Charlton: No.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is probably the only time he has been honest and told the
truth in his whole life.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is that right?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: With his track record, that is very clear. I refer to Shelley,Riverton and other major areas south of the river where that has occurred. The Minister
for Finance talks about savings. Unfortunately the dripping nose, the Minister for Water
Resources, is not here.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I think it is probably time the member stopped becoming sopersonal about the Minister for Water Resources and should withdraw that statement. It
is unparliamentary.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Murray Montgomery): Order!
Hon Sam Piantadosi: He is adding to the water resources.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You called him a dripping nose.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: He had a dripping nose earlier this evening, did he not?
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is not the point.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I believe that the member has probably stepped on the edge
of the bounds of what is unparliamentary. He should watch what he is saying, address
the Chair and leave personalities out of his speech.

Debate Resumed
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister for Water Resources had a dripping nose this
afternoon; even if he were here, it would still be dripping. I cannot be responsible for the
member's being out of the Chamber, whether it be on parliamentary or other business.
However, if that is to stop me from making reference to any part of his portfolio, Hon
Max Evans should explain to me that I cannot talk about water resources or constituents
or be concerned about what the contractors are doing because the Minister for Water
Resources is not here.
Hon Max Evans: No-one said that.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Should the State stop because business cannot be conducted
as the Minister is not here?
Hon Max Evans: We love listening to you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If that is the case, I stand guided by you, Mr Deputy
President, and perhaps we will cover some ground on other areas. At the same time, this
matter concerns finance.
Hon Max Evans: I am listening.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister for Finance is here.
Hon Max Evans: You have lost concentration.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I have not. There are some names I would like to call the
Minister for Finance and Hon Eric Charlton because dipsticks like him laugh and joke
and behave frivolously when my dollars and those of everybody else in this Chamber are
at stake.

Withdrawal of Remark
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the member to withdraw the remark he made
against the Minister.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw about him being a dipstick.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I ask you to withdraw it unreservedly.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If you listened Mr Deputy President, I did. I was continuing
my remarks. Am I allowed to do that?

Debate Resumed
Hon Max Evans: I am allowed to laugh too.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister does not conduct himself appropriately. People
have reasons for being concerned over issues connected with the Water Authority. The
best that can be offered by the Minister for Finance is that he will laugh when money is
being wasted.
Hon Max Evans: These contractors must fix this at their cost.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister can make a speech and include that information
later. When I asked the Minister for Water Resources that question - I can quote from
Hansard if the Minister would like me to - he replied that his answer would be a legal
opinion and, therefore, he could not give it. Rather than say that work was required
according to the contract those people sign, he gave that cop-out. Does Hon Max Evans
want me to read the Hansard? He should question his colleague.
Hon Max Evans: I will. When I get the answer I will tell you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: This Government has imposed on the people of Western
Australia increases in the taxes and charges in order to top up its coffers. In the first
instance the Government got rid of the 150 kilolitre water allowance.
Hon Max Evans: I did, or the Government?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Does the Minister not represent the Government?
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Does the Minister handle Supply and does he accept some
responsibility?
Hon Max Evans: Yes, I take full credit.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is a huge cost. I am glad Mr Evans will take full credit.
As a result of the number of broken service mains in the areas -

Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Government wiped the free 150 kL of water and imposed
water restrictions throughout summer. What do we have here?
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is because you did not make it rain!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Miracles may happen yet. We may be fortunate enough to
lose Mr Charlton along the way through this exercise. Western Australians would be
better off for it! As a result of those broken service mains, approximately I1I million
litres of water were wasted by the time the mains were fixed. Once they pass their
consumption limit, the excess increases from 190 a kilolitre to 650 or 660 a kL, but all
this water is being wasted by the contractors. The figures I have been given estimate that
11 973 000 kL of water were wasted through these stuff-ups by contractors during the
sewerage infill program. Who will pay for that water? The Government has imposed
restrictions on everyone else, yet it has given carte blanche to the contractors to waste
water while trying to maximise their profits. The Government has to raise the money
from somewhere to pay for the repairs done by these contractors. How can it tell
Western Australians next summer or even now that they should be conserving water
when the Minister and his colleagues allow these 76 contractors to blow away as much
water as they like? That is what the Government is doing. Who will pay for that
12 million kL of water? The ratepayers, that is who. Will the Minister for Finance order
his colleague, the Minister for Water Resources, to ensure that the contractors pay for the
damage they do? The Minister for Finance is responsible for the State's revenue. How
will he collect the money to pay for this 12 million kL of water that has been lost?
Hon Max Evans: Nothing will be collected. It is gone. Nobody can be charged.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: What does the Minister mean? He and his colleagues assured
this House that, under the terms and conditions of the contract, any damage or loss would
be paid for by the contractors. That is what he and his colleagues said. Is the Minister
suggesting that that is not the case now? Is he suggesting that he cannot collect on the
damage that has been done by the private contractors?
Hon E.J. Charlton: What Mr Piantadosi has not mentioned is the water that the Water
Authority allows to run down the street.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will answer that. Unlike Mr Charlton, I do not shirk from
an argument or a fight and I do not pick on wimps.
Hon Mark Nevill: I think you are in his case.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Murray Montgomery): Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: We could probably discuss that another day. Like one of his
colleagues, he is very selective about who he picks on. That is as much as I want to say
on that matter.
On Thursday, 22 June 1995, on page 5695 of Hansard - not that long ago - the Minister's
colleague, IHon Peter Foss, said that the Government wanted real competitive tendering
and that it would move to have all the work done. He said that it was nonsense to suggest
that profit was necessarily bad. He said also that it was a good thing if independent
contractors genuinely competed for the contract and that, in competitive tendering,
whatever the cost, the organisation must pay for it. Will the Minister for Finance clarify
how he will collect the revenue for this lost water?
Hon Max Evans: You are telling me that the amount is 12 million kL. How will I assess
how much each one has to pay? Do you have a meter?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister and his colleagues told the House that this mob
would be doing it that much cheaper.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is right.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister for Finance can come on any radio program
with me and we will go over the costs involved in the 31 contracts. He can set the time; I
will meet him anywhere.
We all know that damage occurs occasionally. Even Water Authority people burst
mains. However, as I explained earlier, in one street on six separate occasions there were
problems. I think even the Minister with his extreme right wing views would have to
admit that six occasions in one street on the one job is probably a bit too much. One
w~ould think that it could happen once; but it would be almost impossible for it to happen
six times in the same street. The Minister will probably suggest that it was not. If he did
suggest that, I would have to assume that, as I have said in the past, it is payola time to
his mates, no matter what the cost. On 18 May 1995 1 asked the Minister for Water
Resources the following question -

(1) Will the Minister outline the procedure for the lodging of complaints by
ratepayers of faulty or bad workmanship by contractors carrying out work
on the infill sewerage program?

(2) Once these complaints are lodged, who is responsible for rectifying these
complaints?

(3) What number of days, weeks or months must pass before this work is
rectified?

The Minister replied -

(1) The procedure is to contact the Water Authority, which is responsible for
rectification.

(2) There is a double responsibility: First, the responsibility of the Water
Authority to see that the contractor rectifies and, second, the responsibility
of the contractor to rectify it.
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(3) If they are taking a long time I would be very disappointed, because I have
set up procedures whereby there is a time line once a person raises a
complaint.

Would the Minister suggest that six months is a long time?
Hon Max Evans: If I open my mouth, I might upset you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister's colleague said that. The same person received
a letter to which he has not responded. I gave him a copy of that letter that was sent to
his electorate office in this House. Miracles do happen because on the day following the
day on which I raised that matter in this House the fence between the house belonging to
the writer of the letter and his next door neighbour was being repaired. Has Mr Evans
ever had a picket fence around his place? He must understand that a picket fence is set in
the ground. However, the private contractors put up the old picket fence in May which
they had taken down in January. They sawed off the top of the fence to make it level, but
there were six inch gaps in the bottom of the fence. These people have dogs which got
out and were impounded. If that happened to Mr Evans, what would he do? He would
get straight on the phone to the Minister for Water Resources, his mate, and have
something done about it. What about the ordinary people? They have to wait six months
to get their fences fixed. Their intelligence was insulted because the contractor said that
the pickets did not go into the soil. It is amazing what one phone call can do. Almost
immediately after they received the phone call from the Minister's office the fence was
rectified. These people were without a fence for five months and then they were told that
the pickets did not go into the ground! It demonstrates what sort of people the
Government has employed to carry out the work.
I again draw the Minister's attention to local government by-laws and conditions. By-
laws are set down by the local authority to control what occurs on footpaths, Hon Eric
Charlton's roads and other areas. It is unfortunate that one of our Clerks, Mr Rodney
Wahl, is not in the Chamber tonight because he and I travel along the same route to work.
All of a sudden a speed hump appeared in Broun Avenue, Embleton and it was not
constructed by Mr Charlton's department or the local authority, but by a contractor in an
attempt to patch up the road. Originally there was a hole in that part of the road and
instead of patching it up, the contractor used more bitumen and made a hump! I know
what a tiger Mr Charlton is; he fights hard for whatever funds he can get for road
programs, but he would be upset with the condition of the roads. He should be concerned
about what is happening and!I invite him to join me in the coming recess to tour the roads
to see what damage the contractors are doing to them. I am sure that in the spring session
of Parliament the Opposition will have an opportunity to raise the issue of the condition
of roads and it will have evidence to show the Minister. It will indicate that ratepayers
are being burdened with extra costs. Mr Charlton may laugh, but some of the local
authorities have spent extra funds on kerbs, driveways and bridges.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It might stop some of the local authorities putting in humps.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister will be sorry he said that because I will circulate
his comment to show his total disregard for their concerns.
The private contractors completely disregard local government by-laws. Hon Max Evans
would be interested to know that a place had to be found within the City of Bayswater to
dump the spoil from a sewerage project. It was eventually dumped on a children's
playground. The spoil was six feet high and it covered all the children's playground
equipment. The contractors did a Buckeridge and did not get permission to dump the
spoil there. They were protected by their mates in government. The contractors
completely ignored the council's by-laws. That illustrates the cowboy attitude that the
mob opposite advocate. Members opposite talk about law and order, but a total disregard
for the law resulted in a playground being out of commission for three months.
Hon Max Evans: Where is the playground?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: On Lawrence Street, Bedford, which is outside the region we
represent. It runs onto Beaufort Street near Chisholm College. Members opposite may
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laugh about this, but the cost of their skulduggery is high. When we return to
government -

Hon E.J. Charlton: You will not do any infill sewerage, just like you did not do any in
the 10 years you were in government.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Members will be aware of the massive expansion that
occurred in the 1960s which resulted in the development of land without the necessary
services being provided. It was outlined in the then Government's policy document,
which may not have reached members of the National Party yet - it will eventually.
Hon Bill Stretch has read it. The document is about ground water pollution and it
supported the installation of septic systems. The experts at the Water Authority of
Western Australia believed that it was perfectly all right to install them.
Hon W.N. Stretch: It was then, but times have changed. We have moved on.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I agree. I am not directly laying the blame at the feet of one
group. The reality is that Mr Charlton keeps referring to what did not happen in the
10 years we were in government. If he wants to lay the blame on someone, I am quite
happy to debate this issue with him. It was a conservative Government which started the
infill sewerage program in 1970, and Gough Whitlarn's Labor Government expanded it.
Members may recall that the famous Liberal Prime Minister, Malcolm Fraser, stopped
the program.
Hon W.N. Stretch: He stopped it because of the vacant paddocks in Albury which cows
could have been grazing on.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That program could have been ongoing because it was
important. At the time, the previous Court Government was in office and it, together
with its colleagues in the east, did not do anyone any favours. The programs in the
Eastern States moved a lot quicker than those in Western Australia and information
relevant to that is available. If members opposite want to point the finger, I am happy -
Hon E.J. Charlton: You are too touchy and cannot handle the truth.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I can handle the truth and I am telling it. I am touchy because
Mr Charlton and his loony mates in Cabinet are wasting my money and they have not
rectified the damage to which I have referred. The costs that have been incurred will be
coming out of everyone's pocket.
Hon E.J. Charlton: No they will not. They will come out of the operators' pocket.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That will come out of everyone's pocket. What is being
proposed by the Minister's colleague Hon Peter Foss in restructuring and repricing water
and sewerage services will cost a lot more because the Government will have to rectify
the problems that it has created by trying to do things on the cheap. The infrastructure
which is being put in place is a long term project. It is there not to enable the Minister
and his colleagues to make a quick buck but for the long term. The Minister does not
want to have to pull it up again in 10 years in order to fix it. The Minister wants it to be
there in 30 or 40 years.
On 18 May, I asked the Minister for Water Resources what would happen if there was
bad workmanship, and the answer provided by the Minister was that the question is
seeking a legal opinion. The Minister would not answer the question. The Minister is
answerable to the people of Western Australia because he is spending their money.
Members opposite made a lot of noise about WA Inc when they were in opposition -

Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Hon Max Evans wants to point the finger at me, but he is a
bit touchy now that the finger is being pointed at him. It was okay for the Minister and
his mates when they were on this side to point the finger at us and to have their say in
debate on the Supply Bill, but all of a sudden there is deadly silence from government
members. Government members have been silenced. They are not allowed to speak any
more. Why not? The reason is that we may have another Mr George Strickland who
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blew the whistle on his mates, who may confidentially give us an insight into what we
can expect from this mob opposite.
When we are talking about the long term privatisation of the Water Authority, we should
look at what has occurred in the United Kingdom. The only people there who made
money were the bosses.
Hon Tom Helm: The CEOs.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes. In the first year, their wages increased from about
$250 000 to $800 000.
Hon Tom Helm: With share options.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes. Who paid for that? What happened to prices? The
Minister for Finance should go to the United Kingdom because they certainly increased
prices there. Perhaps the Minister for Finance can learn a trick or two and can nail the
people of Western Australia some more by taking more money from them, because the
Minister for Finance has made a good start and I am sure he will learn a lot more there.
Hon Max Evans: You have lost all your supporters.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I have still got my greenie mate, Jim Scott; he will not leave
me. All I can say is that I was somewhat tempted earlier this evening, when for about
five minutes there was not a soul on the government benches -

Hon Max Evans: When was that?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Earlier this evening. Ask Hon lain MacLean. He was here.
Do members know where he was? He was sitting next to me.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Murray Montgomery): Order! The member will
refrain from making comments about who was and who was not in the Chamber.
Rlon SAM PIANTADOSI: I made the comment about Hon lain MacLean because he
vas sitting next to me, and I think I am allowed to do that. Hon lain MacLean came over
to me; I had not left my seat. He came to pay me a visit, and I believe that is okay.
Surely even at the end of a session there has to be some goodwill. Mr Deputy President,
perhaps you and your colleagues do not agree with that, but we on this side of the House
do believe in a bit of goodwill and fair play; we cannot speak for everyone in this place.
When Hon lain MacLean was seated next to me, there was not a soul on the government
benches, so Hon Max Evans should -not point the finger at me because I could have
embarrassed all members opposite, but I did not do that. Hon Max Evans is allowed to
point the finger in regard to who is on this side of the House but I am not allowed to point
the finger in regard to who is on that side of the House. I do not want to see double
standards in this place, where members opposite get away with it, and I cannot. Perhaps
one day there will be democracy even in this place.
On 5 April, the following question was asked in the other place, addressed to the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water Resources -

(1) For 1993-94, how many country wastewater treatment plants failed to
meet current effluent discharge criteria?

(2) What are the locations of those country plants?
(3) In what aspects did each of the plants fail to meet the criteria?
(4) What remedial action has been taken to improve those plants?
(5) Are all these plants still operative?

Mr Deputy President (Hon Murray Montgomery), as a country member you may be
interested in the answer, which was as follows -

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) Nil.
(2)-(5) Not applicable.
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On 25 May, when I asked the same question of the Minister for Water Resources in this
place, I received the following answer -

I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Ten. The failures referred to relate to the Water Authority's internally set

performance criteria, not Department of Environmental Protection
licensing conditions.

The answer to (2) was Australind, Bunbury, Bridgetown, Busselton, Yunderup, Narrogin,
Wickham and Albany; the answer to (3) was suspended solids and filtered ROD - the
answer to (4) was plant upgrade, etc; and the answer to (5) was yes, except Albany N0 1,
which was decommissioned. It is amazing that in the space of one month, I was given
two different stories. The Minister is either incompetent or misleading in his response.
He cannot have it both ways. I think he may have taken a leaf out of Hon Eric Charlton's
book about how to provide answers.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am both.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I know. The Minister is very mischievous and misleading.
He has done a good job in the past. The Minister's mate, Mr Foss, has misled the
Parliament with his response. How can we trust Ministers when we cannot get answers
or receive some information? The Minister has the audacity to point the finger -
Hon E.J. Charlton interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister should shut up. He can get up later and have
his say. He can talk on the Supply Bill; obviously he is not being gagged. Why does the
Minister not get up and have his say?
Hon E.J. Charlton: I want to listen to the next six minutes.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister should take the opportunity to have his say
instead of wasting my time.
We will put many questions to the Minister for Finance in the spring session. We have
many areas of concern about which we will ask questions. Many people would like the
Minister to tell them how he can allow some people to waste 12 million litres of water,
without charge; yet a pensioner who would probably use only 10 litres over the old limit
was charged for it. How can the Minister explain that situation? The Minister must
explain why he did not collect that revenue. We have estimates on the costs to effect
repairs to the mains, but mains are only part of the problem. At the end of the day, the
Minister for Finance will be asked to explain why, when the estimated costs of tendering
are set down, the Water Authority costs were $160 000 less. With the additional costs
that the Water Authority will need to pick up - and of course Western Australians must
pick that up - one wonders how much cheaper it will be when we must pay extra money
for the disservice done to Western Australians because the Minister and his colleagues
have granted contracts to people who lack expertise. It would be different if the
contractors had expertise and had been involved in the industry for some time.
Contractors have been imported from the Eastern States, and when people in Shelley and
Riverton complained about bad workmanship, they were directed back to the contractors
and had to ring an 03 number in Victoria in an attempt to rectify their problems. Western
Australians must ring Melbourne to speak to someone about rectifying bad workmanship!
Hon Max Evans: So the contractor came from Melbourne?
Hon SAM 'PIANTADOSI: Remick contractors gave an 03 number in Victoria for people
to ring in case of problems.
Hon Max Evans: Would they have done $60m worth of work with that staff in one year?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is a fact that the Western Australian construction branch
had a contract in Victoria, when there was a stuff-up by contractors in Victoria. A gang
from the Western Australia Water Authority was housed -
Hon Max Evans: How much more work could they have done?
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will explain. A private contractor did the job in Victoria.
There was a mess-up. Workers from the construction branch of the Western Australian
Water Authority were housed in a hotel in Melbourne and they completed the job cheaper
than the Victorian private contractors could.
Hon Max Evans: I am talking about sheer volume.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Western Australian expertise in the construction area of water
and sewerage is the best in Australia. The Minister has destroyed that situation. He has
spoken about going into South East Asia with that expertise. That matter will be
addressed in future as will some of the other deals that have been done. It will all come
out how the Minister puts people in different positions, and how people hold both Water
Authority board positions and sit on boards of companies such as Clough Engineering.
These people are all contributors to the Government's coffers, and that is the main reason
for that situation.
I turn now to another issue. Earlier this week I saw a television program on prostitution
in Perth. This is the matter about which Hon Phil Lockyer has expressed concern in this
House. The situation concerns me because I believe some action should be taken. These
activities seem to have spread throughout the suburbs. I do not know whether there are
many suburbs that do not have residences being used for illicit sex. The problem has
escalated over the past 12 months, and steps should be taken to nip it in the bud. The
Government should take some action to rectify the problem. If not, one can only assume
that the Government is in for its slice of the cake.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [ 10.27 pm]: I am very sorry that the Minister
for the Environment is not in the Chamber tonight, because I have a few messages for
him. Earlier tonight the Minister answered some questions that I put to him regarding
logging of the Giblett 7 and 8 forest blocks. As a result of mismanagement by the
Department of Conservation and Land Management two heritage listed blocks have been
cut down by accident. What wonderful management when the department does not know
which areas are being cut! Despite that, the Minister tried to blame the Commonwealth
Government because that Government did not properly specify which blocks the
company was supposed to be clearing. It is my understanding that the Minister for the
Environment is in charge of preserving the biodiversity of the State and upholding the
requirements of the Environmental Protection Act and the various regulations that govern
the control of the ecology of forests in this State.
I will read a clause from a typical woodchip export licence which is contained in all
licences I have read. The clause reads -

An exporter shall not carry out logging of pulpwood intended for export as
woodchips in, or export woodchips produced from, logs removed from an area
which has been entered on the Register of the National Estate or placed on the
Interim List of the Register of the National Estate unless the company has
received prior written notice from the Minister or the Department that logging can
take place in that particular area.

How could a Minister not carry out such a duty? That was clearly the responsibility of
the state Minister for the Environment. It is his role to ensure that heritage listed blocks
are not chopped up for woodchips. The Minister has maintained that this timber was not
used for woodchips, and he was happy to believe the information that he received. I
spent a long time finding out where every log from those two coups had gone. At the
Department of Conservation and Land Management in Como I went through every single
D note, which denotes where the logs are delivered and what is on those trucks. I also
noted the weights of those loads, and I can assure members that the largest quantity of
logs that went to any single source went directly to the Diamond chip mill. That is in
direct contravention of the Minister's statement and of the woodchip licences that have
been laid down by the Commonwealth Government.
Hon W.N. Stretch: What proportion were karri and what proportion man-i?
Hon J.A. SCOTT': The largest percentage was karri; there was very little marri.
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Hon W.N. Stretch: How many were claimed by millers off the landing at the chip mill?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I have a list of the mills to which they were sent, and very few went to
the smaller mills. A handful of loads went to the Drake mill out of Manjimup. Drake
was the only purchaser of the premium grade logs from those two coups.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Is Hon Jim Scott aware that every log at Diamond chip mill is
available for claiming if a miller wants it?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I am aware of that. I am also aware that that does not occur very
often, if at all, because the other mills have already got their quantities of logs from other
places.
Hon W.N. Stretch: It is very rare.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: One of the few occasions that occurred was in a test case when a
number of logs were taken by Tony Drake from the chip mill to prove that good quality
logs were being woodchipped; it is still going on. Much to the shame of this Government
and the former Government, it is happening because no proper assessment of those logs
is being made. The small millers get their quotient; they decide whether they will pay a
premium. What is left is up to Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd to do with what it will,
and a great many of those good quality karri logs that can be turned into furniture or
other grade timber end up as woodchips.
Hon W.N. Stretch: That is because no-one wants them.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: It is a waste, and it is at great cost to this State and to the future of the
sawn timber industry in this State. It is an absolute disgrace and should not be going on.
Hon W.N. Stretch: You are way off line.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I will read my notes of a brief report that was given to me by a CALM
scientist, whom I am not about to name because of recriminations against CALM
scientists who speak out in this State. When talking about maximum sustainable yield,
he says that according to CALM's figures the harvest levels of karri and marri are exactly
equal to the cellulose that is present; there is no margin for error, it is the maximum yield
of cellulose. That is not sustainable ecology in those areas for the different types of
fauna. In contrast, he says that the average ratio of harvest to increment for countries in
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development in 1980 to 1985 was 0.52.
Those countries have half the ratio that we have in Australia.
Figures in the Meagher report indicate that the jarrah forest has been over-harvested by
63 per cent. The Minister for the Environment has approved this over-harvesting until
2004 because of the need for CALM to fulfil its contractual obligations. Where is the
imperative for conservation in that? There is none. This CALM scientist says that the
review of alternative estimates of sustainable harvest levels suggest that both the karri
and jarrah forests are being over-harvested by between 50 per cent and 300 per cent
depending on rotation times. He has given some effects of this type of industrialisation
on the forest. The first is progressive juvenilisation, which leads to the decline of first
grade sawlogs, which leads further to a reduction of employment, particularly in the
production of quality, value added items. It increases housing costs and brings about a
reduction in royalty payments, because fewer of our logs are being used for sawn timber.
That reduction in royalty payments leads to declining management of the resource base
and, of course, there is the threat to tourism. He goes on to say that CALM's estimate of
proportions of forests set aside for conservation in secure reserves is 46 per cent. In
reality, only 13 per cent of the original karri is in secure conservation areas, and only
12 per cent of the original area of jarrah and manri is in secure reserves. He says that the
great majority of reserve forest, as much as 75 per cent, has been cut over. Guesstimates
of the proportion of original, old growth forest now in conservation reserves range from
3.5 per cent to 5 per cent. That is rather a different figure from the one spread about by
the Department of Conservation and Land Management. He says that key elements in
the national forest policy statement, particularly those relating to nature conservation and
the protection of old growth forest and wilderness values are not being implemented in
Western Australia.
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That comes from one, among many, CALM scientists who are disgusted about the lack of
protection for our natural heritage. It is extraordinary that once again we have a dud
Mnister for the Environment. This Minister has been described by the conservation
movement through the editorial of the Conservation Council's The Greener Times
magazine in the following terms -

Foss Starts Badly
... When Peter Foss took over the Environment portfolio from Kevin Mnson in
February he had a great opportunity to make a success of it. His predecessor had
left behind a trail of blunders and many people expected that Foss would do much
better. He came to the job with previous ministerial experience in the difficult
Health portfolio and considerable knowledge of the Government's environmental
policies.
He also had a high profile on environmental and social issues in Opposition and
enjoyed the respect of the conservation movement.

Of course we have seen quite a few shifts in the position of some people since they have
moved from opposition to government. The article continues -

It has taken Peter Foss only three months to squander all of these advantages. He
has made almost as many blunders as Kevin Minson, but cannot claim ignorance
as a defence.
Foss started badly by siding with CALM and the Forest Protection Society in their
campaign to overturn the Commonwealth Government's woodchipping policy.
This could have been excused as a bit of Canberra bashing, which is mandatory
for Ministers in Richard Court's Government. However he repeated the error by
swallowing CALM's outrageous claims about the woylies at Port Kennedy and in
addition he slammed the conservation movement under parliamentary privilege.

He jumped up and down about that in relation to the comments of Hon John Halden on
another matter. The editorial continues in the same vein, and I think members will have
an idea by now of the Minister's standing in that community.
At a scientific conference I attended on Monday this week at Edith Cowan University,
the Minister's reputation suffered once again due to his total misunderstanding of the
point of the conference. He breezed in, made some arrogant comments which basically
said that the participants were misguided and did not know what they were talking about
and that they should be concentrating on the agricultural area, and then he breezed out.
He did not bother to stay to hear what was being said or to find out what the conference
was all about. It was not a matter of focusing on one area or another. A group of
scientists demonstrated that the Minister's knowledge was very limited in this regard. I
am greatly concerned about a Government that is going backwards on environmental
mnatters. We have a Minister for the Environment who has no heart for sticking up for the
important area within his portfolio; that is, to protect the environment of this State, which
includes the ecology and the biodiversity within that ecological system. This Minister
constantly backs the timber industry. He constantly allows misinformation to be put out
by the Department of Conservation and Land Management. The misinformation is
constant and varied. When I talked to him in the corridor about some of this
misinformation, the Minister asked me for some proof.
Hon W.N. Stretch: What do you mean by varied and constant?
Hon J.A. SCOT1T: I mean that the information occurs across a wide range of areas and it
is produced constantly. The department puts out pamphlets for the general public, which
are nothing more than propaganda and which contain information that is simply not true.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Does that mean that you do not agree with them?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: The information is palpably and demonstrably not true. Let us look at
some of the statements in the pamphlets. During the hearings that occurred regarding a
petition for the Hester state forest, a number of members of CALM gave evidence to the
committee.
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Hon W.N. Stretch: Which committee was this? Was it the Murray Nixon committee?
Was it the standing committee of this House?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: It is the committee which examines our petitions; I cannot remember
the correct title of it at the moment. The witnesses said that a tree matures between the
age of 100 and 120 years. It will then go into maturity and senescence and if it is
exceptional, it will last for about 400 years.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Which trees are those? Jarrah?

Hon J.A. SCOTT: They are talking about trees. They are talking about jarrah, karri and
marri.
Hon W.N. Stretch: There is no karri in Hester.

Hon J.A. SCOTT: The witnesses went on to say that from 140 years of age a tree will
develop old growth characteristics and from then to senescence and death; it is old
growth characteristics all the way through and optimum level cannot be defined. It
depends on the environmental circumstances within the stand. They suggested that a
forest from 120 years onwards is regarded as beginning to have old growth
characteristics.
Quite a lot of research has been done on this aspect. The witnesses also gave
information - Hon Bill Stretch should be very interested in this - about the habitat for
black cockatoos. The witnesses said that some trees were being left for that purpose.
The transcript states -

The CHAIRMAN: I suppose other factors come into it. For instance, black
cockatoos need nesting hollows. Do they feed on red gum nuts?

Mr JONES: Yes, and orchards. A lot of birds need them for the nesting hollows,
but they will feed in the regrowth forests. No-one can answer how much is
enough. In the karri forests we are leaving half of the trees. However, many of
them in national parks are young. However, a considerable amount is left as old
growth and the jarrah is a lot more difficult to define as old growth because of the
extensive history of selection cutting in the past. It would be a huge problem to
map it. However, there are old growth elements throughout the whole of the
jarrah forests. There is only a little around Dwellingup - which was of very high
quality and which was clear-felled in the 1920s - where there are huge extensive
regrowth stands.

Even the misleading information in the pamphlets, which talks about the rotation of the
cut of our forests, means that we are taking only 2 per cent a year. That percentage will
allow us to retain the forest for a maximum of 50 years. The rotation period of our
forests is 46 years for karri and 77 for jarrah. I refer to an article from "EMU", a Royal
Australian Ornithological Union magazine, which contains some research by P.R.
Mawson and J.L. Long from the Agriculture Protection Board of Western Australia on
the size and age parameters of nest trees used by four species of parrot and one species of
cockatoo in south west Australia. It states -

The size and health of hollow-bearing eucalypts successfully used by four species
of parrot and one species of cockatoo in the south-west of Western Australia are
described. The estimated age of these nest trees based on known growth rates is
given and range from 73 years to over 1300 years.

There is a little discrepancy there. The article continues -

The lowest average estimate of nest trees reported for any of the parrot species
was 275 years, and 446 for the cockatoo species.

That is a big discrepancy. Where will these parrots go with these 46 year and 77 year
rotations? Mr Stretch should know because he brought a petition to this House. He has
found these parrots creating new habitats by cutting off the tops of blackboys.

Hon W.N. Stretch: You are quite wrong. They do not nest in blackboys.
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Hon J.A. SCOTT: They eat nuts from the mari tree. Mari trees have been knocked
down extensively because CALM wants them for woodchips. The other day I was galled
to see a picture of the Minister for the Environment at an event where he was looking at
timber, which would be burnt by CALM, but had been used by furniture makers to create
highi quality furniture. To see him smiling away made me sick to my stomach. This
Government encourages the destruction of that type of timber. It is difficult for people toget such timber. They want peppermint and so on, but the more exotic type of timbers
are smashed and burnt by CALM. We have a vast discrepancy between people who have
conducted the research and people from CALM. The people were talking about an area
of land and conservation. Mr Jones said that entire area of the kamr forest is about180 000 hectares of which 50 100 ha is in conservation reserves with another 25 000 ha
excluded from logging but not in national parks or conservation areas. They are in the
stireamn or road reserves excluded from logging. The jarrah forest totals approximately
1.5 million ha. It may be easier to supply the exact figures later. Mr Hames said -

One-third has been set aside completely and that will not be logged at all. An
additional percentage, of about 12 per cent, is in the category to which Mr Jones
referred, and it is in buffers, roadsides, streams and so on. In aggregate more than
40 per cent of the jarrah and karri is set aside for no kind of interference by
logging.

That is simply not true. In my question to Hon Norman Moore representing the then
Minister for the Environment, I asked -

Does the Department of Conservation and Land Management intend to allow the
logging of buffer zones and/or management priority areas?

The answer was simply -

Where they have remained State forest they are available for and will ultimately
be used for timber production on a sustained yield basis.

T7hat is another untruth. I have a map here from CALM which shows the conservation
reserves and what is in them. This map shows that 75 per cent of the area in conservation
reserves is not forest at all or it has been logged. CALM is telling us that this is a hugearea of native forest, described as untouched natural forest, when not all of it is forest -some of it is, but not a very large percentage of it. Here we have another little deception
by CALM.
Hon Mark Nevill: Is it not better to manage a multispecies forest and get wood from that
rather than have it coming from a single plantation?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I will be getting onto that later. The whole direction of our wood
production is going entirely the wrong way. The tendency to move towards becoming a
quarry for Japanese woodchip is senseless. It is putting us in a position where we are
setting aside huge areas of land for a very low value return. I will be encouraging the
MiniSter to go to a field day, which is to be held very soon, at which it will be
demonstrated quite clearly that the Government's present practice is way off beam and
not in the best interests of the State.
This next deception made the papers. It concerns the D'Entrecasteaux national park,
which is a very large national park. The previous Government was wanting to inquire
into the state of our forests and was looking at the level of cut. It asked Tos Barnett to
have a look at the forest values we have in this State and how best to use them. Tos
Barnett was given one of these maps which I have in my hand. I will hold it up so that
members may look at it. Members will see the dark green area, which is described as old
growth virgin forest. This same area can be seen in another CALM map. I know the
person who produced this other map. He vows it is the correct interpretation. When
members look at this map they will see a rather different picture. The green area is vastly
less. This is the real position. The first map was issued to Tos Barnett to help him make
his decision.
Hon Mark Nevill: What do you mean by old growth virgin forest?
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Hon J.A. SCOTT: It is a very difficult term. CALM has evolved this wonderful
terminology in order that lay people do not understand what it is doing. One has to keep
using "virgin" because CALM calls a forest which is a wilderness a natural forest.

Hon Mark Nevill: What would you call the areas from Kalgoorlie to Norseman?

Hon J.A. SCOTT: They are not forests but largely scrub. I ami talking about an
untouched, unlogged area in which there may be the odd tree felled but basically the
ecological values are intact. Interestingly, CALM uses the term "normal forest". Most
people would understand that "normal" means normal, but for CALM "normal" forest
mneans an industrial forest adapted for the maximum extraction of cellulose. That is what
it is about; not about sawn logs.
Another nonsense the Minister carries on with is the production of sawn logs. Over a
period of years there has been a complete reversal of the amount of woodchip timber
compared with sawn timber. From memory, the total of woodchip timber is about
700 000 cubic metres and the total of sawn timber is about 240 000 cubic metres.
Members will have seen the lovely little brochure the Department of Conservation and
Land Management put out with a picture of a cow with its body shown as sawn timber
the front legs shown as woodchips; and the back legs shown as sawdust and, I think,
bark. That was totally misleading; the reality is that the body of the cow represents the
woodchip and the legs represent the sawn timber. I do not mean the legs going all the
way to the back side of the cow; I mean the skinny little bits at the bottom. That
brochure is incredibly misleading. Anybody who says it is not is misleading themselves.

Hon Mark Nevill: What would you do with the degraded areas of jarrah forest?

Hon J.A. SCOTT: Which ones?
Hon Mark Nevill: I do not know their names, but the areas where the jarrah had been cut
out and it was straggly, unproductive forest for timber. It was probably good only for
woodchips.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I will get to that a little later. I want to continue talking about the
deception and absolute nonsense that comes out from CALM. I took some photographs
of the virgin forest in an area on the misleading map which I showed members before. I
have photocopies of the photographs which I will table along with the maps because I
want the Minister to have a good look at these and tell me where the karri and jarrah trees
are on the sand dunes - there are not any. It is disgusting that a department is producing
such misleading information to fool the public and to fool the people making decisions
about the forest. In fact, heads should roll for publishing such misleading information.

Hon W.N. Stretch: Would you prefer that we burnt all our chip log?

Hon J.A. SCOTT: No, I would much rather we started using our intelligence. I will get
on to those matters later, I do not want to be diverted at the moment. The essential factor
is the amount of cut. That CALM scientist pointed out that he felt from CALM's figures
that it was overcutting by 63 per cent.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Is that the CALM bloke you would not name earlier?

Hon J.A. SCOTT: Yes, and privately many others agree with him as well.

Hon W.N. Stretch: There is an enormous diversity of opinion within CALM.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: People who understand conservation talk about the precautionary
principle: That means we do not take risks. I will explain more about that with this
forest management plan which is such a disaster. It is based on the information put
together by Tim Meagher. I asked a number of questions about Tim Meagher and be
became a little concerned about the line of my questioning. He telephoned me and asked
why I was picking on him. He said that when he put his recommendation to the
Government, it was that there should be a reduction in the amount of cut by a third. He
said that it was not his fault if the Government had not taken that on board. I had to
agree. I could not continue to ask tough questions about him on that basis. A document I
have states -
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The Meagher committee found .. that a "conservative" sustainable yield for
jarrah sawlog is 300,000 cubic metres/year (Executive summary, page 1).
Nonetheless, it decided that a "more reliable estimate" of the 'sustainable yield'
of jarrah sawlogs is "450,000 cubic metres per year". No reason is given to
explain why this is a "more reliable estimate".

Our friends at the Hester Block hearing said the same sort of thing. However that
amount had crept up considerably. Mr Keene in evidence to the committee said -

We carried out a complete inventory of the janrah forest. It took three years and
was completed prior to 1992 when we put up some information. We measured
the gross bole volume between the tree stump and the crown break, which was
different from how it had been measured before.

That is interesting. He continues -

One then has the question of how much of a tree is of certain log grades. We said
each log grade was difficult to estimate in standing trees. We made estimates of
how fast the forest was growing in its gross bole volume increment That is how
the Minister made his determination. Overall it was 1.36 million cubic metres of
jarrah each year, of which he said 490 000 cu mn could be logged as first and
second grade saw logs. The overall harvest of the jarrah is higher than the490 000 cu m because of lower grade products and forest residues, which end up
in our annual reports as being shown as part of the gross bole volumes.

We have crept up from the safe level of 300 000 cubic metres to beyond 490 000 cubic
metres. When that level was considered by the Environmental Protection Authority, it
unwisely allowed that to go ahead. The EPA bulletin No 652 states -

New Timber Stra
The remainder of multiple use State Forest would be available for timber
production. However, this is not to say that environmental protection and
management should be restricted to protected areas. It is essential that
environmental management be applied throughout the State Forest, and CALM
has made proposals to comply with this objective.
When asked by the Authority to express the 1987 and proposed 1992 Timber
Strategies in comparable terms CALM advised that it is very difficult to compare
them because of changes in definition and improved assessment techniques.

That is very convenient. To continue -

The Authority acknowledges the desirability of using the best methodology, but
considers that some comparisons are essential to understand the implications of
the new timber harvesting proposals. CALM needs to address comparability
when introducing new resource assessment techniques so it can clearly explain to
the broader community the implications of management changes.

There was concern that there was no comparability between the two techniques. It goes
on to say -

Based on the Authority's best estimate, it would appear under CALM's proposals
that the volume of jarrah logs classified as sawlogs would be harvested at a higher
rate for the term of this Strategy than that proposed in the 1987 Timber Strategy.
A consistently greater volume of karri sawlogs is also proposed to be available for
harvesting. In addition, a substantial volume of jarrah and marri is identified for
the first time as being available as residue material.

That is another of the misleading statements because "residue" means trees; it is not
residue. The EPA recommended also -

To strengthen the emphasis that CALM's proposals for the Jarrah-Marri forests be
implemented cautiously and that the period to 2002 should be treated as a period
of limited trial -
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Members should listen to this -
- with emphasis being concentrated on getting the silvicultural system right in
representative areas selected as being suitable for controlled scientific monitoring
of the results. After 'in-house' and continuous review of the results by CALM
and the proposed Monitoring and Research Committee the matter should be
referred to the EPA for further independent assessment in 2002.

Interestingly, the EPA has said that one should be cautious about using this system.
Recommendation 6 states -

The Environmental Protection Authority has noted that CALM's silviculture
prescriptions for the jarrah forest have been developed with incomplete
knowledge of their long term consequences; and therefore concludes that the
proposals to amend the 1987 Timber Strategy should be implemented cautiously.
The Authority recommends that the annual sustainable yield estimates in the
Timber Strategy should only be applied for the life of the Strategy.

Despite that, there has been a jump from 300 000 to more than 490 000. How can that be
described as responsible? It is not sustainable and it will result in the total destruction of
old growth values in our state forest. What is more, the people have been misled to the
point that there is much less old growth forest in the State's conservation reserves than
people believe. As I pointed out, 75 per cent of the land in our conservation reserves is
not unlogged old growth forest, and much of it is not forest at all. It is a complete
shambles. The whole conservation story by CALM is a sham, and any Minister who
allows it to continue deserves the eternal condemnation of the people of this State.
One of the worst areas of destruction is on the Sharpe block, near Walpole, which was
the highest heritage listed area in the State. The Minister has such little knowledge of
ecology, or cares so little for the ecology of this State, that he has already allowed a road
to be put through the centre of that block so that a part of it can be clear felled. That clear
felling was stopped by the court, based on the scientific values of the area which were
pointed out by a number of scientists who gave evidence to the court. There is a page of
evidence from scientists, such as Dr Barbara Main from the University of Western
Australia Zoology Department, who has researched the southern forest region of WA.
She has considerable respect in the scientific community in this State. Dr Pierre Horwitz,
the chairperson of the Department of Environmental Management at Edith Cowan
University and a number of other prominent scientists also gave evidence to prevent that
area being destroyed. Those who know the area will realise it is a relic of a past age, and
once it is destroyed it can never be regenerated to its former condition, whatever the
nonsense and pseudo-scientific statements made by CALM.
Hon W.N. Stretch: What proportion of Sharpe block will be logged?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: Very little, but it is right in the centre. It will provide logs for the
timber industry for a couple of days, and CALM is willing to risk the spread of dieback
in the wet season in the centre of a block such as that.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Some of the worst spread would have occurred when you and your
mates were wandering around there when you should not have been.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: That is not the case. I have noted the absence of dieback prevention
methods in many areas. In fact, CALM operatives drive in and out of areas where
dieback is prevalent, without talking any hygiene measures at all. I have seen it happen in
the Rocky forest.
Hon W.N. Stretch: We are talking about Sharpe.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I am talkting about areas where dieback is known to occur. CALM
operatives are driving around those areas and spreading the dieback. There is an
appalling lack of hygiene in CALM's operation. It is not worried about dieback, all it
wants is pulp.
Hon W.N. Stretch: That is totally misleading and untrue, and you should be ashamed of
yourself.
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Hon J.A. SCOTT: I am not at all ashamed of myself. Hon Bill Stretch should be
ashamed for allowing such a situation to occur. I will take the member down there any
day and show him the lack of hygienic practices.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I have been there and seen them putting the road in.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I move away from the efforts to mislead the people of this State.
CALM is also well known to the scientific community as a suppressor of information.
We constantly hear from Syd Shea and CALM officers at the administrative level that
logging does not cause the extinction of any species. Of course, they put it more cleverly
than that by saying it has not been proved that logging causes the extinction of any
species. T7hat is possibly true in Western Australia, because this State does not comply
with the requirements of the national forests policy strategy agreed to by all the States.
That strategy requires that before any logging takes place, there should be an assessment
of the values of the area. That does not happen in Western Australia, and it is another
area in which the Minister has failed. He does not know which species have been made
extinct, for example, in the Giblett block. I have a list compiled after studies were
carried out in the Giblett forest, not by CALM, but by, I think, the Australian Heritage
Council. That group demonstrated that rare species in that block would have been
damaged, or certainly made extinct at a local level. It is estimated that 90 per cent of
animals in a clear felled coupe are killed or die soon afterwards.
Hon W.N. Stretch: That is nonsense and you know it. A figure of 90 per cent is a
ridiculous exaggeration.
Hon L.A. SCOTT: That is true and I know it. The evidence indicates that 90 per cent of
fauna in a clear felled coupe either die at that point or die soon after.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Or move out.
Hon L.A. SCOTT: Where do they go to?
Hon W.N. Stretch: Into surrounding buffer zones.
Hon L.A. SCOTT: What about the animals already in those surrounding areas? Do they
move out to other places? That is a total nonsense. Hon Bill Stretch has absolutely no
understanding of biology.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I only live there.
Hon LA. SCOTT: I have a document entitled "Threatened and Extinct Birds of
Australia". It refers to the confirmed and speculative, current and former threats. It lists
the number of animals destroyed. It refers to some forestry practices that have an effect
on species and animals under threat of extinction. Altered fire regimes, which come from
forestry practice, threaten 55 species. Does anyone want to deny that? Forestry
operations threaten 17 species; and environmental weeds, 12. The fastest way to spread
weeds is to put a fire through an area.
A newspaper article under the headline "WA aids threat to species: expert" quotes
Dr Cogger, who is the Australian Museum deputy director. He said that a third of all
extinct mammals were Australian and that Australia had 36 threatened amphibians -
twice as many as any other country. That is not too bad. The federal Department of
Environent's director of biodiversity said that Australia was the only developed
megadiverse country. We certainly have quite a few things under threat.
Denis Saunders, the CSIRO's ecologist, has said that clearing vegetation poses the
greatest threat to Australia's biodiversity. These people do not seem to be agreeing with
what CALM is putting forward. I also have a number of other quotes from various places
that back up that view, including from some of the most eminent magazines in the world.
For instance, the State of the World magazine states -

Protection of wildlands would be the top priority of any meaningful strategy to
safeguard the world's biological heritage.

That is at odds with the story put forward by CALM. CALM's story is not correct. No
respectable scientist would possibly agree with the statement that clear felling of forests
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does not cause that problem. In the wheatbelt area, where people can recognise the
massive change and damage that has occurred, one sees a sea of wheat fields or saltpans
and the odd bit of bush stuck in the middle. There are very small remnants - less than
2 per cent. The scientists at the conference I attended on Monday said that people do not
realise that where we have a wilderness surrounded by a sea of changed or so-called
normalised forests, we have many of the same effects. There is not a great deal of
difference between a wilderness surrounded by these commercialised forests and a
wilderness surrounded by fields of wheat. To the fauna that exists within that area and
much of the flora, the risks are almost the same. That is a concept that I had not grasped
before, and it is about time that some members of the Government understood that
concept. These people see it as a most important thing to do.
We are encouraging monocultures, we are destroying the State's ecological base and
biodiversity at a furious rate and we are covering it up. We are doing that at an
unsustainable rate and at a rate that will be an economic disaster, because the best timber
we get is old-growth timber, which is the highest grade furniture timber. When we have
timber that is only 46 years old, after we have been through this first rotation with the
karri, if the dieback does not spread too fast - and we have had great problems with that -
that might get us to 77 years. However, the rotation after that, when those trees are only
46 and 77 years old instead of hundreds of years old, so they are much smaller, there will
have to be a much smaller time or rotation. It is pretty obvious. By then we will have
destroyed all the fauna that needs hollows in which to live. By then the natural mulches
and nutrients created by the material which we burn in our forest and which support the
fungi that create those nutrients will have gone and the forest will not grow as well.
When that forest is gone and the salinity levels are high - and the Liberal Party was very
concerned about this when it wrote about the Blackwood River prior to the election - the
result will be the same as that in the agricultural area: When we plant trees the salt will
kill them before they start growing.
Members opposite should get onto their Environment Minister and tell him to stop
believing the bulldust coming out of CALM. I have here the lies. They may be map lies,
but they are still lies. Members will be able to examine whether CALM is telling the
truth. I seek leave to table these documents and the photographs that go with them
because I believe it is essential that the Minister for the Environment come to his senses
and realises that he has been conned by some very deceptive people in the Department of
Conservation and Land Management.
Leave granted. [See paper No 461.1
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [11.28 pm]: I want to bring to the attention
of the House the effects of privatisation, changes to the education philosophy, the road
system, the 40 increase in petrol taxes, the $50 levy on licences and so on.
First, I think it is timely to bring to the attention of the House one of the major
environmental hazards facing our region of the world - the Pacific region. Of course, I
refer to the proposed French nuclear tests at Mururoa. Australia has joined the rest of the
Pacific region in condemning the French for the way in which they have behaved, for the
arrogance they have shown and for the continuation of the tests and the dangers
associated with them. People have looked at various ways of imposing sanctions, some
of which range from the very weird to the bizarre. I will put forward a practical
suggestion that fits in with Australia's best interests.
There are those people who say that we should not mix economics and politics; there are
those who say that if we start messing around with the sale of yellowcake to France
because some people object to its going to the French, being processed into
bomb-malking material and being sent back to Australia by way of radioactive clouds, we
are cutting off our economic nose to spite our face. At last Monday evening's meeting of
the State Executive of the Australian Labor Party, WA branch, the Metal Workers Union
moved a resolution supporting the Federal Government for the position that it adopted on
protests about the French activities at Mururoa.
The metal workers added to that resolution that there should be some way of examining
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the contracts to supply uranium to the French. A perfectly valid counter argument was
that if we did not supply uranium the Canadians would Supply it. There is some
argument that we are already allowing a competitor to supply the uranium to France and
therefore losing that market. However, it is difficult, particularly for people in the north
west, where some scientific evidence has shown that fallout from Mururoa has occurred
in the Kimberley and Pilbara. The prevailing jet stream winds have helped to drop
radioactive dust on those areas. Testing in the Montebello Islands left significant
radioactive deposits in the area of Halls Creek. Therefore, we in the Pilbara and
Kimberley have a great deal of reason to be concerned.
However, I bring to the attention of the House another method of indicating Australia's
concern about the arrogance of the new French President, Jacques Chirac. He appears to
want to show to the world and the French voters that he can beat his chest. However,
there is every possibility that people in this region will feel the effects of those tests,
particularly if the fissures caused in the islands and the atoll bear some fruit, a possibility
claimed by certain experts. If that atoll is blown apart who knows what contamination
will flow into the Pacific? Surely we do not need any more contaminants in our oceans.
Surely we have learnt by now from the way the Atlantic and the North Sea are
contaminated and the pilchards off our coast have been mysteriously dying that we can
do without any more dangers and threats to our industries that rely on the ocean for
harvest.
It is a strange set of circumstances that tell the French to upgrade their nuclear weapons
before they sign the non-nuclear proliferation treaty. It flies in the face of commonsense
when the major nuclear powers such as the United States, Russia and former Soviet
republic countries said they would not use nuclear weapons and are in the process of
dismantling those they have. It is a silly argument by the French that they must have
their bomb tests up to date before they sign the treaty. It is about pandering to the French
voter rather than making scientific studies.
I bring to the attention of the House an alternative protest against the French testing. It
has been suggested by a group called Australian Owned Companies Association Limited,
PO Box 440, Rydalmere, New South Wales 2116. Its telephone number is (02) 898 0309
and its fax number is (02) 638 5670. The association's leaflet reads as follows -

AUSTRALIAN OWNED COMPANIES ASSOCIATION LIMITED - ACN
053 776 775
French Products, Brands, Services and Companies
The best way Australians can protest about the French Government's
decision to resume nuclear testing in the South Pacific is to boycott French
owned, made or controlled products, brands, services and companies. Some
examples are:
Automobiles/accessories
Cars: Citroen, Peugeot, Renault
Tyres: Michelin
Food
Bakeries: Delifrance
Cheeses: Lactos, Cradle Valley,
(camembert, brie) & all French
imported cheeses such as: Baby Bel,
La Vache Qui Rit, Picon, Port Salut
Mustard: Maille
Sauces: Ayamn
ClothinF)Beauty/Health
Cosmetics/Clothing/Pertume: Chanel, Christian Dior, Damart thermal
underwear, Ella Bache, Lacoste, Pierre Cardin, Yves Saint Laurent
Luggage: Louis Vitton
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Haircare: L'Oreal
Pharmaceuticals: Aspro Clear, Rennies, Rhone-Poulenc
Razors: Bic Suncare; Ambre Solaire
Other:
Chemicals: Rhone-Poulenc
Pet Care/Veterinary: Virbac & Vetcare
Printing Inks: Coates Bros
Stationery: Bic Pens
Beverages
Champagne: Bolinger, Charles Heidsieck, Dom Perignon, Domaine Chandon,
Moet, Mumms, Poirager, Veuve Clicquat
Cognac: Courvoisier, Bisquit, Chatelle Napoleon, Remy
Liqueur: Benadictine, Cointreau, Grand Marnier, Pemnod
Water: Evian, Perrier, Vittel, Valvic
Wines: Cape Mentelle, Coolabah, Morris, Craigmoor, Jacobs Creek, Orlando,
Wyndham Estate
Services
Airlines: Air France
Banking: Banque Nationale de Paris
Catering: Gardner Merchant (caterers for the Sydney Opera House)

Hon Cheryl Davenport: That firm is Belgian.
Hon TOM HELM: They are foreigners anyway! To continue -

Hotels/Resorts Club Med
Life Assurance: National Mutual Life* (will soon be 51% owned by AXA)
Telecommunications: Alcatel phones
Waste Collection: Callex

The leaflet contains the following footnote -

* All policy holders of National Mutual Life should vote against the NML
Directors recommendation to sell off 51% of the company to the French
AXA group.

It goes on to say -
There are excellent Australian alternatives to almost all French companies, brands
and products. If Australian owned, Australian made products are bought instead,
then in addition to sending a strong message to the French government, we are
also helping Australia by creating Australian jobs.
For further information or to arrange an interview please contact Harry
Wallace, President.

Obviously that group has a vested interest in our pursuing the protest against the
resumption of French tests at Mururoa. However, it is something this House should be
aware of. The House should be aware of the proud role that my union, the Metal
Workers Union, has played in the conference for the Pacific zone of peace where it has
worked and tirelessly sponsored the peace protest for our region. We have little
influence on what happens in the northern hemisphere, but we should continue our role in
the peace process in the southern hemisphere. As I say, the Metal Workers Union has a
proud record in these matters and has demonstrated that over and again by not only
sending delegates to the conferences that deal with peace items but also passing
resolutions and taking direct action against French owned companies which may be
directly involved in the nuclear testing program. If we, the members of this House, are
able to take some part in this boycott, not only will we send a message to the people of
Western Australia, but also we will help to promote Australian made and produced
products. We will really then be following the principle that, if it is home made, it is
better.
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That is all I have to say about that resolution. I was going to talk about privatisation,
education programs, the health system, the Midland Workshops and the road to the north
west. However, those matters have been covered adequately by my comrades. I support
the Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages and passed.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion without notice by Hon E.J. Charlton (Minister for Transport), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until a date and time to be fixed by
Mr President.

House adjourned at 11.43 pmn
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

TRAVEL - GOVERNMENT TRAVEL RESERVATION OPERATIONS
Spot Checks, Departmental Responsibility

13. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Which department or agency within the Minister for Police's portfolio has

carried out spot checking of its travel reservation operations to ensure that
it receives the best price for its intrastate or interstate travel business?

(2) What has been the result of these spot checks?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2) All travel bookings are made in accordance with government policy.
However, internal spot audits are carried out to ensure compliance with
policy and directions and that "best price of the day" is specified when
bookings are made.

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - CHRISTMAS CARDS, COST
23. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport:

For each department or agency within the Minister's portfolio area -

(1) What was the cost for printing, preparing and posting Christmas cards in
December 1994?

(2) How many Christmas cards were -

(i) printed; and
(ii) posted,
in December 1994 at public expense?

(3) How many Christmas cards were sent to -
(i) other government departments or agencies;
(ii) Ministers; and
(iii) members of Parliament?

(4) Is a Christmas card mailing list maintained?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Department of Transport -

(1) $250.
(2) (i) Nil

(ii) 293.
(3) (i) 46

(ii) one
(iii) one.

(4) No.
Westrail -

(1) $814.35.
(2) (i) 575

(ii) 423.
(3) (i) 26

(ii) two
(iii) none.
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(4) Yes.
Main Roads Western Australia -
(1) $462.
(2) (i) 235

(ii) 245.
(3) (i) 63

(ii) four
(iii) one.

(4) Yes.
MetroBus -

(1) $1069.50.
(2) (i) Nil

(ii) 250.
(3) (i) 31

(ii) one
(iii) nil.

(4) Yes.
Eastern Goldfields Transport Board -
(1) $100 approximately.
(2) (i) 50

(ii) 45.
(3) (i) Six

(ii) one
(iii) three.

(4) Yes.
Stateships -

(1) $510.
(2) (i) Nil

(ii) 400.
(3) (i)-(iii) No mailing list kept.
(4) No.
Fremantle Port Authority -

(1) $652.
(2) (i) 400

(ii) 260.
(3) (i) 45

(ii) two
(iii) nil.

(4) Yes.
Albany Port Authority -

(1) $193.
(2) (i) 200

(ii) 100.
(3) (i) 24

(ii) six
(iii) two.
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(4) Yes.
Bunbury Port Authority -

(1) $231.50.
(2) (i)-(ii) 200.
(3) (i) 14

(ii) one Minister, one Premier
(iii) five.

(4) Yes.
Damnpier Port Authority -

(1) $964.25.
(2) (i) 500

(ii) 210.
(3) (i) 46

(ii) nil
(iii) nil.

(4) Yes.
Esperance Port Authority -

(1) Nil.
(2)-(4) Not applicable.
Geraldton Port Authority -

(1) Nil.
(2)-(4) Not applicable.
Port Hedland Port Authority -

(1) $388.
(2) (i) 250

(ii) 233.
(3) (i) 31

(ii) one
(iii) three.

(4) Yes.
POLICE -RECRUITS

Workplace Agreements Requirement
558. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
At what stage in their recruitment program were police recruits advised of the
requirement that they enter into workplace agreements before becoming members
of the police service?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply
It is unclear as to which school of police recruits the member is referring. I am
advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -g
The initial school under workplace agreement conditions which commenced on
13 January 1995 was advised just prior to Christmas of a meeting to be held on
4 January 1995 at which conditions of employment would be explained. At the
meeting on 4 January 1994, the workplace agreement conditions were explained
and offered to the group of applicants.
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POLICE - RECRUIS
Workplace Agreements Requirement

560. Hon N.D. GRIFFiTHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Was the decision that recruits to the police service be provided with

workplace agreements, without the choice of "the award", made by the
Minister or the Commissioner of Police?

(2) If by the commissioner, was it as a result of a direction from the Minister
or was it an "operational determination"?

(3) What consultations, if any, took place between the Minister and the
commissioner with respect to the decision?

(4) When was the decision made?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) The decision to offer a workplace agreement to all new applicants for
sworn and unswom positions in the WA Police Service was made by the
Commissioner of Police who then gained approval from government to
offer the workplace agreement to applicants seeking to join the Police
Service.

(2) It was a decision made by the Commissioner of Police who then sought
approval from the Minister.

(3) After arriving at a decision to introduce workplace agreements the
commissioner sought approval from the Minister and subsequently
government.

(4) The Commissioner of Police made the decision to introduce workplace
agreements in early December 1994.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - PRIVATISATION OF FUNCTIONS
613. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
With respect to the Minister for Police's department and each of the bodies
administered within that department -
(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December

1994?
(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public

sector?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(l)-(2)
None.

I am advised by the Director, Police Licensing and Services as follows -

(1) A contract has been let to Zipform Pty Ltd for the printing, enveloping and
postage of all vehicle licence renewal accounts, effective from 1 June
1995.

(2) No FTEs are involved.
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POLICE - MATTERS RAISED BY MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT REFERRED
TO MINISTER FOR POLICE; "OPERATIONAL MATTERS"

638. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has the Commissioner of Police made a decision to refer all matters raised

by members of Parliament dealing with the Western Australia Police
Department to the Minister for Police or does this decision relate only to
matters raised by Labor members of Parliament?

(2) Did the Commissioner of Police make this decision following discussion
with the Minister?

(3) If so, did the decision reflect either the Minister's expressed wish or
direction on this matter?

(4) On what basis are matters raised by members of Parliament with the
Police Department referred back to the Police Minister ?

(5) Is there a real risk that this policy could lead to unnecessary delays in the
police department attending to important and legitimate concerns that are
raised either by or through a member of Parliament with the police?

(6) What does the Police Minister understand by the expression "operational
matters" when referring to police matters?

(7) Is it still the case that "operational matters" are not considered to be the
responsibility of the Police Minister?

(8) If that is the case, why are questions about "operational matters" raised by
a member of Parliament with the Commissioner of Police to be referred
back to the Police Minister?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
(1)-(4) It is a long accepted practice for members of Parliament to refer all

requests for information or briefings to the Minister concerned.
(5) No. Members of Parliament should use common sense in relation to

matters which should be brought to the direct attention of the police.
(6) Police "operational matters" are difficult to specifically define. As a

general rule I consider that those matters which call for the use of police
powers as defined in the Police Act as operational.

(7) It is a long held tradition of the Westminster system that the police
Minister cannot direct the Commissioner of Police on police operational
matters.

(8) Members of Parliament who wish to be briefed or informed on police
matters, operational or not, are required to make these requests through
the Minister. This applies in all other departments and is a long standing
practice. Commonsense should be used in cases where members need to
report alleged offences or crimes to police.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - EXPENDITURE
686. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Mines:

(1) What has been the total expenditure incurred to 28 March 1995 in the
maintenance and operation of the Minister's ministerial office since
February 1993?

(2) What is the breakdown of that expenditure?
Hon GEORGE-CASH replied:
(1) The expenditure for the maintenance and operation of the Minister's
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ministerial office since February 1993 totals $572 795.48. This amount
excludes salaries.

67 801.13
293 394.70

12 163.05
24 370.85
67 870.00
59 739.90
47 455.85

(2) Air charter and travel
Accommodation, rent, electricity
Communications
Motor vehicles
Office machines and equipment
Consumable supplies
Other associated costs

PROSTITUTION - CONTAINMENT POLICY, LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS
1096. Hon N.D. GREFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) With respect to the answer to question 346 of 1994 what options for

appropriate legislative amendments for prostitution and "the containment
policy" have been sought?

(2) Has the issue now been considered by the Government?
(3) If not, why not?
(4) If so, what is the Government's view on the policy?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

(1) All options for appropriate legislative amendments related to prostitution
are being examined by the coalition Justice and Fair Trading Committee,
chaired by Hon M. Patterson, MLC.

(2) No.

(3)-(4)
Not applicable.

POLICE - RANDOM BREATH TESTS
Great Eastern Highway, Kalgoorlie

1101. Hon MARK NEVILL, to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) How many random breath testing blocks were set up on Great Eastern

Highway between the Kurrawang turn-off and the Kalgoorlie Town Hall
in Hannan Street?

(2) On what dates during the 1993 calendar year and at approximately what
points were the RBT blocks set up?

(3) On each occasion, how many people were -

(a) stopped;
(b) tested; and
(c) charged?

(4) Which officers gave the direction to set up the above RBT road blocks?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) 46 in 1993.
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(2)-(3)

Date
8/1/93
22/1/93
26/1/93
3/2/93
7/2/93
20/2/93
26/2/93
26/2/93
8/3/93
10/3/93
13/3/93
14/3/93
15/3/93
16/3/93
20/3/93
21/3/93
3/4/93
8/4/93
11/4/93
14/4/93
20/4/93
16/6/93
20/6/93
21/6/93
27/6/93
181/93
25M793
31793
15/8/93
6/9/93
7/9/93
11/9/93
17/9/93
19/9/93
20/9/93
23/9/93
26/9/93
20/10/93
25/10/93
25/10/93
8/11/93
10/11/93
21/11/93
29/11/93
10/12/93
11/12/93

(2)
Location

Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street
Hannan Street
Gt Eastern Hwy
Hannan Street

(3)(a)
Vehicles
stopped

27
35
20
18
11
15
25
31
17
19
20
33
18
16
15
30
57
7

12
27
12
25
10
15
10
23
10
22
15
18
14
22

8
50
15
10
50
10
33
13
26
9

45
8

13
18

(3)(b)
Positive

tests

(3)(c)

Charge

(3)(b)
Negative

tests
12
5
5
3
4
5

10
25

5
13

5

5
1

1

2
16
4
3
5

1
12
2

28

1 x 0.05%
1 x 0.08%

1
1

2 2 x0.08%

8

4
3
2

(4)' Specific instructions are not given. The only instruction is that officers
are to conduct RBT on each shift. The time and location is left to the
discretion of individual officers.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - BREAK-IN, NORTH LAKE HOUSE
Horton, J., Police Officer, Involvement

1564. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) On 1 October 1990 as part of an operation, did a police officer, J. Horton,

I IxO.08%
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accompanied by a fisheries officer, Mr P. Kendrick, break into a house at
8 Sasson Place, North Lake?

(2) What was the police officeriJ. Horton's rank and position at that date?
(3) To which senior officer did police officer J. Horton report?
(4) On what Statute did the officers rely to enter the premises?

(6) How was entry gained?
(7) What Police Department or Fisheries Department equipment was used or

left during the break-in - ie. listening devices, infra-red cameras, etc?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

The Commissioner of Police has advised -

(1) The two officers mentioned took part in a Fisheries Department operation,
during which a house was entered to obtain evidence.

(2) Superintendent, Forensic Branch.
(3) The then Assistant Commissioner (Crime), Mr Bruce Scott, now retired.

(4) The Fisheries Act.
(5) Through a sliding door.
(6) It is known that photographs were taken of items on the premises of

evidential value.
POLICE DEPARTMENT - FISHERIES DEPARTMENT, ELECTRONIC

SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT
2045. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(I) What electronic surveillance equipment including tracking devices,

listening devices, cameras and other photographic equipment were
supplied by the Police Department to the Fisheries Department since
1 January 1990?

(2) On what dates were the-equipment supplied?
(3) On what dates were each piece of equipment returned?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

The Commissioner of Police has advised -

(1) Since I January 1990 surveillance equipment consisting of a
pinhole/videocamera and a land camera were loaned to the Fisheries
Department by -the Police Department on an unofficial basis. There are no
physical records of such equipment being lent.

(2) The equipment was supplied between 29 and 30 September 1990.
(3) The exact date this equipment was returned is unknown, although it is

believed to have been on or about 30 September 1990.
POLICE DEPARTMENT - FISHERIES DEPARTMENT ELLAM STREET

PREMISES, SURVEILLANCE

2093. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has the Police Department or the internal affairs branch ever used the

Ellami Street Buildings of the Fisheries Department to undertake
surveillance?
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(2) If so, on what occasions was the surveillance undertaken?
(3) For what purposes was the surveillance undertaken?
(4) Was the police internal affairs branch involved in the surveillance?
(5) Was the surveillance undertaken with the knowledge of the present

Deputy Commissioner Les Ayton?
(6) Were the premises at Ellan Street used for the electronic surveillance of

Mr Frank Peters during, or after, 1991 ?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

The Commissioner of Police advises -

(1) Yes.
(2)-(3) It is not appropriate to reveal such information on the basis of operational

security.
(4)-(5) Yes.

(6) No.
POLICE - OFFICERS, PORTER, TREVOR AND KINGSLEY, FISHERIES

OFFENCES
2097. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of two fisheries offences by senior police officers, Trevor Porter and
Kingsley Porter -

(1) Which officers arranged or were involved with the transfer of the charges
from Geraldton to Perth?

(2) Who requested the transfer -

(a) was it the defendant;
(b) was it officers of the Fisheries Department;
(c) was it the police;
(d) was it the prosecution; or
(e) was it another third party?

(3) In respect of (2), will the Minister for Police provide the names of the
persons involved?

(4) Why were the charges transferred?
(5) Which officers in the Police Department dealt with and/or approved the

transfer?
(6) Was the departmental head or chief executive officer consulted

concerning the transfer, and if so, did he approve?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
The Commissioner of Police has advised -
(1) - Police Department files do not reveal this information.
(2)-(6) These matters should be referred to the Attorney General.

WORK CAMPS - LAVERTON
2143. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for the Environment representing

the Minister for Justice:
(1) Is the Minister for Justice satisfied that the State Government's new
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boot/work camp does not breach guidelines set down by the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody recommendations?

(2) Is the Minister aware that recommendation 62 of the RCIADC was made
on the basis that for many young Aborigines, separation from their
communities was quite devastating and a punishment in itself?

(3) Does the Government have serious regard to recommendation 23 of the
RCIADC which refers to the need for Government and local communities
to work together to devise strategies with the greatest prospect of success?

(4) How much consultation has taken place with the Aboriginal community in
relation to the benefits of the Government's boot/work camp?

(5) What Aboriginal groups or organisations support this Government
initiative?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) All detainees placed at the work camp volunteer for such placement in the

full knowledge that visits from family members are not allowed.
Provision is made, however, to enable detainees to temporarily return to
Perth in the event of a serious family crisis.

(3) Recommendation 23 of the RCIADC relates to the family of the deceased
being legally represented.

(4) Consultation occurred with the council of the Wongatha Wonganarra.
community and Aboriginal Justice Council.

(5) The Wongatha Wonganarra community fully support the initiative. The
Aboriginal Justice Council having visited the work camp expressed their
satisfaction with the camp.

JUVENILE OFFENDERS - COMMUNITY SERVICE ORDERS
Royal Commision Recommendation 94

2145. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for the Environment representing
the inister for Justice:
In cases where juvenile offenders receive community service orders -

(1) Is recommendation 94 of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody being adhered to?

(2) If so, how many juveniles -

(a) have received such orders;
(b) have attended and completed courses; and/or

(c) are currently completing personal development courses which are
referred to in recommendation 94(b) of the RCIADC and are
considered likely to reduce the risk of reoffending?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The Young Offenders Act which was proclaimed on 13 March 1995 replaced
community service orders with youth community based orders and intensive
youth supervision orders.
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) The following orders involving attendance conditions have been

made since 13 March 1995 -

Youth community based order 13
Intensive youth supervision order 26
Conditional release order 3
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(b) This information is currently not available without extensive

checking of each order.
(c) A total of 42 juveniles are either in the process of completing

attendance conditions, have completed or will be subject to breach
action for non-compliance.

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE MEMBERS
EMPLOYMENT

2427. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
How many members of the senior executive service are employed within eachdepartment or agency within the Minister's portfolio areas?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
The Commissioner of Police advises -
Police Department - two; Police Licensing and Services - one.

MACQUARIE BANK LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2482. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Justice:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Justice's department andeach of the bodies administered within that department -
(1) Has any contract been entered into with Macquarie Bank Limited?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would berequired to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide theinformation. In addition, the Government recently released its report onconsultants engaged by government for the six months ended31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthlybasis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.
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MACQUARIE BANK LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2483. Hon M.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Attorney General:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Attorney General's department and
each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Macquarie Bank Limited?

(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

MACQUARIE BANK LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2484. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Women's Interests:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Women's Interests'
department and each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Macquarie Bank Limited?

(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;

(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the
contract;

(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before
the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;
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(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would berequired to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific

question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide theinformation. In addition, the Government recently released its report onconsultants engaged by government for the six months ended31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PATERSON ORD MINNETT LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2525. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Justice:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Justice's department andeach of the bodies administered within that department -
(1) Has any contract been entered into with Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carred out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specificquestion about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide theinformation. In addition, the Government recently released its report onconsultants engaged by government for the six months ended31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PATERSON ORD MINNElT LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2526. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Attorney General:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Attorney General's department andeach of the bodies administered within that department -
(1) Has any contract been entered into with Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd?
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(2) If yes, in each case -
(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PATERSON ORD MINNETT LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT

2527. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the
Minister for Women's Interests:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Women's Interests'
department and each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd?

(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;

(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;

(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the
contract;

(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before
the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed arnd if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
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question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months enided
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PLANFARM - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2568. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Justice:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Justice's department and
each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Planfarm?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1 )-(2) I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PLANFARM - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT7
2569. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Attorney General:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Attorney General's department and
each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Planfarm?
(2) 'If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before
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the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
1l-2 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be
required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

PLANFARM - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2570. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Women's Interests:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Women's Interests'
department and each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Planfarm?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.
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POYNTON CORPORATE LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2611. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

inister for Justice:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Justice's department and
each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Poynton Corporate Limited?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1 )-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources required to provide

the information sought. If the member has a specific question about a
particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the information. In
addition, the Government recently released its report on consultants
engaged by government for the six months ended 31 December 1994.
This report will now be prepared on a six monthly basis and will provide
the member with the readily available information on consultancies.

POYNTON CORPORATE LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2612. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Attorney General:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Attorney General's department and
each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Poynton Corporate Limited?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and
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(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be

required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

POYNTON CORPORATE LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
2613. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Women's Interests:
Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister for Women's Interests'
department and each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Poynton Corporate Limited?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the

contract;
(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender before

the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that former
arrangement discontinued;

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out in
part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a result
of the awarding of the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) 1 am not prepared to devote the considerable resources required to provide

the information sought. If the member has a specific question about a
particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the information. In
addition, the Government recently released its report on consultants
engaged by government for the six months ended 31 December 1994.
This report will now be prepared on a six monthly basis and will provide
the member with the readily available information on consultancies.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2675. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did the Police Department or the Minister receive a letter, or copy of a

letter, written by Judge N. Clarke following the trial of M. Winterburn and
R. McCoull in 1990, which detailed allegations against police officers
made during the trial?

(2) On what date was this letter received and what action was taken by the
Police Department on receipt of the letter?
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(3) Will the Minister provide me with a copy of this letter?
(4) If not, why not?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) 16 May 1990 - to internal investigation branch for inquiry.
(3) Police Department files are confidential.
(4) This matter has now been referred to the state Ombudsman for inquiry.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2676. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) On what date were Inspector W. Chilvers and Inspector 1. Robson

appointed to inquire into the Eucla matter?
(2) What were the terms of reference for their inquiry?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) 18 May 1990 - Chilvers; 27 June 1990 - Robson.
(2) To investigate the complaints received from Judge Clarke and the conduct

of the Eucla police officers.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2677. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Who did Inspector W. Chilvers; and Inspector L. Robson interview during

their investigation and on what dates were they interviewed?
(2) Where are the original copies of -

(a) the occurrence book pages of Eucla Police Station for May 1989;
(b) the Eucla prisoners property book pages for May 1989; and
(c) the general receipt book for Eucla covering May 1989?

(3) Were they obtained by Inspectors W. Chilvers and I. Robson as part of
their inquiry?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Approximately 36 persons interviewed between June 1990 and September
1992.

(2). Director of Public Prosecutions.
(3) Yes.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2678. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Did Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector I. Robson threaten any of the Eucla police
officers with conspiracy charges in the early part of their inquiry?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply-
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows - No.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2679. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector 1. Robson threaten civilian

witnesses with perjury or conspiracy charges during their investigation?
(2) How many civilian witnesses interviewed by Inspector W. Chilvers or

Inspector 1. Robson have complained of the manner of either Inspector
W. Chilvers or Inspector I. Robson during these interviews?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Four.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2680. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) During this inquiry, did Inspector W. Chilvers or any police officer under

his control interview Ms M.S. Hill for nine hours against her wishes?
(2) Did police refuse to allow her husband to be with her during this period?
(3) Did police refuse her access to her young baby during this period?
(4) Was she denied access to a lawyer by a telephone call during this period?
(5) Was she threatened with conspiracy or perjury charges during this time?
(6) Did the woman's husband offer information to the police at this time?
(7) Did the police say that this material was unwanted and irrelevant?
(8) Did the woman sign a statement during or following the period she was

held?
(9) Who wrote this statement, and how long after the interview did she sign

the statement?
(10) What notes, tapes, transcripts or statements of this interview exist?
(11) Will the Minister provide me with a copy of this material if requested?
(12) If not, why not?
(13) Is the Minister for Police or the Commissioner of Police aware that the

woman went to her solicitor to complain about her treatment?
(14) Is the Minister for Police or the Commissioner of Police aware that the

woman subsequently complained to the Ombudsman?
(15) Is the Minister for Police or the Police Commissioner aware that the

woman retracted the statement taken by Inspector W. Chilvers and
Inspector I. Robson saying that they had written it for her, she had not
even read it and only signed it to end the interview under duress?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
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(1)-(5) No.
(6) Yes.
(7) No.
(8) Yes. Ms Hill signed a typed statement at the conclusion of the interview.
(9) Inspector Robson typed the statement after taped interview.
(10) All material with the DPP.
(11) A claim of privilege was made by the DPP.
(12) The file is confidential to the Police Department.
(13)-(14)

Minister - no. Commissioner of Police - yes.
(15) Minister - no. Commissioner of Police - yes. The matter was investigated

by the state Ombudsman and found not to be sustained.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2681. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Did Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector 1. Robson advise any civilian or.

other police officer unrelated to the inquiry during the inquiry that the
Eucla police would be charged with conspiracy?

(2) Did Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector 1. Robson tell any civilian during
their investigation that the Eucla police were guilty and would be charged.
with conspiracy?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I anm advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1)-(2) No.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2682. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
Did Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector 1. Robson tell Constables S. Brennan and
B. Lee during the inquiry that he would have them transferred back to Perth?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

No.
POLICE - EUjCLA CASE

2683. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Were any of the Eucla officers offered immunity from prosecution during

this inquiry?
(2) If so, who offered this immunity, on what date, on what basis, and on

whose authority?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply-
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
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No.- W~ice are not empowered to offer immunity.
Not applicable.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2684. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Was a civilian witness Mr F. Grinevicious offered immunity from

prosecution by Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector I. Robson during their
inquiry?

(2) If so, who offered this immunity, on what date, on what basis, and on
whose authority?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) No; Mr Grinevicious referred to an incident that was statute barred.
(2) Police are not empowered to offer immunity.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2685. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Have M Winterbum and/or R McCoull ever been offered immunity from

prosecution by police?
(2) If so, who offered this immunity, on what date, on what basis, and on

whose authority?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) No. Police are not empowered to offer immunity from prosecution.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2686. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did Inspector W. Chilvers take soil samples from a Valiant panel van

owned by Ani Van Wageningen as part of his inquiry?
(2) Where and on what date did he do this?
(3) Were these soil samples tested and, if so, what were the results?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) Alice Springs on 22 November 1990.
(3) Yes. Negative result.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2687. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did Inspector W. Chilvers and Inspector I. Robson interview Constable

P. Johnson over a period of three days?
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(2) Has only about two hours of taped transcript been produced?
(3) If not, how many hours of taped interview is available?
(4) Is the tape a continuous interview?
(5) Was the tape turned on and off during the interview?

(6) Is there any record of who operated the tape, and when it was turned on
and off?

(7) Did a Crown witness in the trial of. the Eucla officers in 1994 give
evidence that she saw Constable P. Johnson run from the room where the
interview was being conducted crying?

(8) Did a Crown witness at this trial give evidence that when she spoke to
Constable P. Johnson she stated, "I told them, tell me what you want me to
say and I will say it"?

(9) Has this claim or statement been denied by Constable P. Johnson?
(10) Was Constable Johnson seen by a police officer leaving the interview

room on another occasion crying?
(11) Did this police officer speak to Constable P. Johnson and did she tell him

that she was still under probation and would not come off probation if she
did not cooperate with the interviewers?

(12) If the above has not been brought to the attention of the Minister for
Police or the Commissioner for Police, will the Minister ask
Commissioner to speak to the police officer personally if his name is
provided?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) No.
(3) Three hours, 53 minutes of taped interview.
(4) No, the tapes cover three separate interviews.
(5)-(6) Yes.
(7)-(8) The Attorney General has all the court transcripts of the Eucla trial.
(9) The answer given by Constable Johnson is recorded on the court

transcript.
(1O)-(11)

See (7)-(8).
(12) The Commissioner of Police will respond to any information provided to

him. All matters now dealing with the Eucla inquiry would be referrd to
the state Ombudsman for inquiry.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2688. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did Constable P. Johnson say during the trial in 1994 that she had been

told by either Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector L. Robson during the
interview that she had committed a false pretence in relation to a police
claim form?

(2) Do Inspector W. Chilvers or Inspector 1. Robson deny this?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied.
The Minister for Police has provided the following* reply-
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) The court transcripts are with the Attorney General.
(2) Yes.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2689. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) In respect of the Eucla case, is it correct that Constable P. Johnson said

during her evidence at the trial in 1994, that Inspector Robson had dictated
her first statement and she had typed it?

(2) Has Inspector 1. Robson denied this claim?
(3) Whose evidence on these points was substantiated and accepted?
(4) Has the matter been investigated by Police?
(5) What are the facts of the matter?
(6) Was the 28 page deposition of Constable P. Johnson prepared for her by

Inspector Robson of the Internal Investigations Branch?
(7) If not, who prepared the deposition?
(8) Did Constable P. Johnson give evidence that she was called in to read and

sign the prepared document?
(9) Has this account been denied by Inspector 1. Robson?
(10) Whose account of the matter has been substantiated?
(11) Has the differing evidence been investigated by police?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I amn advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) This matter should be referred to the Attorney General.
(2) Yes.
(3) The jury has convicted three accused persons after hear ing the case for the

* prosecution.
(4) No.
(5) These issues may be referred to the state Ombudsman for inquiry.
(6) A subsequent statement was obtained from PC Johnson on 22 September

1992.
* (7) Inspector Robson.

(8) This matter should be referred to the Attorney General.
(9) Yes.
(10) These issues may be referred to the state Ombudsman for inquiry.
(11) No.

POLICE.- EUCLA CASE
:2690. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -
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(1) Was the handling of Inspector W. Chilvers and Inspector I. Robson's
inquiry into the Eucla Police investigated by Assistant Commissioner
L. Thickbroom and Detective Superintendent R. Greay?

(2) What were the findings of that investigation?
(3) Will the Minister provide me with a copy of the report including the

findings and recommendations of that investigation?
(4) If not, why not?
(5) To whom, and on what date was the report of Assistant Commissioner

L. Thickbroomn and Detective Superintendent R. Greay submitted?
(6) What action, and on what dates was the action taken by the Police

Department on this report?
(7) Who authorised this action?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) No recommendations were made, only opinions of witnesses.
(3) T7his is a confidential Police Department report.
(4) Privilege was claimed by the DPP.
(5) 17 December 1990, Deputy Commissioner.
(6) No action.
(7) No-one.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2691. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Was Inspector W. Chilvers removed from the Eucla inquiry?
(2) What reason was given for his removal from the Eucla inquiry?
(3) For what reason was Chilvers transferred from the Internal Investigations

Branch?
(4) Who authorised this transfer?
(5) Where was Inspector W. Chilvers transferred to and where has he been

stationed since?
(6) Who initiated and authorised these transfers?
(7) What were the dates of Inspector W. Chilvers subsequent promotions?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Requested transfer.
(3) Own request.
(4) Acting Deputy Commissioner Scott.
(5) Commissioned officers support group to 10 December 1991. Geraldton

regional office from 1 January 1992 to present.
(6) Commissioner Bull.
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(7) Promoted to Superintendent on 28 August 1990; Chief Superintendent on
8 April 1993.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2692. Hon MAkRK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucha case, was any legal action instigated by Inspector
W. Chilvers against any member of the Police Department in 1989, 1990 or
1991?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
No.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2693. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Why was Inspector I. Robson not removed from the Eucla inquiry, given that he
worked with Inspector W. Chilvers?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply.-
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

Decision by the Commissioner of Police.
POLICE.- EUCLA CASE

2694. Hon MARK NEVELL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Were any interviews, statements, tapes, transcripts etc collected by

Inspector W. Chilvers during his inquiry deemed invalid following his
removal from the inquiry?

(2) Is any of this material still available?
(3) Has any of this material been used in the prosecution of the police officers

in the Eucla case?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2)-(3)

Yes.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2695. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has Inspector W. Chilvers interviewed, in either an official or unofficial

capacity, any witnesses to this case since his removal from the inquiry?
(2) If so, who, and on what dates?
(3) Has Inspecto W. Chilvers; had any contact with any of the witnesses to

this case in any capacity since his removal from the inquiry?
(4) If so, on what grounds, and on how many occasions?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Yes. (Johnson in official capacity).
(4) As regional officer at Geraldton, Chief Superintendent Chilvers would

have contact with Constable Johnson in an official capacity.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2696. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) On what date was the second police internal investigation commenced into

the Eucla officers?
(2) Who appointed the officers in charge of the inquiry?
(3) Why was Inspector I. Robson part of the second inquiry team?

(4) Did the officers in this second inquiry have access to the material. frnom the
inquiry by Inspectors W. Chilvers and Robson?

(5) Was Detective Inspector Rowtcliff able to interview Constable P. Johnson
during his investigation?

(6) If not, why not, and what are the circumstances surrounding this?

(7) Is all the material from this second inquiry still available?
(8) What was the outcome of this second inquiry? Who submitted reports

and/or recommendations as a result of this inquiry?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) 28 April 1992.
(2) Previous Commissioner of Police or deputy commissioner.
(3) Direction by the Commissioner of Police or deputy commissioner.
(4) Yes.
(5) No. List of questions answered by Johnson.
(6) PC Johnson sought legal advice.
(7) Yes.
(8) Rowtcliffe submitted report with recommendations.

Robson submitted report with no recommendations.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2697. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
In respect to the investigation of police conduct in the Eucla case -

(1) Apart from the inquiries by Inspector W. Chilvers and Inspecto
I. Robson; Assistant Commissioner L Thickbroom and Detective
Sergeant R. Greay; and Detective Inspector W. Rowtcliff and Inspecto
L. Robson, have any other police investigations been held into this case?

(2) If so, by whom were these authorised, on what dates, and by whom was
the investigation conducted.
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I sun advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) Yes, two CIB investigations and two internal investigations.
(2) Commissioner of Police.

21.6.94 Supt Morris, Internal Investigations Branch
20.10.94 Supt Ibbotson, CMB
30.1.95 Supt Morris, Internal Investigations Branch
13.3.94 Acting Insp Gordon, CIB.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2698. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Pohice:
(1) On how many occasions, and by whom have the following people been

interviewed about the Eucla case -
(a) Marc Hamilton Winterburn;
(b) Dein Mitchell;
(c) Robert Rutland McCoull; and
(d) Stuart Raymond Marshall?

(2) On what dates did these interviews occur, and by whom were they
conducted?

(3) What notes, tapes, transcripts, statements or any other material is available
from these interviews?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) (a) 1. Once

2. Twice
(b) 1. Once
(c) 1. Once

2. Twice
(d) 1. Twice

2. Once
(2) (a) 28.6.90

16.10.90
7.11.90

(b) 12.7.90
(c) 13.7.90

24.10.90
25.10.90

(d) 16.8.90
23.5.92
20.7.94

Chilvers and Robson.
Robson.
Supt Spencer.
Chilvers and Robson.
Robson.
Robson.
Rowteiffe.
Chilvers - Robson.
Robson.
Robson.
Supt Spencer.
Chilvers and Robson.
Robson.
Robson.
Robson.
Rotwciffe.
Robson.

(3) All material for the Eucla inquiry is with the DPP.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2699. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) On how many occasions, and by whom have the following people been

interviewed about the Eucla case -
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(a) Andrew Manning;
(b) Arnold Francis Engleberger,
(c) Marion Sarah Hill; and
(d) Boyd Peter Cummings?

(2) On what dates did these interviews occur, and by whom were they
conducted?

(3) What notes, tapes, transcripts, statements or any other material exist and
what is available from these interviews?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) (a) 1. once Matrarnka police, Northern Terrtory.
2. once Rowtcliffe and Robson.

(b) Engleberger not located.
(c) Three, Chilvers and Robson.
(d) Once - NSW Internal Investigator.

Once - Rowtcliffe and Robson.
(2) (a) 18.8.90 Mataranka police.

14.5.92 Rowtcliffe and Robson.
(b) Person not located.
(c) 1. 6.7.90 Robson

2. 10.7.90 Chilvers and Robson.
3. 30.10.90 Chilvers and Robson.

(d) 1. 25.9.90 NSW Internal Investigator.
2. 12.5.92 Rowtcliffe and Robson.

(3) All material for the Eucla inquiry is with the Director of Public
Prosecutions.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2700. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) On how many occasions, and by whom have the following people been

interviewed about the Eucla case -

(a) Linda Mary Davies;
(b) Michael James Whaley;
(c) James Ronald Sloane; and

(d) David Charles Norfolk?
(2) On what dates did these interviews occur, and by whom were they

conducted?
(3) What notes, tapes, transcripts, statements or any other material exists and

what is available from these interviews?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) (a) Once by Chilvers and Robson.
(b) Once by Rowtcliffe and Robson.
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(c) Once by NSW Internal Affairs.
(d) Once by Renmark police and once by Rowtcliffe and Robson.

(2) (a) 1. 11.90 by Chilvers and Robson.
(b) 11.5.92 by Rowtcliffe and Robson.
(c) 14.7.90 by Sgt Russell, NSW Internal Affairs.
(d) 13.7.90 by Renark police and 8.5.92 by Rowtcliffe and Robson.

(3) All material dealing with the Eucla file is with the Director of Public
Prosecutions.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2701. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) On how many occasions, and by whom have the following people been

interviewed about the Eucla case -
(a) Ari Van Wageningen;
(b) Frank Andrius Grinevicioijs;
(c) Robert James Gillard; and
(d) Paula Kaye Johnson?

(2) On what dates did these interviews occur, and by whom were they
conducted?

(3) What notes, tapes, transcripts, statements or any other material exists and
what is available from these interviews?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) (a) I1. Maria police, South Australia once
2. Supt Chilvers once

(b) 1. Chilvers and Robson two occasions
2. Thickbroom and Greay once

(c) 1. Renmark police, South Australia once
Inspector Rowtcliffe and Robson once

(d) 1. Chilvers and Robson three occasions
2. Thickbroom and Greay once
3. Robson once

(2) (a) 1. 22.6.90 Marla police
2. 22.11.90 Supt Chilvers

(b) 1. 26.9.90 Chilvers and Robson
2. 1.11.90 Chilvers and Robson
3. 7.12.90 Thickbroom and Greay

(c) 1. 10.7.90 Renmark police
2. 7.12.90 Rowtcliffe and Robson

(d) 1. 13.11.90 Chilvers and Robson
2. 14.11.90 Chilvers and Robson
3. 15.11.90 Chilvers and Robson
4. 8.12.90 Thickbroom and Greay
5. Robson

(3) All notes, tapes, transcripts and statements are with the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
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POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2702. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Has Sergeant G. Johansen ever been interviewed by any police officer about the
Eucla case?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
No.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2703. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -

(1) On what date did the police department receive notification of the
complaint by Ms M.S. Hill to the Ombudsman?

(2) What action did the police department take on behalf of the Ombudsman?

(3) If an inquiry was held, who was in charge of the inquiry?
(4) Who appointed this person?
(5) What was the result of the investigation?
(6) To whom and on what dates were the results of this inquiry given?

(7) Will the Minister make available to me a copy of the results of this
investigation?

(8) If not, why not?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) 21.10.91.
(2) Internal investigation.
(3) Commander Lippe.
(4) Deputy commissioner.
(5) Not sustained.
(6) Complainant on 7.1.92.
(7) Internal investigation files are confidential material.

(8) The complaint from Ms Hill was fully investigated by the state
Ombudsman and was not sustained.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2704. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Was Mr Frank Andrius Grinevicious arrested by police in Fremantle in

1992 or 1993?
(2) Did an officer of the Internal Investigations Branch attend the office at

which Mr F. Grinevicious had been taken by police officers?

(3) What was the name of this internal investigations branch officer and what
were his actions at this office?
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(4) Was Mr F. Grinevicious ever charged with the offences for which he was
arrested?

(5) If not, on whose authority were these charges not laid, and for what
reason?

(6) Was an inquiry into this incident made by the police department?
(7) What caused this inquiry to be made?
(8) Who conducted the inquiry and on whose authority was this inquiry

supervised?
(9) What was the outcome of this inquiry, and what action was taken by the

police department?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1)-(2) Yes.
(3) Acting Inspector Littlefair, inquiries into complaint against police.
(4) Yes.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) Yes.
(7) Complaint against police.
(8) Superintendent Morris supervised by Internal Affairs Unit.
(9) No action taken.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2705. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Who requested the transfer of Constables Lee and Brennan from Eucla to

Perth?
(2) On what date was this request made?
(3) Who authorised these transfers, and for what reason?
(4) Were these transfers against the wishes of the officers concerned?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Then Commissioner of Police, Mr Bull.
(2) 31.10.90.
(3) Commissioner of Police - for the good of the service.
(4) Yes.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2706. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
During the trial of the Eucla police officers in August and September of 1994,
two witnesses for the crown, Marc Hamilton Winterburn and* Robert Rutland
McCoull, both said under oath that they had perjured themselves during other
court proceedings and in sworn statements. Winterburn also admitted to
perverting the course of justice while at Eucla in 1989 -
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(1) Has an investigation into these admissions been commenced?
(2) If so, who is conducting this investigation and on what date was it begun?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2707. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did Constable P. Johnson say during her evidence that in the first part of

her interview with Inspectors W. Chilvers and Inspectors I. Robson they
had told her that if she continued to tell the same story, she would be
charged with the Eucla officers?

(2) Do Chilvers and/or Robson deny this?
(3) Did Constable P. Johnson say during her evidence that the internal

investigators had told her time and time again that the Eucla officers were
guilty?

(4) Do Chilvers and/or Robson deny this?
(5) Has an investigation been commenced into these discrepancies by the

police department?
(6) If so, on whose authority, who is conducting the investigation, and on

what date did it begin?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) This question should be referred to the Attorney General who is in
possession of the court transcripts for the Eucla trial.

(2) Yes.
(3) Refer to the Attorney General.
(4) Yes.
(5) No.
(6) The matters raised by the convicted persons have been referred to the state

Ombudsman for inquiry.
POLICE - EUCLA CASE

2708. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -

(1) Was the evidence Constable P. Johnson gave on the following points
refuted by numerous civilian and police witnesses -

(a) the condition and description of "Pannango Road";
(b) incidents that occurred whilst traversing this road in May 1989;
(c) the existence of roadworks between Caiguna and Madura on the

Eyre Highway;
(d) a "stop/go" man working at these roadworks; and/or
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(e) her location at the time that the weather was broadcast on the GWVN
network news on I11 May 1989?

(2) Has an investigation been commenced into these discrepancies?
(3) If so, on what date did this commence, on whose authority, and by whom

is this investigation being conducted?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) This question should be referred to the Attorney General who is in
possession of the court transcripts for the Eucla trial. Constable Johnson
was cross-examined by the defence councel on all the issues of the Eucla

(2) No.
(3) Not applicable.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2710. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -
(1) Has Constable P. Johnson ever been a protected witness?
(2) If so, who requested and authorised this, and for what reason?
(3) Who requested, and who authorised the officers transfer to Carnarvon?
(4) Has Constable P. Johnson received a commendation for her role in the

Eucla case?
(5) If so, who recommended and who authorised this?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) P.C. Johnson, authorised by Police Staff Office.
(4) Yes.
(5) Mr McKechnie QC - Commissioner of Police.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2711. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -

(1) Are there any outstanding or pending charges or inquiries against any of
the police officers?

(2) If so, have these officers ever been interviewed on these matters?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) No.
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POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2712. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -
(1) Why were commissioned officers from the internal investigations branch

present at the trial of the Eucla officers in 1994?
(2) What was the role of Superintendent Smith of the internal investigations

branch in the 1994 trials of the Eucla officers?
(3) Were any serving police officers instructed not to attend the trials of the

Eucla officers in 1994?
(4) If so, on whose instructions were these orders given, and for what reason?
(5) Were M. Winterburn, R. McCoull or Constable P. Johnson given any help

or coaching in giving evidence by any officer of the internal investigations
branch prior to the trial in 1994?

(6) Is it correct that R. McCoull refused to sign a statement until the Eucla
officers were charged in 1992?

(7) For what reason was R McCoull in the court at which the Eucla officers
were charged in company with an officer of the Internal Investigations
branch?

(8) Who wrote the statement signed by R. McCoull on 10 September 1992,
and on what date was it written?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) No directions were given for commissioned officers to be present at the
Eucla trial in 1994.

(2) Welfare officer to P.C. Johnson.
(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.
(5)-(6)

No.
(7) Mr McCoull was in court for his own reasons.

(8) Inspector Robson - 23.10.90-24.10.90.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
2713. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
In respect of the Eucla case -

(1) On what date was the decision taken to sack police officers Fairciough,
Lee and Brennan?

(2) Who made this decision?
(3) On what date did the Commissioner for Police receive the 28 page =eport

of former Detective Sergeant Fairclough, on why he should not be
dismissed from the police department?

(4) When did the Commissioner of Police read and consider this report?

(5) Has the Commissioner of Police taken any action on this report?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) -On or about 14.2.95.
(2) Commissioner of Police
(3) On or about 6.4.95.
(4) Within one week.
(5) Yes, the matter was referred to the state Ombudsman for an investigation.
DOOHAN, JOHN - CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BRANCH INQUIRY

3036. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Did the Minister for Community Welfare and Police, Bill Hassell, on

12 December 1980 cause Mr John Doohan of Willagee to be interviewed
by the Criminal Investigation Branch on the allegation that Mr Doohan
had misrepresented himself as a member of the Minister's staff in order to
confirni the existence of Department of Community Welfare files on
himself?

(2) On 12 December 1980 was John Doohan interviewed by CIB officers with
regard to this allegation by the Minister?

(3) If yes, what was the result of the CIB investigation?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

The Commissioner of Police has advised -

It is not possible to provide responses to these questions because the files relating
to 1980 records of this nature were destroyed in 1988 in accordance with State
Archives of WA Disposal Schedule No KD 92025 for the Criminal Investigation
Branch. Therefore, no information is available on the content of these
allegations.
General files are retained for seven years by Crime Support Services and then
destroyed. This matter would not have been considered a major crime file, these
being retained for 25 years at the Intermediate Record Repository.

WESTRAIL - TRAIN 474, CONSIGNOR FOR SALT
3092. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

Further to question on notice 1338 of 2 May 1995 -

(1) Which mining company is the consignor for the salt carried on train 474?
(2) At which siding is the cargo loaded?
(3) How many tonnes per year of this freight is carried?
(4) Does the client receive a concessional freight rate lower than the grain

freight rate?
(5) Who from Westrail negotiated this rate, or was it set by Ministerial

directive?
Hon EL CHARLLTON replied:
(1) WA Salt Supply.
(2) Koolyanobbing.
(3) Approximately 100 000 tonnes per year.
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(4) WA Salt Supply does not receive a concessional freight rate. Westail
provides a lakeside to destination service for the company which includes
a total freight rate for road and rail transport, loading and unloading, and
transhipping activities.

(5) The rate was negotiated between the company and Westrail's Business
Development Division.
WESTRAIL - TRAIN 474, CONSIGNOR FOR GYPSUM

3093. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
Further to question on notice 1338 of '2 May 1995 -

(1) Which mining company is the consignor for the gypsum carried on train
474?

(2) At which siding is the cargo loaded?
(3) How many tonnes per year of this freight is carried?
(4) Does the client receive a concessional freight rate lower than the grain

freight rate?
(5) Who from Westrail negotiated this rate, or was it set by Ministerial

directive?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) H.B. Brady Co Pty Ltd.
(2) West Merredin..
(3) Approximately 20 000 tonnes per year.
(4) H.B. Brady Co Pty Ltd does not receive a concessional freight rate.

Westrail provides a delivery service between West Merrein and
Bayswater for the company which includes a total freight rate for road and
rail transport, unloading and transhipping activities.

(5) The rate was negotiated between the company and Westrail's Business
Development Division.

WESTRAIL - NB CLASS BOGIE, WIDTH
3094. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

Further to question on notice 1544 of 24 November 1994, what is the width of the
NB class bogie. from the extreme left hand section to the extreme right hand
section?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON replied:
2984mm.

WESTRAIL - LOCOMOTIVES STANDARD OR NARROW GAUGE, SALE
3095. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has Westrail sold any standard or narrow gauge locomotives since March
1993?

(2) If yes, which locomotives were sold?
(3) How much was each locomotive sold for?
(4) To whom was it sold?
(5) When did the sale take place?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Yes.*
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(2)

Y1102
Y1 103
1101
N1875
N 1878
N1879
N1881
NA 1871
T1 801
T1803
T1805
TA1806
TA1809
TA1 810
TA1 811
TA1 812
TA1 815
TA1 814
M1851
M1852
MA1861
MA1863
J103
J1104
J105

WESTRAIL - LOCOMOTIVES FOUR GM TYPE, LEASED FROM ANR
3 135. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has Westrail leased, or entered into any other arrangement to acquire, four
GM type locomotives from Australian National Railways?

(2) Is yes, what are the conditions of the lease or arrangement?
(3) Where are those locomotives to be serviced?
(4) What is the cost of lease and servicing for each locomotive?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) No. Two GM class locomotives were leased from Australian National

Rail and that arrangement ceased on 19 June 1995.
(2)-(4) Not applicable.

WESTRAIL - BUILDING, EAST PERTH TERMINAL, SALE PLANS
3136. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does Westrail intend selling, leasing or renting its building at the East
Perth terminal to a private company?

(2) If yes -
(a) has Westrail had any negotiations with any company or companies

regarding the sale, lease or rent of the building; and
(b) does Westrail intend relocating its standard gauge platform into the

city station?
(3) If yes to (2)(b) -

(a) which platform will be used for this purpose;

(3)

250
2500
4120
9000

13000
7 725

12000
16 000
3811
3811
3 811
3811
3 811
3 811
3 811
3 811
3 811
6 000

12600
12 600
12600
12 600
50000
50000
50000
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(4)

L. Willis (Pemberton Tramway)
L. Willis (Pemberton Tramway)
J & P Metals
Morrison Knudsen
Morrison Knudsen

J&P Metals
Morrison Knudsen
Morrison Knudsen
J &P Metals
J & PMetals
J & PMetals
J &P Metals
J & PMetals
J & P Metals
J & P Metals
J1 & P Metals
J & P Metals
Larrimah Museum, Alice Springs
CSR Herbert River Mills
CSR Herbert River Mills
CSR Herbert River Mills
CSR Herbert River Mills
Great Northern Rail (Vic)
Great Northern Rail (Vic)
Great Northern Rail (Vic)

(5)

December 1993
December 1993
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
March 1994
April 1994
August 1994
August 1994
August 1994
August 1994
April 1995
April 1995
April 1995
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(b) how will suburban electric rail services be rescheduled to
accommodate this change; and

(c) what extra facilities will be installed to provide for the comfort and
service of long distance travellers?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied.
(1) I refer the member to my reply to question on notice 2139.
(2) (a) I refer the member to my reply to question on notice 2139.

(b) No.
(3) (a)-(c) Not applicable.

WESTRAIL - NB AND L CLASS BOGIES, WIDTH
3153. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

Further to question on notice 1544 of 1994 -
(1) What is the width of an NB class bogie from the outside of the left hand

axle box to the outside of the right hand of the axle box?
(2) What is the width of an L class bogie as per (1) above?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The member has asked this question on notice before and I have already
responded.

WESTRAIL - LOCOMOTIVES
GM Class, Leased From ANR

3154. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
Does Westrail lease four GM class locomotives from Australian National
Railways and are they returned to Port Augusta for servicing?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I have already answered this question in a previous question on notice.
WESTRAIL - JAURDI SIDING, PASSING LOOPS EXTENSION WORK

3i56. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
Further to question on notice 2448 of 16 May 1995 -

(1) Is this work being performed by Westrail or private contractors?
(2) If private, which firm was awarded the contract?
(3) What problems were encountered with the earthworks to warrant such a

high price to extend the loop by 327 metres?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) The Jaurdi track laying work is being carried out by Westrail. Earthworks

and signalling was performed by a contractor.
(2) Ertech Pty Ltd was awarded the earthworks contract and Ventura Projects

was awarded the signalling contract.
(3) There were no problems encountered in the execution of the work. The

Jaurdi crossing loop extension required widening of a deep cutting and the
earthworks accounted for approximately one thixd of the total cost. The
cost was fair and reasonable for the work in this location.

WESTRAIL - LOCOMOTIVES
NB Class, Diesel Motors

3158. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
Further to question on notice 2035 of 9 May 1995, what is the -
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(a) size;
(b) make; and
(c) horsepower,
of the diesel motors currently in the NB class locomotive?
Hon E-J. CHARLTON replied.~
(a) 12 VEE (9 inch bore x 10.5 inch stroke).
(b) Alco 251 'E' rating - four stroke.
(c) 1940 kw (turbocharged).

WESTRAIL - LOCOMOTIVES
DE Class Nos 1581-1593, Lease

3159. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
Further to question on notice 2441 of May 16, 1995 -
(1) Who does Westrail lease locomotives DB 1581 to 1593 inclusive from?
(2) Did Westrail own these locomotives prior to leasing them in 1993?
(3) Is the lease a power by the hour or annual fixed fee with a mileage

component?
(4) If power by the hour, what is the current. rate and average cost per unit per

year?
(5) If there is an annual fee, what is the fee and what is the rate for each

kilometre travelled?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Lease Underwriting Limited Nominees Pty Ltd.
(2)-(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) There is currently a semiannual lease payment of $1 130 225 paid under

the terms of the lease. The lease payment is not dependent on the number
of kilometres travelled.

WESTRAIL - IFORRESTIqELD WORKSHOP
Rolling Stock Repair Plant and Equipment Purchase

3160. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Since January 1, 1994 what rolling stock repair plant and equipment has

been purchased for use at the Forrestfield locomotive depot workshop?
(2) What was the cost?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(04-2) $

2 x 2.1 metre single leg chain assemblies 433.60
1 x 2.5 metre four leg chain assembly 305.65
2 x five metre two leg chain slings 7 380.00
1 x radiator lifting beam 1 350.00
Lathe with accessories 12564.00
Vertical cold sawing machine 4900.00

RSPCA - GOVERNMENT FUNDING
3164. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Local Government:
(1) In the past five years what sums have the State Government paid to the

Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals?
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(2) Have all of those funds been properly accounted for?
(3) Does the Government propose to* make a contribution to the RSPCA ini

1995-96?
(4) If not, why not?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Local Government has provided the following reply -

(1) $50 000 in 1992-93.
(2) Audited financial statements were received in November 1993.
(3) No.
(4) It has not applied for any funds.
KENDRICK, PHILLIP - FISHERIES OFFICER, ATTENDING POLICE

DEPARTMENT DINNERS
3166. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(1) Did a fisheries officer, Phillip Kendrick from the special investigations

branch, ever attend Police Department dinners which were attended by
commissioned officers between 1 January 1988 and 30 December 1992?

(2) If so, when did he attend those dinners and which commissioned officers
were present?

(3) If so, why was he invited to attend those dinners?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -

(1) Yes.
(2) 4 April 1991: attendees -

Wood
Zanetti
Porter K.
Marshall M.
Skehan
Davies A.
Evans
Weaver
Brooks
Lake
Scaini
Harris
O'Connell
Winton
Liernert
Devlin
Carroll
Carlson
Paterson
McDonald
Camilleri
Bell
McCaffrey
Horton

Dare
Dales
Porter J.
Scott, B.
Ockwell
Brennan F.
Thickbroomn
Napier
Douglas
Dawson
Greay
McGregor
Severn
Orzanski
Billing
Campbell
Davey
Scott, R.
Holdsworth
Driffill
McMillan
Lewis
Duckett
Kendrick

Millar
May
Barber
Campbell L.
Williams
Martin W.
Watson A.
Taylor
Gorman
Wild
Kiernan
Best
Kirkby
Little
Culleton
Smith A.J.
Calameri
Mackay
McCullough
Rae
Risdon P.
Kennedy
Salter
Webster

Bull
Wernidley
Gibson
Willers J.
Wells
Pethick
Round
Dunlop
Bannister
Moffatt
Neville
Kimber
Pethrick
Reiley
Martin B.
Dalton
Fraser
Simpson
Handnier
Bickford
Smith P.
Elliott
Curtis
Spencer

Lippe
Webb B.
Ayton
Petersen
Ryan
Ayling
Gage V.
Jennings
Connolly
Cullen
Crawford
Wilson
Gazey
Katich
Hodgkin
Stewart
Lamp
Zoethout
Beckett
Brennan B.
Drew
Morter
Davey

Briggs
Watts R.
Bowers
Ingles
Willers R.
Beard
Milner
Clemnents
Grover
Donnelly
Davies S.
Smith R.
Sergeant
Allan
Watson J.
Mawson
Morris
Thomson
Jones
McBurney
Russell
Stephens
Andrisich
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(3) He was the invited guest of a member now retired, Superintendent John
Horton.

POLICE - NICHOLSON, SERGEANT KEN
Search of Members of Parliament Houses or Offices

3169. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has Sergeant Ken Nicholson been involved in the search of the house or

the office of any member of Parliament in Western Australia since 1987?
(2) If so, what has been his involvement and in what capacity?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
The Commissioner of Police has advised -

(1) Yes.
(2) At the request of a member, an electronic security search was carried out

at the office of the member.
MINING INDUSTRY - EXPLORATION EXPENDITURE, SHIFTING OVERSEAS

3221. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:
With reference to some concern that has been expressed that there has been a shift
in exploration expenditure from Western Australia to overseas countries, is the
Government concerned at this trend and what is it doing to address this matter?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The annual value of mineral and energy production is at a new record of around
$13b. The mining industry in Western Australia accounts for more than 70 per
cent of the State's export income and provides for directly and indirectly around
20 per cent of the State's employment. The State's resource sector is also a
significant contributor to national wealth, providing around 40 per cent of
Australia's mineral production, 30 per cent of petroleum production and over
60 per cent of new mining investment. The State's $11 000m surplus on its
external accounts is largely attributable to the minerals sector and is vital to the
national economy. The Government does recognise the role exploration plays in
the development of a strong and sustainable mining industry.
Obviously, the Government would like Western Australian mining companies to
spend all their exploration budgets in Western Australia. However, the
Government realises that in today's international environment, the previously
closed economies of countries such as the Soviet Union and Asia are now
available for consideration and mature companies will be assessing all options.
The potential for mineral discoveries in countries such as Asia and Russia is high
and it is understandable that Australian companies would wish to explore there as
well as in Western Australia. Such company strategies also help to reduce risk by
diversifying their investment portfolios across a number of countries. Western
Australia's mineral exploration expenditure in 1994 increased by 20 per cent to
$478m and this upward trend has been apparent since 1992. Western Australia
also accounts for more than half Australia's expenditure on mineral exploration.
Gold has continued to dominate the State's exploration expenditure figures and in
1994 accounted for 75 per cent or $358m of total expenditure. Base metals
exploration, including nickel, accounted for 12 per cent, while diamonds
accounted for 9 per cent of total exploration. Since assuming office the
Government has moved systematically to put in place a number of important
initiatives to promote the continued growth and development of the State's
mining industry while preserving areas of high environmental value.
Legislative changes have included the introduction of retention licences which
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will allow explorers to hold proven reserves which cannot be mined economically
at present, fixed four-year terms for prospecting licences, special gold prospecting
licences on existing mine leases, and legislation to allow continuous underground
mining. The Government has also removed the exploration moratorium on the
Rudall River region and is implementing a computerised management system
which enables rapid identification of ground available for exploration and which
significantly reduces the time taken to record and approve applications for mining
tenements. The Government is committed to achieving a satisfactory process for
progressing native title issues, through the Government's efforts to recognise the
importance to the mining industry of operating in a stable economic and social
environment in an effort to attract overseas companies and mining and
exploration capital to the State. Western Australia's natural advantages are no
longer enough in the increasingly competitive world environment to make
Western Australia an automatic target for exploration dollars. The Government is
determined to make the State more attractive for mining exploration through the
many initiatives it has introduced and will continue to introduce.

MINING INDUSTRY - MANAGEMENT OF MINERAL TITLS
3222. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:

What measures has the Court Government taken to help bring the management of
mineral titles into the modern era?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
In the 1995-96 Budget, the Government has allocated $1.6m to commence the
development and installation of an electronic minerals titles system in Western
Australia. The system is known as MiTiS and will allow mining company
representatives to electronically search and lodge mineral title applications and
other related transactions. These transactions have previously been conducted in
person across the counter of the various Mining Registrars' offices throughout the
State. The value of the new system is that people will not have to travel long
distances to carry out this element of their business with the Department of
Minerals and Energy. In some cases their offices are many hundreds of
kilometres away from regional DME offices, and after the system is implemented
much of the business will be able to be carried out via a telephone, modem and
computer. This will lead to improved efficiencies in the way minerals titles are
managed in Western Australia. The MiTiS system is a major technological
breakthrough for mineral titles management in Western Australia. The
Department of Minerals and Energy has also developed a new computerised
tenement graphic system. This system - known as Tengraph - enables the rapid
identification of ground available for exploration, and will reduce the time needed
to approve applications for mining tenements. With ongoing funding, the
Tengraph system is intended to cover the entire State. It is already available in
Perth and the goldfields where it has been very well received by both large
companies and small prospectors.

MINING INDUSTRY - ECONOMIC GROWTH NOT ADVERSELY AFFECTED
BY MABO DECISION

3223. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:
What steps has the Court Government taken to ensure that the economic growth
of the mining industry will not be adversely affected by the Mabo decision?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Native Title Act is now law in this State and we are working in conjunction
with the Federal Government to make the Act and its procedures workable. Since
the High Court handed down its decision on the Act in March this year, there
have been a number of critical issues the Government has addressed. The Titles
Validations Bill (1995) has recently been passed by the Parliament and will
ensure the validity of all titles issued prior to 1 January 1994. This Governent
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has also indicated its intent to stand behind all titles issued between January 1994
and 16 March 1995. The question of pastoral leases if of particular importance to
Western Australia. Both State and Federal Governments are involved in current
federal court cases and have stated that pastoral leases in these cases extinguish
native title. Following the High Court decision, the Government has moved
quickly to resolve the issue of miners' rights. Issuing of miners' rights resumed
in May. Miners' rights now carry a clause informing holders that these rights are
subservient to any native title rights that may exist in relation to Crown land. It
will take some further time to resolve the issues related to the processes of the
Native Title Act but the Government is committed to finding workable solutions.
The Government has been encouraged that the mining industry has shown
confidence in the Government's handling of the issue and that to date applications
for tenements have not reduced. In fact, since the High Court decision about
1 200 applications have been received and applications are, being referred to the
National Native Title Tribunal at the rate of approximately 50 a week.

MINING INDUSTRY - GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION, BUDGET
ALLOCATION

3224. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:
Given the importance of the mining industry to the State economy can the
Minister advise what the Court Government has allocated in the 1995-96 Budget
for the provision of basic geological information to encourage the mining industry
in Western Australia?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
In the 1995-96 Budget just announced, the Government allocated $10.4m towards
initiatives associated with the development of the minerals and petroleum
industry. These initiatives include $5m on an accelerated geoscientific mapping
program to encourage exploration; $1.6m to help streamline the administration of
mineral titles; and $930 000 on mine safety and environmental management.
Without exploration there would be no mining. It is therefore the Government's
objective to provide the information, framework and services which will assist
explorers to seek out the enormous wealth lying below the surface throughout
Western Australia. With the additional $5m initiative on accelerated geoscientific
mapping, the State Government has now set aside a total of $13.3m in its 1995-96
Budget for regional geoscientific mapping and exploration support.
The Midwest-Gascoyne area will benefit significantly from the regional
geoscientific mapping initiative in 1995-96. A total of $7.27m has been allocated
for the area which takes in potential mineral-rich areas of the north eastern
goldfields and Glengarry basins, and onshore sedimentary basins which have
petroleum exploration potential. Other regions to benefit include the goldfields-
Esperance area which will receive $1.9m, the south west ($1.72m), the Pilbara
($1.25m) and the Kimberley ($1.16m). The program involves the development of
airborne geophysical maps and data, the gathering of thousands of rock and soil
samples for geochemical analysis and the drilling of a number of sites. This
information will be used by geoscientists within the Department of Minerals and
Energy to produce a variety of geological maps, which are keenly sought by
members of the mineral exploration industry and the public. The department's
accelerated regional mapping program started two years ago and is now about
50 per cent completed.

MINING INDUSTRY - DEATHS, REDUCTION MEASURES
3225. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:

What action is the Government taking to reduce the number of deaths in the
mining industry?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Government is concerned with any fatality in the mining industry
notwithstanding the general sustained improvement and awareness of safety
practices in recent years. No effort has been spared by the Department of
Minerals and Energy to publicise the spectrum of hazards in the mining industry,
and in encouraging industry to increase accident awareness and to take prevention
measures. For example, following the passage of the Mines Safety and Inspection
Act through the Parliament in 1994, the Department of Minerals and Energy has
been working on a comprehensive set of regulations to provide detailed guidance
on health and safety matters in mines. The Department of Minerals and Energy is
also working on a series of guidance notes to further explain, in detail, the
standards which are required for compliance. The State Mining Engineer, Jim
Torlach, and departmental staff have been heavily involved, together with chief
inspectors of mines in other States, in the preparation of a comprehensive
publication titled "The Handbook of State Mining Practice" which Will set
common standards for mines safety throughout Austrlia.
As a new initiative, the 1995-96 State Budget has allocated $930 000 for the
development of a computerised mine safety information system. This system will
provide support for the rapid dissemination of safety related data to inspectors and
safety officers at mine sites and mining company offices. The total allocation for
mining industry safety and environmental management in the State Budget for
1995-96 is $10m. As recognition of the real improvement in mining industry
safety, it is important to note that the workers' compensation premium rates have
been consistently falling throughout the industry. The rates for most sectors in
mining have now fallen to a third of their levels from the mid-1980s and the
premium rate for mining underground gold has been reduced by a factor of six
from its level a decade ago. The recently released 1995-96 workers'
compensation rate schedule indicates two mining sectors, iron ore and bauxite,
achieved premium rates below I per cent of their salary cost. This is a first for a
sector of the mining industry and is positive evidence of the success of sustained
improvement and awareness of safety practices in recent years.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - CASUAL EMPLOYEES
530. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Labour

Relations:
(1) How many persons on registered workplace agreements are classified as

casuals and, therefore, are not entitled to holiday or sick pay under the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act?

(2) Is the Minister aware that many of those described as casuals are working
continuously and consistently for well in excess of 40 hours a week, for
rates of pay equal to or less than the award rate for permanent employees?

(3) Does the Minister condone such practices?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. I assume for the purpose of
this question that the "Minister" refers to the Minister for Labour Relations and
not me, and advise -

(1) While the question of whether or not a person is a casual is examined
during the registration process, the Office of the Commissioner of
Workplace Agreements does not record data on this matter.

(2) 1 am advised that many casual employees have agreed to work longer
hours than those prescribed in awards, but do so because workplace
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agreements provide different arrangements which, overall, give employees
a higher weekly pay than they would have received if the only option for
the parties were to use an award.

(3) Yes, provided the above arrangements are entered into by agreement.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - FREEMAN,

ROSEMARY AND SISTERS, ABUSE IN FOSTER CARE COMPENSATION
531. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

With reference to the answer to question without notice 5 10 of 28 June, given by
the Leader of the House representing the Premier -
(1) When was the Crown Solicitor's Office asked to provide a fully

researched answer on the issue of compensation to Rosalie Fraser and her
sisters, who suffered abuse in foster care?

(2) When does the Attorney General expect the answer to be available?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) On or about 4 November 1994.
(2) The matter is still being researched and a response is anticipated shortly.

BUCKERIDGE, LEN - DRIVING CHARGE (1986)
532. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister

for Police:
(1) Can the Minister confirm that the conviction of Mr Len Buckeridge on a

dangerous or reckless driving charge, which arose out of an incident in
1986 when Mr Buckeridge drove a car into a crowd of unionists at
Canning Vale, followed a report to the police by Mr Buckeridge that the
car he used in the incident had been stolen at the time?

(2) Was Mr Buckeridge charged with making a false report?
(3) If not, why not?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Police has
provided the following information -

(1) I am advised by the Commissioner of Police that the incident referred to
occurred. However, due to police policy and the confidentiality of police
records, this information will not be released. This confidentiality is
afforded to all persons.

(2) Yes. However, the charge was dismissed by the court.
(3) Not applicable.

MARITIME UNION OF AUSTRALIA - INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE, THREATS
533. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Transport:

Has the Minister been made aware of threats against individuals during the recent
Maritime Union of Australia dispute at Fremantle?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Mr President -

Hon AJOG. MacTiernan: Don't tell me that Crichton-Browne was on the wharf.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: He might be when he gets over here.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Do you mean when he becomes a member of
Parliament?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: He is already a member of Parliament.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes, I have been made aware in writing. Copies of
letters were sent to both Patrick The Australian Stevedore and Conaust Ltd asking
them to intervene in a series of threats made by employees of those companies to
individuals. I do not know whether those individuals have been identified.
However, the threats have been made in a number of ways, including telephone
calls to people in the transport industry who have been associated with the
delivery of freight to the Fremantle Port They have been told that in future no
paperwork will be processed for them at the port. Threats have been made over
the telephone to the effect that, "We know where you live and we will get you."
One truck driver was assaulted in a freight terminal, and I understand the police
will be laying charges in connection with that incident. That was a result of the
driver being contracted by Sealink Transport Pty Ltd to move containers on the
wharf at Fremantle. I have also been made aware of a number of other threats. I
mentioned this to one of the joint secretaries of the MUA and asked that the union
interverie to put an end to this sort of thing.

MARITME UNION OF AUSTRALIA - INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE, THREATS
534. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Transport:

Have any of the perpetrators of these threats been identified?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I understand that the person responsible for the assault in the freight terminal yard
has been identified. Obviously I will not comment further on that matter because
I understand it is subject to court action.
With regard to the other activity on the wharf, the only information I have is that
the matter is being negotiated with the two stevedoring companies, to confirm
that the people are employed by them. During the dispute a number of people
were contacted by telephone and threatened. That leaves a nasty taste in the
mouths of those people and their families, because their families received the
telephone calls.
The Maritime Union of Australia is determined to control the waterfront in its
own way and not allow a total and in-depth investigation. The time is long
overdue when an end should be put to the lack of competition and, more
importantly, the standover tactics on the waterfront. I have not commented
publicly about the goings on at the wharf because I believed much of it would
emerge as a result of investigations by the police. It seems that nobody is keen to
take on the MUA - I refer not to individual employees at Fremantle but to the
federal executive officers who seem hell-bent on ruling the roost around
Australia.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: This is not an answer to the question. You were asked
to name them. This answer is like the stream of consciousness of James Joyce.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I met with an international shipping operator last week
who has another ship ready to bring to Fremantle but who will not do so until
there is waterfront reform. That is part and parcel of the changes that should
made. While I am involved I will continue to do what should be done to bring
about that change.

CARAVAN PARKS - DWELLINGUP
535. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Can the Minister confirm that the Department of Conservation and Land
Management will be shortly lodging plans with the Shire of Murray for
the development of a caravan park at Dwellingup?
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(2) Who will hold the lease for this development?
(3) What is the nature of the lease agreement between the department and the

developers?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) CALM is not proposing to lodge any plans to the Shire of Murray. The

developer lodged plans in early June which have been referred to the July
meeting of council.

(2) Ogilvie and Son Pty Ltd.
(3) CALM has offered a 20 year lease over 19.5 hectares of state forest

No 23.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - GOVERNMENT SCHOOL EDUCATION
PROGRAM, BUDGET

536. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Since coming to power in 1993, how much has the Government increased

the government schools education program in both real terms and
percentage terms up to and including the 1995-96 Budget estimate?

(2) What was the Australian Bureau of Statistics inflation rate during that
time, including the projected inflation rate for 1995-96?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I have been provided with some figures today, but in view of the time available I
have not had a chance to verify them. I want verification of them because of the
very concise nature of the question, which refers to the government school
education program, which is one program of the Education budget. I must
ascertain whether that includes capital works. I do not think it does at this stage.
I would not want Hon John Halden to be running around saying that the
government school education program has been increased by a percentage when it
has not because that could be misleading. I would not want him to mislead
anybody because that would be out of character for him!
Hon John Halden: Absolutely.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I also need to ascertain whether the increase in expenditure
reflects the increase in efficiencies made in the department. We should draw to
the attention of people talking about those issues -

Hon John Halden interjected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I am giving Hon John Halden an answer. I could have told
him to put it on notice. I am explaining why I am not giving a direct answer yet
and why Hon John Halden will get a proper answer in due course.
It needs also to be understood that a simple comparison of one set of figures with
another does not always provide the right conclusion about money being spent on
educational issues. Hon John Halden has cleverly asked about the government
school education program, which he knows is one element of the Education
budget.
Hon John Halden: 99 per cent.
Hon N.F. MOORE: He could say to people that is the total amount of money
being spent on government schools and give a misleading impression, as he has
the capacity to do from time to time. However, that would ignore a range of other
issues that are important in determining how much money is being spent on actual
education in our schools. When I have the figures and I am able to provide
Hon John Halden with the information in the proper context, I will do that.
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MINING INDUSTRY - OFFSHORE HYDROCARBON MINING, ROYALTIES
537. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:

What additional revenues would be raised if all taxes and royalties from offshore
hydrocarbon mining were directed to Western Australia away from the Federal
Government?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. Of the royalties collected by
the State on behalf of the Commonwealth in the 1993-94 financial year, the
Commonwealth received $49.3m from Western Australia's offshore hydrocarbon.
No figures are available for the amount of petroleum resource rent tax paid to the
Commonwealth by operators off the Western Australian coast. Over the next
three financial years the Commonwealth is expected to collect in the order of
$600m in royalties and crude oil excise from offshore hydrocarbon operations off
the Western Australia coast. Members will appreciate that that is a huge amount
of revenue flowing to the Commonwealth Government which bypasses the State.

COMMUNITY SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND -
GRANTS

538. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) What is the cause of the delay in the Minister's office of the finalisation of

the community sporting and recreation facilities fund?
(2) When will the allocations of that fund be finalised and when will the

grants be announced?
(3) Will the Minister table all the details of the grants as has been the past

practice?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) There is no delay in the determination of the grants of the CSRFF

program. Most were announced this week. Some may not have been
announced, but to my knowledge letters were sent out this week.

Hon Graham Edwards: When were they announced?
Hon N.F. MOORE: They were sent to the recipients. I do not put out a press
release in my name about the recipients.
Hon Graham Edwards: I used to.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I do not claim credit for these things as did Hon Graham
Edwards.
Hon Kim Chance interjected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The people who have put in for the money have been advised
they will be receiving the money if their application has been successfuL Some
announcements have been made by various members of Parliament who have an
interest in those applications. I am happy to make available to the member a list
of the grants.

SCHOOLS - PSYCHOLOGISTS
Extended Sick Leave Arrangements

539. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is it normal Education Department policy not to replace school

psychologists when on extended sick leave?
(2) In the Scarborough district, a school psychologist is on extended sick

leave and the remaining psychologists must service an additional seven
schools. Is this another example of the Government's proposal to support
early intervention for students with learning difficulties or disability?



(3) If not, when will the situation be rectified?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(I) Ido not know.
(2) 1 am not aware of the circumstances outlined by the member.
(3) Not applicable.

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES - RIGHT TO FREE SPEECH,
GOVERNMENT POLICY

540. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Public Sector Management:
(1) Will the Leader of the House make a statement to the House today to

clarify the Government's policy on its intended use of the law and of rules
governing public sector employees regarding limitations on their right to
free speech about matters concerning their employment?

(2) Specifically, will the Government allow public sector employees the right
to publicly criticise the Government and its agencies and departments on
matters that directly impact on their personal welfare and/or the welfare of
the community where those matters include policies on industria
relations, privatisation or commercialisation, tendering or contracting out?

(3) Will the Government guarantee public sector employees the right to free
speech without fear of intimidation when they speak out on issues,
including their employment, other than those issues which involve
commercial confidentiality?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Public
Sector Management has provided the following response.
(1 )-(3) Provisions restricting the use of official information commenting on

government policy and on the administration of government organisations
have been in place for many years. The appropriateness or otherwise of
these restrictions was raised by the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters and is currently being
examined under one of the terms of reference by the Commission on
Government. It is the intention of this Government that inappropriate
restrictions be repealed once the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards has established more relevant and up to date guidelines as part
of the code of ethics. This Government has applied no more onerous or
restrictive controls and standards on the right to free speech of public
servants than those imposed under previous Governments.

TEACHERS - CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES IN CLASSES, TRAINING
COURSES

541. Hon Val FERGUSON to the Minister for Education:
What training is provided to teachers working in a mainstream classroom who
have a child or children with a disability or a learning disability enrolled in their
class?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I cannot be specific about what training is provided. A number of in-service
courses are available to teachers on a range of issues, including matters relating to
children with disabilities. This is one area in which a great deal more work must
be done. Many teachers are placed in very difficult circumstances because of the
situation in which they find themselves in various classes. Training is provided
on an ongoing basis through in-service courses and professional development
programs which include the matter the member raises.
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BUILDERS REGISTRATION BOARD - LICENCE LENDING BY
REGISTERED BUILDERS INQUIRIES

542. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:
(1) In the last six months has the Builders Registration Board investigated any

claims of licence lending by registered builders?
(2) If so, how many builders are involved?
(3) Have any investigations been made of Longo Constructions Pty Ltd?
(4) What action is the board taking to deal with licence lending?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Yes.
(2) 18.
(3) Yes.
(4) The board is continuing to take a proactive role in investigating all

allegations of licence lending and it deregisters builders when an offence
is proven.

I take this opportunity to advise members that I have asked the ministry to look at
drafting provisions which deal specifically with licence lending and the
consequences of that. I am looking at bringing in an automatic suspension of a
licence where a company fails to meet contracts. Consideration Will also be given
to determining whether the return of a licence is justified. It will not be quite the
same as liquidation or insolvency, but the essential aspect looked at will be the
failure to complete a contract. A new definition of the failure to honour a contract
will have to be worked out to determine whether a company should be put into
liquidation. Licence lending shows itself up as having poor consequences when a
licence is given to people who are poor financial risks and then the problem flows
on to other people as soon as that company goes into liquidation or ceases to
operate.

ABORIGINAL RESERVE LAND - SIGNAGE ON ACCESS ROUTES
ADVISING MOTORISTS, ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES ASSISTANCE

543. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister representing the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs:
(1) What funds can Aboriginal communities access to assist them with

signage on access routes onto their reserves in order to advise motorists of
their obligations in regard to permission to enter Aboriginal reserve land?

(2) If funds are not available under any existing government funding program,
will the Minister consider administering funds to communities wishing to
erect appropriate signage?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question
(1) The Aboriginal Affairs Department is able to assist Aboriginal

communities with signage of access routes onto Aboriginal reserve land.
(2) Not applicable.

ABORIGINAL LANDS TRUST - PERMITr SYSTEM FOR VISITORS
ACCESSING ABORIGINAL RESERVE, DAMPIER PENINSULA

544. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister representing the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs:
(1) Does the Aboriginal Lands Trust permit system still apply for access to

the Aboriginal reserve on the Dampier peninsula?
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(2) If yes, what assistance is the Government providing to ensure that
unwanted intrusion onto the Aboriginal reserve is being prohibited?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1)-(2) Yes. The Aboriginal Affairs Department is able to provide signage to

advise visitors of their obligations in respect of entry to Aboriginal reserve
lands. In addition, the Aboriginal Lands Trust will pursue legal action
under section 31 of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority Act should
a community wish to prosecute people entering reserves without proper
permits.

RACING AND GAMING, OFFICE OF - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS
545. Hon N.D. GRIFFITH-S to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

Is it the case that the terms of any workplace agreement to be entered into
between an employee of the Office of Racing and Gaming and the Office of
Racing and Gaming are, prior to the agreement, required to be ratified by the
Cabinet labour relations subcommittee, or is it the case that the terms of such a
workplace agreement are subsequently ratified by the Cabinet labour relations
subcommittee?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
A proposition was put to the Cabinet subcommittee in respect of workplace
agreements and it was subsequently agreed to and approved by Cabinet.
RACING AND GAMING, OFFICE OF - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS

546. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
What is that proposition?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
Off the top of my head I cannot quote the 30 pages in it.
RACING AND GAMING, OFFICE OF - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS

547. Hon N.D. GRIFF=TS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
(1) Will the Minister table the document?
(2) If so, when?
(3) If not, why not?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I suggest the member put the question on notice.

BUNNINGS - GIBLErr BLOCK, ILLEGALLY LOGGED FOREST
548. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Is the Minister aware that it has been found that Bunnings illegally logged
forest coupes G7 and G8 at Giblett block and that the investigating
consultant from Price Waterhouse has stated that it was almost certain that
woodchips from the area had been exported to Japan, therefore placing
Bunnings in breach of woodchip licensing agreements?

(2) If so -
(a) What part did the Department of Conservation and Land

Management play in this illegal logging for the purpose of export
woodchips;

(b) what action will CALM be taking against Bunnings for destroying
an important heritage area; and
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(c) did the Minister mislead the House by claiming that the timber
from G7 and G8 was not used for woodchipping?

(3) Will the Minister be putting in place safeguards to prevent the deliberate
or accidental illegal logging of heritage listed forests?

(4) If not, what confidence can the community have in the Minister and his
department to carry out their essential role in preserving biodiversity and
the State's natural heritage?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(4) It has not been found to be an illegally logged forest. It could not be an

illegally logged forest under commonwealth law because the
Commonwealth has no right to determine whether state forests are logged
The Commonwealth Government cannot stop the State Government
logging its forests. A state law determines whether forests can be logged.

Several members interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: If members want to hear the answer they will get a more
lucid one if they do not interrupt.
Hon John Halden: We would not want to do that, Mr Arrogance.
Hon PETER FOSS: Whether they are or are not logged is a matter of state law,
provided there is no possibility of the illegal logging of forests contrary to federal
law. However, under federal law, if a person wishes to export woodchips he can
breach the terms of his licence by delivering a log for woodchipping export to a
mill for chipping. I understand from Mr Beddall - I have not seen the full report
but a summary of it - that the terms of the licence were sufficiently unclear for it
to have been understood by Bunnings that it was entitled to log that area. Rather
than saying it was definitely a breach of the licence by Bunnings it was arguable
that there was a licence, and the terms of it were such that Giblett was entirely
included. It did not refer to G7 or G8, but simply to Giblett.
Several members interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot help it if the Commonwealth does not make these
things clear. However, that is what was said and that is the reason Price
Waterhouse said a prosecution would not succeed. It is hard to say that there was
illegal activity by Bunnings if the recommendation is that a prosecution would not
succeed. Price Waterhouse also said it believed that specific permission should
have been requested for coupe 7, and if it had asked, permission would have been
granted. The problem is the way it was administered by the Commonwealth.
Price Waterhouse believed that each coupe should have been specified but it did
not specify in that way. It just referred to Giblett. Had Bunnings asked for
specific inclusion of Giblett 7 it would have got it. It indicates fault not only on
the part of Bunnings but also some laxity of administration on the part of the
Commonwealth Government.
I have not misled the House. Bunnings wanted to log there because it wanted
more sawlogs. Of course when a forest is cut for sawlogs, there is residue, and
logs which are not suitable for sawlogs.
Hon J.A. Scott interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: It did not; 67 per cent was sawlogs and nearly 50 per cent
was first grade or better.
Hon J.A. Scott: Not true!
Hon PETER FOSS: I suppose the member is saying that little bits of wood come
off when a log is sawn up, and those little bits go into chipping, and there is
residue and that residue goes into chips.
Hon J.A. Scott: What about the whole trees that go through?
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Hon PETER FOSS: The records of the Department of Conservation and Land
Management show clearly that almost 50 per cent went to first grade and 67 per
cent went to sawlogs. That is on the record. The member always knows better
because he has been told a story by a mate, who was also told a story by a mate
who counted them as he went past in his truck. The records of Giblett 7 show that
more than 50 per cent went to sawlogs.
Hon J.A. Scott: Did you go through them?
Hon PETER FOSS: No.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The member is allowed to ask only one question at a
time. The Minister should content himself with being concise, relevant and free
from argument in his response.
Hon PETER FOSS: CALM took recordings and followed the proper procedures.
I have faith in those procedures. I am very pleased with the Western Australian
procedures. What has been highlighted, and this has been Mr Beddall's response,
is that there appears to be a requirement for better communication. Not that it
would have meant Giblett 7 would not have been logged. It would have been put
beyond all doubt that it was logged legally and that the chips were delivered
legally. Had there been better communication Bunnings would have been
required to specify Giblett 7. My understanding is that had that happened that
would have been allowed, and it would still have happened.


